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ABSTRACT 

The role of breath support in the generation of clarinet tone ls poorly 

understood. The pedagogical Implications of a study of this type rest upon 

the analysis it provides of breath support, dynamic level, dynamic range 

and tonal quality of musical performances. Previous studies of clarinet and 

reed behaviour have involved clarinet-like systems stimulated externally 

by electrical sound generators or powered by artificial blowing chambers, 

rather than human performers. The physiological processes of respiration 

have been well documented, even if their translation Into the pedagogical 

literature has been somelimes inaccurate and confusing. 

Despite the wealth of research into the acoustical behaviour of clarinet, 

the mechanism of reed vibration and the physiological processes involved 

In inhalation and exhalation, there has been Little analysis of how the 

breath support should be applied in the clarinet player. 

In the present study an experimental approach was employed to record 

the maximum breath support (measured as oral cavity blowing pressure) 

applled to an experimental manometer and the range of breath support 

applied to a professional quality clarinet fitted to a manometer. Thirty 

student clarinet players and three professional clarinet teachers 

performed the experimental tasks consisting of four short musical 

phrases performed Lhrcc times at both the forte and piano dynamic levels. 

The student subjects were ranked anonymously on the basis of their tape 

recorded performance and assigned into groups (novice, intermediate and 

advanced) by rank. The high quality tape recordings of the experimental 

tasks were edited to produce a master tape from the task recordings. 

The master tape recording was used for a spectral analysis of the tone 

samples by Fast Fourier Transform Analysts. and for qualitative analysis 

using three expert judges. 
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Abstract 

The maximum breath support the subJeclS were able to supply to the 

manometer (without the clarinet attached), was unrelated to the breath 

support applied to the clarinet Jn the musical performance tasks. The 

maximum breath support for the tasks showed no significant correlation 

with age, or playing experience. 

There were no significant strong correlations, and few significant 

moderate correlations found between breath support and the forte 

dynamic level and notably, low or non significant correlations between 

breath support and the piano dynamic level. 

The problem for the less able student subjects was the inability to 

malntain a reasonable range of breath support pressures and dynamic 

range between the forte and piano dynamic levels. particularly for the 

notes Fl and B2. There was found to be moderate to low positive 

correlaUons between breath support/dynamic level and breath support 

range/ dynamic range for some notes, but the role of breath support in the 

production of other test notes was not established, and may have been 

confounded by other vartables not included In the study, (lip pressure and 

amount of mouthpiece within the mouth). 

Mu]Uple regression analysis showed that breath support was stgntOcant 

in the prediction of sound level for the notes F 1. C3, and F 4 at the forte 

dynamic 1eve1. 

The quantitative analysts of the clartnet tones provided very litUe insight 

into the spectra of the student subjects, beyond the observation that the 

student tone appeared to be inherently unstable. 

The qualitative analysis using paired-opposite descrtptors was found to 

provide valid eiiteria which could be applied consistently for the analysis 

of student claiinet tone. The descriptors "free - pinched". "fu11 - smalr. 

and "clear - fuzzy" provided the greatest discrimlnatlon between players 

and may offer an explanation Into the problems of embouchure that 
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Abstract 

appeared to be the confounding variables that were not Included in the 

present study. 

The relationship between breath support and dynamic level in the less 

experienced student player is not a simple one although the breath 

support was found to be predictive for the notes Fl, C3, and F4. The 

students' lnab1lity to provtde a reasonably loud forte and a reasonably soft 

piano on the notes F 1 and B2 reflected an Inability to supply the 

"continuously varied and adjusted support" recommended by Brymer 

(1976). 

The relationship between breath support and tonal qual1ty in the 

student player was not established experimentally and other factors 

appear important. Embouchure tension may have been the cause of the 

low breath support measured at the forte level. Insufficient embouchure 

control may have been the cause of the excessive pressure used at the 

piano level and the lack of tonal stability. The lack of harmonic stability 

which became generally worse at louder dynamics and with the higher 

notes may similarly have been caused by problems of embouchure or oral 

cavity. 

The teacher may find it worthwhile to aim for the development in the 

student of a reasonable dynamic range of the first register before 

proceeding to the second. This would involve the development of 

embouchure control in addition to breath support. There may be benefit 

In the students' use of vowels to consciously adjust the oral cavHy shape 

for each note to be played. 

Breath support in the student clarinettist is of great importance, but it 

should be the concern to the teacher to ensure that the students' best 

efforts in the area of breath support arc not compromised by problems of 

embouchure, oral cavity, or by uneven and premature development of 

technique. 
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Chapter I INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

1.1 Introduction 

lt ts the concern or the music teacher to develop tn the student the 

capacity for self expression through the acquisition of skills, knowledge, 

attitudes and values. The act or performance involves personal responses 

and aesthetic Judgement but is bullt upon learned experiences and 

physical skills, 

The developing musician must learn to make the most effective use of 

both mind and body Jn the pursuit of instrumental technique. The 

necessary physical skills are not acquired without years of careful 

practice. Too often the practice 1s unproductive, the nature of the 

physical task is not well understood and progress is hampered, leading 

to frustration or even disillusionment on the part of the student. Kohut 

(1985) points to the need for positive self evaluations of past 

performances based on an Integration of self-confidence and self 

respect. 

In the area of woodwind performance, including clarinet. the student 

has to gain a mastery of breathing to meet vital physiological needs as 

well as the acoustical requirements of the musical instrument. The 

student's jnablllty to meet the requirements of the task may well result 

In a musical performance which ts poorly coordinated or inadequate 

rhythmically, tonally, or dynamically. 

1.2 Breath Support and the Literature 

Breath support or "air support" ts the term employed to describe the 

players' supply of exhaled air to the clarinet. The issue of breath support 

as applled to the developing clarinet player is not well served in the 
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Cha ter 1 

pedagogical literature. The discussion that exists is sometimes based 

upon a faulty understanding of human physiology and is frequently 

obscurant in its explanation and there is some contradiction. 
' 

Gray (1977) writing on anatomy, differentiates between normal 

respiration and forced respiration. The diaphragm, a dome shaped 

muscle (see Fig. 1) is viewed as the most important muscle of normal 

respiration. 

Cut-away view s1iowing diaphragm . 

. Figure 1.from Hegvik (1970) 

During normal inspiration the diaphragm is assisted by the 

Intercostals (two planes of overlaid muscles located between the ribs), 

the twelve Levatores Costarum (arising from the extremities of the 

cervical and dorsal vertebrae and attached to the rib below) and the 
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Ch ter 1 

Scalenf (three sets of muscles situated in the lateral vertebral regton). In 

normal inspiration the diaphragm (a dome shaped muscle when at rest) 

descends toward the abdomen. Due to the space already occupied in the 

abdominal cavity by the liver, the amount of diaphragm excursion into 

this region is uneven and the right side {right Leaflet) of the diaphragm 

moves less. During the descent the abdominal viscera yields to some 

extent causing an outward projection of the abdominal wall. The viscera 

does not yield sufficiently though and there results an elevation of the 

lower ribs and an expansion of the thoracic cavity. 

Normal expiration Is seen as a relaxation of the diaphragm and the 

resultant return of the thoracic walls and lungs to their normal position 

as a consequenee of thelr elastic reaction with little use being made of 

muscular force. 

Gray (1977) describes forced Inspiration as involving the muscles 

Trapezius (the broad, flat triangular muscle covering the upper and back 

part of the neck and shoulders), Pectoralis Minor (the thin, flat 

triangular situated at the upper part of the thorax at the third, fourth 

and fifth rjbs and eonnected to the front of the scapula). Serratus 

Posticus Superior and Inferior (thin quadrilateral muscles at the upper 

back part of the thorax) and the Rhombodei (two flat quadrilateral 

muscles eonnecting five vertebrae to the baek of the scapula). The 

Sterno-Mastoid muscle is also used in drawing up the sternum. Forced 

expiration actions are performed principally by the Obliqui and 

Transversalis (the nat muscles of the abdomen) and the Rectus (the long 

thin muscles descending the full length at the front of the abdomen 

from the sternum to the Os Pubis. Other museles used in forced 

inspiration are the Internal lntercostals and the Triangularis Sterni 

(situated upon the inner wall at the front of the chest). 

Stein (l 958), in one of the most detailed treatment of the Issues of 

breath support, acknowledges the renex action of respiration and the 

importance of the interlaced band of museles around the diaphragm 
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Ch ter 1 

area. Stein notes the frequent need for extra muscular power applied in 

the .. natural direction of the muscular contraetton". Stein's description 

of the use of the abdominal musculature ls confusing. The student ls 

advised to exhale with the actual support "taking the form of a general 

muscular appllcaUon within this relaxed state ... Stein appears to be in 

conflict with Gray in maintaining that exhalation requires very little 

muscular support In loud playing and ts confusing tn h1s observation that 

"a pianissimo requires very little air but a maximum of push~. 

Tose (l 962) makes no distinction between inhalation and exhalation 

in advising the player to push the diaphragm upwards so that "the 

external muscles of the stomach show a visible upward action". This 

advice is physiologically incorrect and he Is in disagreement with Stein 

In recommending that in piano and pianissimo playing this channelling 

of air should be less. 

Moore (l 962) emphasises the use of the diaphragm for inhalation and 

(In conflict with Gray). exhalation with shoulders held back and the 

chest held stationary. However he inconsistently admits a lateral 

expansion during exhalation. Moore sees no differentiation in the 

amount of breath support required for the low, middle or high registers. 

In the opinion of Wlllaman (1969) every other aspect of clarinet 

technique is of secondary Importance to the airflow and he admits a 

subjective rather than scientific approach in his teaching of the 

"properly travelling airflow". Inhalation Is vaguely specified by use of the 

"stomach muscles" and exhalation by maintenance of .. firmly expanded 

waistline" (without any further explanation) and there is no 

acknowledgement of the thoracic musculature. Willaman maintains that 

It is not so much what the muscles are actually doing to support the 

airflow that matters but rather what it feels like to the player. W1llaman 

emphasises the concept of constant air pressure and variable air speed. 

Accordingly the player is encouraged to visualise the changes necessary 

when going from one register or dynamic level to another. Willaman 
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recommends a less rapid but more forceful movement of alr for low soft 

tones on the clarinet and airflow of "tremendous speed" but equally 

forceful for loud high notes. The analogies used here to illustrate airflow 

are respectively. a steamroller and speeding semi•traller. While this is of 

use tn emphasising the Importanee of adequate support to notes at the 

very soft dynamic it does little to provide a physical description of 

breath support. Willaman admits the possibility that the pressure may 

even go up as the speed goes down, the existence of "many clouding 

exceptions" requiring the player to go against the general rule and to 

apply Judgement based upon experience. 

Brymer (I 976) in his very general description, sees "blowing" as a 

misnomer for the simple support of the air column, Brymer 

recommends the very Important "arttstic approach" of prepartng each 

note by calculated correct support and projection using a gentle push 

from the diaphragm to overcome the differences of pressure between a 

note and ilS successor in order to produce a fine legato and make the 

notes sound equal in volume and tone. 

Thurston (1977) in his brief description is in conflict with Gray tn 

assigning prlortty to the diaphragm In both the tnhalatlon and exhalation 

processes. 

Pino (1980) reasonably attributes the diaphragm acUon to the 

contraction of the various abdominal muscles and describes the two 

aspects of airflow through the clarinet; air pressure and air speed. Pino's 

assertion that pressure is constant and air speed is variable (without any 

desertptlon of reed motion) ls eonfusing. 

Russianoff (1982), in his clear exposltlon, acknowledges the 

importance of the abdominal and back musculature in causing the 

downward movement of the diaphragm during inhalation. In the 

exhalation phase. Russianoff advises the player to malntaln pressure by 

means of a comfortable amount of outward expansion of the abdomen, 

sides and back and to increase the diaphragm pressure for soft playing 
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(especially in the top register) In order to maintain the intensity of tone. 

The description of this abdominal muscular support is awkward in lts 

specifJcaUon of "outward diaphragm pressure". 

Kohut (1985) evaluated three basic models of breathing: upper, middle 

and lower chest breathing. The upper-chest, or clavicular breathing was 

described as unhealthy and inefficient. Middle-chest or costal breathing, 

while better was consldered inefficient physiologically. Lower-chest 

breathing (diaphragmatic, abdominal or deep) in its customary 

description was seen as a simplistic rendering of the process. Teachers 

traditionally had used the illustraUon of the baby lying on Its back 

breathing abdominally. With maturation, the Infantile ribs become 

displaeed from the perpendicular to the spine to a downward slanted 

position. This new position, in later infancy, permits an elevaUon of the 

ribcage during breathing and an increase in the diameter of the ehest. 

This emphasis upon the abdomen alone and movement of its exterior 

muscle area may well preclude the effective uptake of air tn the case of 

older children and adults. Kohut argued that the two extremes of 

stationary-chest and full chest-expansion breathing are essenUally wrong 

and called for the active involvement of both chest and abdominal areas. 

The following criteria were offered for the efficient and controlled 

moving of large amounts of air. The tnhalaUon phase must make use of 

an open passageway (throat and glottis) through which the air ean move 

into the lungs and the lungs must be free to expand in all directions 

without restriction. The exhalation phase must similarly be through an 

open passageway (open throat and relaxed Jaw) and the rib cage must be 

free to move inward and down without restrietion as the diaphragm 

relaxes upward In order to maintain a eontinuous flow of air from the 

lungs. Mukai (1992a) found no differences in respiratory function 

between non-musicians and wind instrumentalists but did point to a 

tolerance for lower arterial blood saturation rates. This tolerance was 

significantly greater in the more expert players and appears to Indicate 

the development of an ability to function for longer periods without 
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regular respiration. Mukai (I 992b) in his important study of laryngeal 

movement using a laryngeal flberscope was in direct disagreement with 

Kohut's "open throat" criterion and found for performance of the flute, 

reed and brass instruments, a common laryngeal behaviour. Mukai found 

that tone production by "expert" players was achieved with a narrowing 

of the laryngeal aperture. The "amateurs" used a less narrowed aperture 

and the "beginner" players used a wide open aperture. 

There is some conntct and confusion evident in the discussion of both 

the Inspiration and expiration phases of breathing. The earlier 

pedagogical literature particularly, (being pitched at the lay audience) is 

often incomplete, general or inaccurate in its portrayal. 

1.3 The Significance and Purpose of the Present Study 

The purpose of the study is to investigate the blowing habits of student 

and professional clarinettists, to quantify the air support as oral cavity air 

pressure and to provide an understanding of the relationship between 

air support, dynamic level, dynamic range and tonal quality. The 

teacher's knowledge of the association between breath support, dynamic 

level and dynamic range is based upon his/her experience and there are 

few references in the pedagogical literature to the subject of breath 

support and its impact upon tonal quality (beyond the need to support 

the tone). 

There is no quantitative discussion of the association between breath 

support, dynamic level, dynamic range, tonal quality (and its qualitative) 

description in the population of student clarinet players. 

The present study may lead to a physiological model of breath support 

in clarinet pcrfomance and a greater understanding of its development 

in the student. This may result in the future publication of a cJarinet 

tutor based upon a reassessment of pedagogical priorities. 
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1.4 The Statement of the Problem and Research Focus of 
the Study 

With the growing emphasis or lnslrumental performance in the music 

programmes of schools and the flourishing of concert bands there is an 

increasing awareness amongst teachers of the importance of correct 

tone production (Kohut 1973). Traditionally the school teacher has 

overseen ihe development of the band/orchestra members in the 

rehearsal context. attending to problems of ensemble, errors of reading, 

details of interpretation in addition to the problems of tone quality, 

dynamics and intonation. As a .. Jack of all trades" with real expertise in 

perhaps one or two instruments, the teacher has made use of expertise 

available through curriculum consultants. music house sponsorships and 

various professional associations. 

The pedagogical literature has highlighted the role of the school 

teacher or bandmaster in the development of tone production. (Kohut 

1973]. The experience brought to the Lask by the non-specialist school 

teacher is often very general in its approach to the problems of the 

young instrumentalist. The on-site teacher seldom has had the benefit 

of first hand experience playing the clarinet at the professional level or 

the ongoing services of the professional player. The specialist private 

teacher is able to employ techniques of demonstration, student 

modelling followed by diseussion and evaluation. The school teacher, in 

the absence of first hand experience, is reliant upon the various 

published method books and instructional texts which, while fulsome in 

their coverage of details of fingering. posture. technical work and 

repertoire are less explictt 1n the areas of tone production and 

breathing. 

This study has the deliberately narrow focus of breath support and its 

relation lo tonal quality and dynamic range. The professional clarinettist 

or specialist teacher is aware that the relationship between breath 

support and these performance parameters is not a straightforward one. 
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The player responds during the performance to the Mfeel" of the 

instrument in a familiar and intuttive way for each note and dynamic 

level to be played adJustmenting lip pressure and breath support. While 

the importance of lip pressure is acknowledged in the literature, ihe 

issue of breath support has received litUe treatment beyond the usual 

recommendation that the player maintain an adequate support. There 

exists no quantitative discussion of the breath support and its impact 

upon tonal quality or dynamie range for the different notes of the 

clarinet 

This study attempts to redress the sHuatJon to the extent that the 

provision of a clear cut model of optimum breathing behaviour for the 

clarinet will provide some theoretlcal underpinning to the practical 

expertence of the specialist teacher. It is envisaged that the description 

and analysis will be of diagnostic assistance to the non-playing teaeher in 

understanding students' difficulties with at least some of the more 

problematical notes of the clarinet. 

1.5 The Experimental Design - An Overview 

The experiment was intended to allow the observation, measurement 

and recording of data in a musical context In order to provide an anaJysis 

of the breath support used by the developing student and the 

professional elarlnettist. The investigation attempted to establish a 

correlation between breath support measured as oral cavity air pressure 

with dynamic level, dynamic range, and tonal quality for the notes of the 

low, middle. high and extreme registers. 

Thirty student players were randomly sampled from a populatton of 

one hundred and sixty-three. The population was drawn from students 

at Australian Capital Territory primary and secondary schools, the 

Canberra School of Music and, members of the various ensembles of the 

Canberra Youth Orchestra and the Canberra City Band. Three 

professional teacher/players of the highest reputation, (one from private 
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practice and two from the Canberra School of Music) were selected to 

represent clarinet performance at its best. 

Each student and professional performed three or four short musical 

phrases of four notes duration. The first three exercises were designed 

to offer little difficulty of Onger execution to the least experienced 

player and Involved the notes of the low, middle and high regtster. The 

fourth exercise attempted by the ten most advanced students and the 

professional players utlllsed notes of the top register. The task was 

performed three times at the forte level and three times at the piano 

level following a discussion as to the meaning of the terms forte and 

pimw . The tempo was standardised at a speed of seventy-two beats to 

the minute by means of a metronome operating a flashing light Otled to 

a music stand. During the performance of the task the oral cavity air 

pressure (measured in cm of water) was determined using the 

experimental mouthpiece and a manometer. 

The oral cav1ty air pressure (maximum and minimum values) was 

recorded for the final note In each exercise. The subjects then played 

each of the test notes as Loudly and then as softly as possible. The 

pressures for each test note were recorded tn cm of water. Finally each 

subject exhaled directly into the manometer tube (without the clarinet 

or mouthpiece) with the instruction to blow with the maximum air 

pressure possible and the pressure was recorded. These Last three tasks 

were each performed three Umes. 

The mean of the oral cavity pressures was calculated from the three 

performances of each of the eight exercises (four forte and four 

piano)and the continuous notes (four as loud as possible and four as soft 

as possible) and the maximum blowing pressure tnto the manometer. 

The taped sound recordings of the forte and piano exercises were 

spliced and edited retaining the one attempt in which the measured 

oral cav1ty air pressure most closely matched the mean of the three 

attempts. 
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Toe assembled tape reeording was used for quantitative and qualitative 

analysis of the tone quality. The final note of each exercise was seleeted 

for Fast Fourier Transfonn Analysts of its constituent hannontcs and for 

qualitative analysis by a panel of expert Judges applying six paired

opposite descriptors. 

1.6 Assumptions and Foundations 

The following assumptions are central to this study. 

( 1) Breath support can be measured as oral eavity alr pressure by 

means of an experimental clarinet. mouthpiece and a 

manometer. 

(2) Breath support is sufflclently stable to be monitored visually 

and suceessfully recorded using the manometer. 

(3) The experimental task is well understood by all subjects and 

contains no musical or physieal problems of execution. 

( 4) The experimental task is sufficiently musieal in nature that 

the data collected reflects typical playing eondittons (breath 

support) and typical outcomes (dynamic levels and qualities of 

tone). 

(5) The experimental clarinet represents to all players, an 

instrument of optimum quality. Reeds are responsive and of a 

.. familiar" strength. 
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{6J The experimental clarinet will pose no problems of 

adjustment for the players accustomed to "'stuffy-. resistant 

instruments of lower quality. 

{7) Both apparatus and physical environment allow the high 

quality and eonsistent recording of the experimental task for 

the later measurement of dynamic levels and the quantitative 

and qualitative evaluation of tone. 

(BJ The qualitative rating scales used to evaluate tone produced 

by a range of student players are valtd for the task and ean be 

applied successfuHy by an expert panel of evaluators. 

1. 7 Delimitations of the Study 

This study Is not Intended to be condusive, rather tt Is intended to be 

an exploratory investigation of the development of breath support in the 

student player. The foeus of the investigation ts the oral cavity atr 

pressure and its variability in the student and professional clarinettist. 

Other factors in the tone production such as 11p pressure. volume of 

mouthpteee Jn the mouth and reed strength have been excluded from 

consideration since professional clarinettists show variation In lip 

pressure (and concomitantly reed strength). Many professionals ehoose 

a softer reed and lower lip pressure while others opt for a harder reed 

and a firmer Hp pressure. This variable would be difficult to control. 

The volume of mouthpleee taken into the mouth is important. 

Insuffieient mouthpiece may result In sharpness of pitch and a stifling of 

the tone. Very young students commonly place Insufficient mouthpieee 

wlthin the mouth [Weston 1976) and this wlll vary wlth the physiology of 

the student. This variable however, does not lend II.self to non lntn.Isive 

monitoring during a musical performance task. 
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The dynamic levels required in the experiment (forte and piano ) do 

not wholly represent reed behaviour at the dynamtc extremes of loudest 

and softest possible playing conditions and their characteristic airflow 

and tonal quality but were chosen to be within the capabi11ties and 

experiences of the student clarinettist. The dynamic range used 

operates comfortably before the "change of feel" i.e. the noticeable 

increase of blowing resistance encountered by the player at the loudest 

dynamic levels caused by the wider oscillaUon of the reed as it beats 

against the mouthpiece. The dynamics should have been comfortable for 

the student player. 

The importance of the oral tract has been discussed but not 

investigated. The findings offer a tantalising but ineomplete picture of 

the problems of tone production experienced and overcome by the 

developing player. 

1.8 Statement of the Hypotheses 

The four research hypotheses are as follows: 

{1) That there is a significant correlation between breath 

support measured as oral cavity air pressure, and dynamic 

level in the student clarinet player. 

2) That there is a significant correlaUon between breath 

support range measured as oral cavity air pressure range. and 

dynamic range in the student clarinet player. 

(3) That there is a significant eorrelation between breath 

support measured as oral cavity air pressure and tonal quaHty 

in the student clarinet player. 
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(4) That there is a significant correlation between the tones 

produced by the student players and the quality Judgements 

applied to them by an expert panel of Judges. 
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Chapter 2 THE CLARINET: AN ACOUSTICAL 
PERSPECTIVE 

2.1 Introduction 

This discussion of clarinet acoustics reviews the earliest clarinet and 

its successors. The acoustical behaviour of the clarinet 1s presented ln 

lhe context of the characteristics of reed vibration, lhe JnteracUon of 

lhe player's lip and reed and the characteristics of lhe airflow past the 

reed. The importance of the reed dynamics and air pressure in the 

maintenance of air column oscillatton is discussed together wtth a 

general model of clarinet operation and the materials used Ln its 

construction. The reed parameters. airflow, resonance characteristics, 

efficiency of operaUon and lhe Jnfluence of lhe vocal tract are discussed 

wilh their implications for the performer. A model is presented for the 

clarinet spectrum with the factors Involved Jn Its derJvaUon. (A glossary 

to ald lhe reader ls provided pp 48 to 52). 

2.2 The Clarinet and its Origins 

The clarinet in Bb is a nearly cylindrical tube 67 cm In length of 

approximately I 5 mm diameter made of African blackwood or plastic, 

terminating in a wedge shaped mouthpiece made from ebonite 

(vulcanised rubber). "crystal" (glass). plastic or historically, wood. 

The sound Is generated by the acUon of a single lip controlled reed 

made from cane of the species Arundo saliva. The reed is fastened to lhe 

moulhpiece reed table by means of a ligature. (see Fig. 2) 
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The original clarinet, the "improved chalumeaux", invented by Jacob 

Denner in 1690 was a cylindrical tube with seven tone-holes and two 

diametrtcally opposed keys at the top of the instrument (Brymer 1976). 

There were many technological improvements, the most far reaching 

being Hyacinth Klose's application to the clarinet in 1839 of the 

principles Theobald Boehm had applied to the flute. 

This led to the modern "Boehm System" clarinet (twenty-three tone

holes and twenty-one or more keys) that is is used worldwide, with the 

exception of some German and Austrian players who prefer the 

"Deutsches" System. These improvements, ofteri derived empirically, 

were mandated by the changing expectations of composers and were 

made possible by advances in manufacturing techniques. 

The clarinet has become an important instrument in the various 

musical genres . in orchestra, band, jazz and chamber ensemble and is 

now represented by a nine-member family of clarinets consisting of the; 

sopranino in Ab (extremely rare). the sopranino in Eb (piccolo clarinet), 
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the soprano in Bb and soprano ln A (the standard symphony orchestral 

instruments), the basset horn in F (used in some opera scores of Mozart 

and Riehard Strauss). the alto clarinet ln Eb (used In military bands). the 

bass clarinet in Bb (used in symphony orchestra and concert band). the 

contra-alto In Eb and contra bass in Bb (used tn American concert 

bands). 

The clarinet ts a transposing instrument; t.e. for practical reasons tt Is 

pitched In a different key to the music written for it. The clarinet ln A ls 

employed for music written ln sharp keys and the clarinet ln Bb is 

employed for music written in flat keys. Thls consequent reduction in 

the number of sharps and flats negotiated in performance, leads to 

greater fluency of technlque. The most commonly used instrument is the 

clarinet pitched 1n the key of Bb, sounding the interval of a tone (major 

second) lower than the music wrilten (or it. 

The orcheslral muslelan uses in addition, the elarlnet In A. (a minor 

third lower than the mustc written (or tt). This study is confined to the 

Bb clarinet with the notes specified in Bb pitch as used in the teaching 

Hterature with E 1 representing the lowest note on the instrument or 03 

coneert pitch in the U.S.A. Standards Institute System, (see Clarinet 

Pitch Notation as used in This Study - Appendix I). 

The clarinet with its wide compass of 3 1 /l octaves, has by Lradition, 

been divided into four distinet "registers". each providing a range of 

different and idiosyncratic sounds. Hsted here wlth deseripttons applied 

to them by Rlmsky-Korsakov (1891); 

l. the low or "chalumeau" register extending from E 1 to F2. 

(dark, sonorous) 
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2. the "throar register from G2 to 8:)2 providing an awkward 

and often tonally unconvincing "break" between the low 

register and the clarion register (weak and dull). 

3. the "clarion" register extending from B2 (tuning A 440) to C3 

formed a twelfth above the low register (clear, silvery). 

4. the "extreme" register from C#3 to C4. (bright. piercing, 

unusual) 

2.3 The Behaviour of the Clarinet Reed 

2.3. l Research: An llistorlcal Background 

The early 1nvesUgaUons tnto the behaviour of reeds were those of 

German phystclst Wilhelm Weber ( I 830) who described experiments on 

the action of organ reeds that led to the development of the theory of 

the reed as a compliant structure, a flexible closure, upon the tnput 

tmpedance of a column of air. 

Helmholtz (1877) distinguished between inward striking reed, (reed 

moving against the wind towards the windchest) and outward striking 

reed, (reed moving with the wind towards the pipe). The reeds of the 

clarinet, oboe and bassoon and organ strike inwards and the human lips 

in the brass instruments strike outwards. Helmholtz showed that the 

inward striking reed must drive the pipe at a frequency lower than the 

reed resonance while the outward striking reed drives the pipe at a 

higher frequency than the reed resonance. Bouasse (I 929) extended 

Weber's research, applying it to the cane reeds of orchestral woodwind 

Instruments, investigating further the manner in whtch the reed 
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eontrolled the airflow into the instrument so as to reinforee the standing 

waves within the air column. 

2.3.2 Reed VlbraUoo: OpUmum and Norm.a.I 

Baekus (1961) examined elarlnet reed behavtour In the production of 

normal tones and "squeals". He envisaged the reed as a flap valve 

admitting puffs of air to the mouthpleee. The normal mode of vtbraUon, 

with the Up of the reed moving with all parts at approximately the same 

amplitude and together in phase, was distinguished from the abnormal 

behaviour of the "squeal" as observed in the reverse blown mouthpiece 

where the reed Is seen to vibrate about Its centre line wtth high 

frequency vibraUon at lhe corners. Squeals were attributed to factors 

other than "rotational vibrational modes" of reeds since the reed is 

capable of generating high frequency modes of vibration at its own 

resonant frequency of 2000 Hz to 3000 Hz. dependent upon the amount 

free to vibrate in the player's mouth. 

The fit of the reed against the mouthpiece In its closed position was 

seen as important. Any air leakage at this point of the cycle would make 

tt harder to play since more air flows tnto lhe mouthpiece when Its 

pressure was low rather than when its pressure was high. This is the 

opposite situation to that required to maintain air column vibrations 

where power is absorbed from the column instead of being supplied to 

it). The curvature of lhe lay (the mouthpiece reed table), if not correct, 

would not permit lhe reed to fit properly in Its closed posiUon, allowing 

air to leak in along the sides. This was seen as one of the important 

factors In the differences between mouthpieces. Reed warping causing 

air leakage at the reed-mouthpiece Interface was seen to cause similar 

difficulties. 

Backus (1961), described a series of investtgaUons Into the behaviour 

of the clarinet reed and the air column. The vibrations of an artlflctally 
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blown clarinet were studied by a photo-electric method in which light 

was passed through the instrument and through the aperture between 

the reed and mouthpiece. It was found that, for soft tones. the aperture 

was not closed completely and for loud tones the aperture was 

eompletely closed for about one half of each reed motion cycle. The 

lnereased loudness on harder blowing was due primarily to the 

increased produeUon of harmonies, the waveform being nearly sinusoidal 

for soft tones and fairly eomplex for loud tones, though with a 

predominant fundamental. The inereased loudness of the instrument 

was due not so mueh to an inereased sound pressure level but due to the 

higher frequency oscillations radiating better from the small openings of 

the tone holes. The loud tones were produced wtth about 15 Inches of 

water blowtng pressure corresponding to a maximum reed opening 

occurring wtth equal pressures in the mouthpiece and blowtng chamber. 

2.3.3 The Player's Lip 

Baekus (1963) was the first to develop a mathematical theory to 

describe small ose1llaUons in the clarinet and linked the interaction of 

recd and air column (for the ease where the vibration amplitudes are 

small). 

Backus explained the slight but important control the player has over 

the frequency, the effect of llp pressure on tone and the existence of a 

threshold blowing pressure. 

The player's control of frequeney by an increased lip pressure was 

ascribed to a reduction of the reed aperture and not an increase of the 

reed resonance frequency. 

The effect of lip pressure upon tone was investigated using an 

artificially blown clarinet with a reed damping mechanism (a metal vane 

attaehed to the reed, fitted to an oil filled dashpot) to simulate the 

mechanical action of the player's lip. It was discovered that, wtth the 
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mechanlsm attached to the artificially blown clarinet lt would vibrate 

only in the quasi-third harmonic. 

Backus observed the playing frequency to be below the resonance by a 

small amount which varies nearly linearly with the reed opening and the 

reed damping. This explains the small but essential degree of control 

that the player is able to exert upon the frequency of the instrument. 

The threshold blowing pressure was seen as directly proportional to the 

reed opening and reed stiffness. being modified sHghtly by the the 

sharpness of the resonance curve, (a high Q or sharp resonance curve 

characterising a slow loss of energy). and not varying with damplng. The 

threshhold blowing pressure was independent of the condition of the 

player's lip. 

2.3.4 Reed Characterlstlcs: Pedormance Impllcatlons 

Backus {1966) identified six parameters found to influence the reed 

tone to some degree. 

1. reed stiffness with its Jmplicatlons for the ease of blowing the 

reed. 

2. vibrating tip mass. determining (with the stiffness), the 

resonanee frequency, of the Up with consequences for the 

higher harmonics of the tone. 

3. the damping effect of reed material with its effect upon the 

higher harmonics. 

4. the gap between the reed tip and mouthpiece tip with its 

effect upon the ease of blowing. 

5. the amount of leakage past the reed when it is in the closed 

posillon affecting the production of upper harmonics. 
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6. the impact of the vibrating reed against the mouthpiece and 

the transfer of the resulting buzz by bone conduction to the 

ears of the performer. 

The reed stiffness is perhaps the most important parameter under the 

control of the clarinettist. Reed stiffness is dependent upon the 

mouthpiece used, a ~hard"' reed (grade 4) on a mouth piece with a very 

close mouthpiece lay may offer less blowing resistance than a "softer" 

reed (grade 2) on a mouthpiece wtth a very wtde lay. The student player 

usually begins with a mouthpiece of a medium-close lay and softer reeds. 

The classical professional uses medium to wide lay wtth medium 

strength reeds while the jazz professional uses wider lay and a range of 

reed strengths. The student soon learns to adjust the recd for greater 

stiffness with the reed clipper, or greater ease of blowing wtth emery 

paper or reed knife. The reed strength, while capable of mechanical 

spcctficatlon, ts of subjective importance and ls dependent upon the 

player's experience and physiology. The experienced player selects a 

reed which ts free blowing and amenable to lip control to produce the 

full range of dynamics on each note. A recd of excessive sUffness will 

cause problems of tone production at the ppp dynamic level with 

sharpness of pitch and a windy diffuse tone. InsufncJent sUITness in the 

reed will cause great difficulty in playing at the Jif dynamic level and will 

result in a tone lacking in projection and fiat in pitch on some notes. 

The vtbraUng Up mass may be adjusted by the professional player to 

improve the response of higher notes and the projection of the low 

register. 

The damping effect of U1e reed material has received little attention 

beyond the development of plastic and composite reeds, now generally 

discredited due to their Inflexible, unduly bright tone and the lip fatigue 

they induce in the player. 
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The mouthpiece-reed gap ts not considered directly by the player, 

however the advanced player does make the selection of mouth piece 

opening and compatible reed. 

The tssue of air leakage past the reed In Its closed position is generally 

ignored by the student who may blow very hard to produce a tone of 

poor quality using a reed with a frayed tip or a mouthpiece with a 

scratched reed table. The professional clarinettist will ensure that reed 

and mouthpiece are intact and will always carefully moisten the reed 

thoroughly before playing. 

The transfer of tone by bone conduction is not an important 

consideration and although there are a few professional players who use 

thin cushions of neoprene rubber on the mouthpiece to insulate the top 

teeth, most players tolerate the low level of reed buzz. 

The parameters Identified by Backus were taken into account in this 

study. The players were able to select the most free blowing mouthpiece 

and a reed to suit the mouthpiece from a supply of the quality Vandoren 

brand in a range of hardnesss grades. The reeds were tested In advance 

for ease of response and for structural integrity. The mouthpieces were 

monitored for possible scratches or pitting to reed table caused by 

players' teeth. In aceordance with the prevalling practice the 

mouthpieces were not fitted with rubber mouthpiece cushions. 

2.3.5 Airflow CbaracterlsUcs and the Player 

Nedervcen (1969) and Worman (1971), cited In Rossing (1983), dealt 

with the measurement of the aetual now-control characteristics of 

various kinds of reeds as they are acted upon by two different types of 

pressure viz the pressure P maintained by the player in the player's own 

mouth and the pressure p that exists within the mouthpiece of the 
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instrument, normally of an oscillatory nature due to the motion of the 

reed. 

The important research of Worman demonstrated the way a steady 

pressure difference (P-p) acts to close the aperture between a clartnet 

reed and the tip of the mouthpiece. Worman treated the reed as a 

simple hannontc oscillator as Backus had done but he considered flow 

through the reed-mouthpiece aperture as nonltnear. The artlflciaUy 

blown clarinet was occluded with just sufficient glass fibre to allow the 

escape of air without retuming any acoustical signals that might 

accidenta11y set the reed Into osctllation. It was blown with a range of 

pressures and the fiow rates measured. Fig. 3 depicts that at the lowest 

blowing pressures, the air flow rises with increasing pressure. As the 

blowing pressure continues to rJse, the reed is pushed progressively 

closer to the mouthpiece and as a consequence after the tnitlal increase 

the flow rate begins to decrease until finally the reed is blown 

completely closed. It Is clear, that with a lighter embouchure.the air 

flow rate is less than when a looser embouchure ls used and further that 

a tighter embouchure reduces the blowing pressure needed to close the 

reed completely. 
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Wilson and Beavers (l 97 4) showed that, for lightly damped reeds, the 

operating frequeney which ls closest to the natural frequency Js excited 

at the lowest blowing pressure and further, that the reed must be very 

heavily damped tn order to preferentially excite the lowest resonance 

frequency of the tube. The damping of the clarinet reed to permit 

excitation at the desired frequency ts the sine qua non for the rapid 

change of vibrational frequencies necessary for wind instruments in 

which the same reed is used for all frequencies. 

Benade (1976) summarised the conditions necessary for the operation 

of the reed-valve flow control applied to an air column. 

1. A reed column could onJy sustain osclllation In an alr column 

when the player's embouchure tension and blowing pressure 

set the "operating polnt" of the reed somewhere on the 

downward sloping part of the flow /blowing pressure curve. 

2, The steeply sloping part of the curve corresponded to the 

operating conditions in which the flow is sensitively controlled 

by acoustic pressure variations within the mouthpiece. 

3. The presence of a Bernoullli effect (see Glossary) at the reed 

tip caused by the moulhplece pressure being lower than the 

oral cavity pressure resulted in an increase in Lhe steepness of 

the flow-control eurve in the region where the reed was about 

to be blown shut. 

4, Partly due to the Bernouilli Effect at the reed Up, an tncrease 

in either blowing pressure or embouchure tension generally 

moved the operaUng point towards a region of greater 

steepness in the curve. 

5. The shapes of the pressure-control curves for various 

embouchure tensions were such that, in order to produce a 

specified steepness of curve at the operating point (to 
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maintain an air column In oscillation) the player traded off 

blowing pressure for embouchure tension tn many 

combinations. Teachers recognise that the less advanced 

player experiences difficulty in obtaining this balance. and that 

excessive tension often results In a bruised lower lip. a stilled. 

over damped tone and a lack of playing endurance. 

6. The fact that the curve ls not straight and the slope varies 

from point to point was seen as an inclicaUon that heterodyne 

effects (see Glossary) can take place with the existence of 

regimes of oscillatlon at several frequencies simultaneously 

due to the non-linear flow control behaviour. (As Fletcher 

(1990) maintained, the essence of linear theory ls that all the 

dependent variables scale linearly with amplitude) 

7. Due to resonance phenomena, the flow control sensitivity of 

the reed ilsclf became large in the frequency region Just below 

its own natural frequency. If the reed was insufflctently 

damped (by the player's lips), high pitched squeaks could 

occur at the frequency of the reed even though the air column 

itself may be above the cutorr and so lack a resonance peak in 

this region. 

2.3.6 Alr pressure, Reed Dyna.mies and Air COiumn OSdllation 

McGinnis and Gallagher (1940) quoted clarinet blowing pressures 

ranging from l.6-3.6cm Hg {22-49cm H20). Backus (1961) found those 

blowing pressures (using an artificial embouchure) ranged from 

13-52crn H20. Miller (1988) recorded the blowing pressures of clarinet 

notes performed at a fixed dynamic level of 1 OOdB (A weighted) and 

found blowing pressures ranged from 33-62crn of H20. The results show 

a general fall In pressure with Increasing pitch with some pitches 
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requiring greater blowing pressures than thetr neighbours. These 

Included the difficult or "bad" tones or the Boehm system clarinet. 

Fletcher (I 979) drew a dtsUneUon between outward strtktng reeds 

(trumpet and the other brass instruments) and the inward striking 

reeds (e]artnet. oboe and organ ptpe). He elaimed that the sounding of 

the instrument requires that the aeoustle admittanee of the reed, as 

seen from inside the mouthpieee. should have a negatlve real part of 

larger magnitude than the real part of the pipe admittance, implying a 

minimum permissible b1ow1ng pressure for each reed conflgurauon. The 

optimum blowing pressure for the clarinet is midway between the 

threshhold pressure and the reed closing pressure. The inward striking 

reed must operate at a frequency below the reed resonanee and below 

but close to the frequency of an Impedance maximum (see Glossary) for 

the pipe. The Internal waveform shape at low excitation levels ts 

determined by the non-linearity of the excitation mechanism and this Is 

a dominant factor ln determining the shape at high excitation levels 

(reed closure). 

Thompson ( 1979) challenged the assumption that the reed resonance 

frequency is far above the playing frequency and showed that the 

resonance can play a significant role In maintaining the upper register 

oscillations with the reed frequency being adjusted by the player to 

match a low order harmonic multiple of the playing frequency. 

Thompson admitted that his theory held only when the reed did not 

"beat" against the mouthpiece and not at high playing levels. The natural 

frequency of the reed determined by the placement of a strain guage 

upon a recd/mouthpiece mounted on an all bandpass filter was found to 

be between 2 kHz to 3 kHz for the normal range of embouchure 

pressures,w1th the reed frequency being within about 10 percent of the 

playing frequency when playing in the reed regime. 

Wlth extreme setungs the resonance was lowered to about 1.8 kHz and 

raised to about 3.4 kHz. An even greater spread of frequencies was seen 
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as possible for different reeds and mouthpieces, but drastic deviation 

would result in unacceptable performance. It was shown that If the reed 

frequency was placed just above a harmonic of the playing frequency 

then the amplitude of that harmonic was increased and, in the case of 

the clarion register, produced the "most musteal tone quality". As the 

frequency of the reed was moved away from the harmonlc's frequency 

the amplitude of that harmonie signlfJcantly decreased and the next 

harmonle in the direction of ehange might Increase in amplitude If the 

reed frequency was found to mateh, for the same reason. 

Schumacher (1981) eonstdered the reed dynamics In terms of 

dynamic reed displacement, statie pressure wtthtn the player's mouth, 

mouthpiece Internal pressure, reed damping factor, reed resonanee and 

its mass/area. 

The consequence of ineludlng or omitting the Bemoullli effect in the 

computing the force on the reed was investigated for the note A#3 for 

two blowing pressures, one Just above ose11lation threshhold (20cm 

water pressure) and the other well above the beating reed threshhold 

(30 cm water pressure). Schumacher found that there was no effect 

upon the playing frequency at just above the threshhold blowing 

pressure for oscillation but that at well above the beating reed pressure 

the Bernouilli force accounted for a decrease of 3 percent in the pitch 

(half of a semitone). 

It may be that the player experienees this as a performance problem 

wtth the pitch flattening wtth Increasing volume. Sehumacher found 

significant differences between spectra at the higher blowtng pressure 

with the Inclusion of the Bernoullli force term in the calculations. 

Although the three strongest harmonics (1,3,5) were within ldB with or 

without the Bernouilli force term there was a greater eoncentration of 

energy in the middle harmonics (2-6) and less energy at the ninth 

harmonic with the BernouilH foree taken into account. The BernouilH 

force on the reed is important, not that It ls under the eontrol of the 
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performer, but knowledge of the effect can provide guidance tn the 

destgn of reeds and mouthpleces since the force Is dependent upon 

mouthplece geometry. Schumacher obtained impedance curves from 

various notes in both the chalumeau and elarinet registers and 

representative oscillations were then calculated for these and compared 

with Lhe waveforms displayed for mouthpiece pressure, air volume 

current and reed displacement. Schumacher found a brtef reverse flow 

of air back into Lhe player's moulh during the reed displacement cycle 

and suggested that Lhis phenomenon may be the cause of observations 

that the shape of Lhe mouthpiece cavity has an effect upon Lhe tone 

quality. 

Fletcher et al. (1982) reported measurements (using a damped metal 

reed) of the acoustic admittance for a range of blowing pressures and for 

a range of blowing pressures / conflguralions In which the recd Js opened 

or closed by the blowing pressure. The volume of lhe reservoir cavity 

behind the reed (equivalent to the oral cavity of the player) was 

considered; its size if small, and comparable to the moulh volume acted 

so as to increase the damping in a clarinet-like connguratlon. Due to the 

large acoustic impedance presented to the reed generator by the tube In 

the small signal context Fletcher felt that this would not have an effect 

upon tone quality unless Lhe tube is too near one of its own resonances. 

Sancyoshi, Teramura and Yoshikawa ( 198 7) proposed a common 

theory to explain the excitation mechanisms In both wind and brass 

Instruments. The theory describes the self oscillation sustained by a 

feedback mechanism in which the oscillatory components in the 

mouthpiece pressure force Lhe reed into vibration with the resultant 

altemaUng opening of the reed modulating the air flow Into Lhe clarinet 

and causing excitation of the air column In the instrument. The 

mouthpiece pressures, the dynamic properties of the reed and Its 

response to mouthpiece pressure and flow conditions through Lhe reed 

opening were measured. Column resonances would be sattsned if Lhe 
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neeessary eondJUons for self oseillatlon were satlsfied by the modulated 

air flow being Introduced into the mouthpieee when the aeousUe 

pressure In it reached its maximum value. Thls generated lhe maximum 

acoustic power. The eycllcal process was repeated if the proper air 

supply was maintained. Saneyoshi et al described reed motion as 

principally longitudinal but with possible rotational vibrations producing 

squeals if the normal boundary conditions at the sides of the reed 

(dictated by the player's lip pressure), were to break down. When the 

clarinettist changed the playing frequency to perform a wide range of 

low and high notes by variation of lip pressure and blowing pressure, 

considerable changes oeeurred In the acoustical properties of the reed. 

However when playing a narrow range of low and high notes (with small 

changes in playing frequency). the variations of lip and blowing 

pressures effected little change In the average opening of the reed and 

left Its acoustical properties unchanged. Saneyoshi et al described the 

process of the feedback mechanism In which the oscillatory components 

In the mouthpiece pressure force the reed into vibration. The resultant 

alternating reed motion modulated the air flow into the clarinet and 

causes excitation of the air column. Since the controlling parameters, 

reed stlffness and lip tension, were measurable indirectly or not at all. 

the verificaUon of the theory of self oscillation mechanisms was not 

possible. 

Miller (1988) Investigated the influence of air and Hp pressure 

variaUons on reed motion using an artificial embouchure and blowing 

chamber. 

Reed motion was found to begin with low level (inaudible) v1braUon at 

the reed resonance frequency before the reed began to follow the 

requirements of the air column. He found that at constant lip pressure, 

an increase of air pressure increased the reed amplitude (and its closure 

time against the mouthpiece at higher blowing pressures). but contrary 

to the experience of experienced players, did not affect the frequency of 
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vtbratlon. The reed motion at low intensities in all registers was found to 

be sinusoidal. At higher Intensities the reed began to close against the 

mouthpiece, for the greater part of each cycle as the blowing pressure 

Increased, such that the closure time never exceeded 48 per cent of a 

cycle. 

Miller found that at constant blowing pressure. lip pressure reduction 

increased reed amplitude and that an increased amplitude did not 

always produce an increase in sound intensity. This result might have 

been anticipated, taking into account the tone hole lattice cutoff 

frequency and the radiation characteristics measured thirty cm from the 

clarinet bell. 

2.4 The characteristics of clarinet operation 

2.4.1 A General Model 

Backus (1961) presented a model of basic clarlnct operation In which 

the building up of oscillations in the air column ls seen as the 

consequence of the follow1ng features: 

I. the first puIT of air down the closed cylindrical column of the 

clarinet sets the various resonance modes of the alr column 

into vtbraUon. at a pitch one octave lower than an open 

cyllndrtcal pipe such as the flute. 

2. the fundamental mode of the clarinet's closed cylindrical tube 

has a pressure antlnode ( a displacement node) at the 

mouthpiece end which produces pressure In the mouthpiece, 

acts on the reed, alternately pushing it further away and 

pulling it closer to the mouthpiece. The size of the reed 

opening varies with the tube's fundamental frequency. 
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3. the openlng Is Jarger during the half of the cycle in which the 

pressure in the mouthpiece ls higher than the average 

(ambient) pressure. 

4. the air In the p1ayer's mouth Is at the b]owing pressure 

provided by the lungs, which Is always higher than the highest 

mouthpiece pressure. 

5. if this blowing pressure Is high enough, the air flow Into the 

mouthpiece is greatest at the time during the cycle when the 

mouthpiece pressure is highest. because of the larger reed 

opening existing at that instant. 

6. the oscillations build up until the maximum mouthpiece 

pressure during the cycle is approximately equal to the 

blowing pressure. At this point. the energy supplied per cycle 

becomes small and the amplitude of the vibration remains 

constant at a value such that power losses due to friction on 

the tube walls and sound radiation equal power supplied. 

7. the rate of air flow Into the mouthpiece depends not only 

upon the slze of the reed opening, but also on the difference 

between the mouthpieee pressure and the blowing pressure 

supplied by the player. If this blowing pressure Is not large 

enough, air Will flow out of the mouthpiece rather than into tt 

when the mouthpiece pressure is high. The system then loses 

energy Instead of gaining it, and oscillations cannot build up. 

The practical result of the relationship between reed opening 

and blowing pressure Is that a certain mlnlmum blowing 

pressure is required to get any sound at all. Considerable 

practice In blowing pianissimo tones Is required, since a 

momentary drop in blowing pressure will result In the tone 

stopping completely. 
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Backus ( 1961) described Lhe clarinet scale in terms of that produced 

produced by a simple 6 hole pipe, providing the first 7 notes of the 

scale. There are practical difficulties ln using a 6 hole closed pipe 

vibrating with modes at odd mulUples of lhe fundamental in which lhe 

second mode of oscillation has a frequency lhree times that of the 

fundamental (sounding musically at the twelfth). These difficulties 

include diITerent fingerings for notes produced at lhe higher octave in 

lhe second register and an awkward system of fingering needed to 

negoUate the four notes bridging the registers. Backus outlined the 

historical downward extension of the range of lhe early 18lh century 

clarinet from the lowest note of the basic scale of lhe 6 hole clarinet G3 

to E3. The provision of extra holes and keys allowed the production of 

notes above the top note of the 6 hole clarinet scale F 4 to Bb4 . 

2.4.2 The Clarinet and Its Materlals of ConstrucUon 

In order to investigate the eITect of wall material on the steady state 

tone quality of woodwind lnstruments, Backus (1964) conneeted 

artificially blown "clarinets" construeted from tubes of brass, non•rlgid 

TYGON plastic and four clarinets (two wooden and two plastic) to a 

sound absorbing pipe of large diameter and measured the sound 

radiating from the vibrating body of each. Backus repeated the 

investigation using two flutes, one oboe and a bassoon. In each case it 

was found that wall material radlatlon was not significant. being in lhe 

order of 48dB below the normal external sound levels produced and 

below the perceptible level as a component of lhe normal sound. Only 

lhe plastic "clarinet" tube, with some energy absorbtion, showed slightly 

lower resonance frequencies for the lower modes and higher 

frequencies for the higher modes. However Backus pointed out that the 

elasticity {Young's Modulus) for brass is of the order of 2x104 that of lhe 

plastic used whereas the d!ITerence between brass and wood ts of the 
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order of 101 • rendering differences tn mode freqencles and resonanees 

(Q's) produeed completely negligible. Therefore materials of woodwind 

construction could be seleeted for qualities of dimensional stability or 

ease of fabrication rather than for any associated dlfferenees of tone 

quality. 

At this time student instruments are generally manufactured from 

plastic and those of professional quality from wood of the African 

Dlackwood variety. A few professional instruments have In the past been 

made from silver plated brass or from machlned hard rubber rod. 

Mouthpieces have been made historically from wood, glass (crystal), 

hard rubber and plastic. The long term instability of wood as a 

mouthpiece material when subjected to changing temperature and 

humidity and moisture with constant risk of warpage led to the 

development of mouthpieces made of other materials. The 

overwhelming majority of professional players favour mouthpieces 

manufactured from hard rubber though the glass mouthpiece is used by a 

few. There ts definite prejudice against plastic as a mouthpiece material. 

McCathren (1959) reported finding timbral differences in mouthpieces 

constructed from wood, crystal. plastic and hard rubber otherwise 

matching in physical measurements. The hard rubber mouthpiece was 

found to be more efficient at converltng player energy (measured as 

blowing pressure) into sound than the others. particularly the wooden 

mouthpiece and produced stronger fundamental in the spectra than the 

other materials. 
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2.4.3 The MechanJcal Efficiency of the Clarinet 

Backus acknowledged the possibility of an fnteractlon of the player's 

head and chest cavities in consort with the rest of the vibrating system. 

Bouhuys {1965) presented data for the output sound power of wind 

instruments in relation to the input power supplied by the player. 

Measurements were made using single notes one high, one low both 

played at pp and ff. The mechanical efficiencies of the various 

Instruments as sources of sound power were measured as dB (C 

weighted). The C weighting was preferred to the more common A 

weighting because Bouhuys was measuring the total sound pressure level 

of the instruments rather than correlating sound pressure level with 

preceived loudness by applying a strong attenuation at low frequencies. 

The mechanical efficiencies were found to vary from Less than 0.001% to 

about 2%. There was an Increase in the efficiency with breath pressure 

and with frequency. The increase of efficiency with breath pressure was 

recorded at the pp and JI dynamic levels. These results could not be 

consistent for the clarinet much beyond the .Lifdynamlc. The motion of 

the clarinet reed in its beating mode, closing against the mouthpiece for 

a longer period In each cycle as the air pressure Increases would begin 

to impose a limit upon the output power and the efficiency. 

2.4.4 Resonance Cbara.ctertstlcs and Performance Impllcatlons 

Backus {1968) plotted the resonance curves of the clarinet under 

condlttons of external excitation energising the the clarinet by an 

oscillator mounted near the open end. The result was in eonflict with 

Taylor's (1965) elalm that the clarinet contained only odd numbered 

harmonics. and with Baines (1967) , that even numbered harmonics may 

be weakly present in the tone. Backus claimed that, although the playing 
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frequency or the clarinet should, theoretically, vary little from the 

resonance rrequency, earlier experimental work (Backus 1953) showed 

the playing frequency to be 20 to 50 cents below the resonance 

frequency. The clarinet on its lowest note E 1 was found to have fifteen 

significant resonances, of which the first three have frequencies which 

match the first three odd harmonics of the internal standing wave but 

becoming progressively more out of tune with them as the low register 

scale is ascended. These harmonics are therefore strong and the second 

is absent. The discrepancy between the frequencies of the resonances 

and the harmonics was explained In terms of the clarinet's Internal bore 

being a deviation in shape from that of a closed cy11nder, with tts wedge 

shaped termination (the mouthpiece}. With the effective length of the 

instrument being shortened by the opening of the side holes as the scale 

Is ascended, the number of significant resonances decreased to two at 

the note Bb2. before the change to the next register. As the clarinet 

sounded the note 82. {the lowest note of the next register), with the 

register key and "overblowing" the lowest note Et, the fifteen original 

resonances minus the fundamental resonance of the note El were 

produced. With the fundamental resonance spoiled by the action of the 

register key, the instrument operated on the next available resonance, 

which on a high quality clarinet was at very close to three times the 

frequency of the fundamental frequency. As the scale of the second 

register was ascended there was found to be progressively less matching 

between the frequencies of the resonances and the frequencies of the 

harmonics. The result was that although the even harmonics 

(particularly the second harmonic) are less prominent Jn the low 

register spectrum, the second harmonic was quite prominent In the 

second and third registers. There were only two strong resonances and 

hence two strong harmonics (the first and the third) for the highest 

note In the low register ('"throat" register Bb). 

The second harmonic was missing and above the third the rcmaJndcr 

are present in approximately equal amounts. 
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The second register, utilised the second mode of the instrument by 

opening a small vent hole In the side of the tube with the "speaker" key 

to suppress the first vibration mode. The resonances were completely 

out of tune with the harmonics. This dlscrepancy was due to the wedge 

shaped termination of the cylindrical bore by the mouthpiece and the 

reed. A5 a consequence of the mismatch between resonances and 

harmonics there was an Increasing number of even numbered harmonics 

(particularly the second) with increasing pitch. Litt1e difference In 

resonance curves were found for clarinets made of different materta], 

the greatest variation occurring In the fourth resonance corresponding 

approximately to the seventh harmonic. 

The resonances for the plastic clarinets were slightly lower than for 

the wooden instrumenls but not by a significant amount. Backus noted a 

closer match between resonance and harmonic frequencies on clarinets 

judged to be of better quality. 

Backus (1974) examined input Impedance curves for the reed 

woodwind instruments. He passed sound through a high acoustical 

impedance (an annular capillary). An annular capi11ary was used for the 

purposes of acoustic impedance measurement because Jts geometry 

encouraged no resonances and produced a flat response over a wide 

range of frequencies. Backus estab1ished that for the low notes on the 

clarinet, the resonance frequencies are compressed tn relaUon to the 

harmonics of the fundamental mode, and that the higher resonances 

have low frequencies with respect to the corresponding harmonics and 

are randomly distributed In re1aUon to the harmonics. 

Benade (1976) summarised the changes required to sound a tone in 

Lhe higher registers. For a register change at the pianissimo dynamic 

some melhod of selective damping must be provided to reduce the 

tallness of the atr column's first resonance peak (used for the 

fundamental) to something less Lhan Lhe height of Lhe second resonance 

peak {for Lhe Lhird harmonic). The player achieves this by the process of 
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"overblowing". This overblowing requires the use of the speclally 

proportioned "register key'" and the skill of the player to voice the note 

of the second resonance. For changes of reglstcr at greater dynamic 

levels it remains necessary to shift the frequency of the first resonance 

peak In such a way that there ts no possibllity of its Joining a regime of 

oscHJattons supported in part by some of the other air-column 

resonances. For the third register the player has recourse to various 

combinations of open and closed tone holes called cross flngerings. 

Benade (1976) addressed the problems Inherent in the acoustically 

correct placement of a singular register key to allow the production of 

all fourteen overblown notes. The clarinet register key should be located 

at a point one third of the distance from the reed. The placement is a 

compromise in that for most of the notes It ls not at that distance. The 

compromise placement results in tuning problcms since a misplaced 

register hole will raise the frequencies of other notes and their second 

reg.Isler modes, this effect being more pronounced as the distance of the 

neighbouring note's nodal points Is Increased (either side) of the the 

speaker key hole. Benade described two theoretical register hole 

closures. The resistive register hole was closed with a pad made of 

porous material which controlled the oscillatory movement of air 

through the hole. The reactive register hole was closed with non porous 

material in which the oscillatory air flow dependended mainly upon the 

inertia of the alr moving through it. The resistive opening, more suited 

to sound production at soft levels, had a eharacteristie stability of pitch 

as the loudness Increased but this occurred at the expense of some 

stufflness of blowing and an uncertainty for the player as to whleh 

register would eventuate (whether the register key was open or closed). 

The reactive opening had the effect of raising the frequency of the low 

register as the oscillation followed the frequency of the altered first 

resonance. AB a result the player experienced a ehoking up of the reed 

in a crescendo as the harmonics have to contend with dips rather than 

peaks in the resonance curves or cause the clarinet to make a sudden 
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break Into the second register. ln practical terms the register hole must 

exert suitable amounts of resistive and reactive influence. 

2.5 Playing Conditions and Tone Production 

The implications of the foregoing discussion for the clarinet player can 

be seen in terms or: ease of playing. range or dynamics, range or tonal 

quality, and speed or articulation. An instrument that has misaligned 

resonances or reduced heights or air column resonance peaks wtll have 

the performer labouring to overcome the Instrument's tendency to not 

maintain oscillations by recourse to Increased blowtng pressure and/or 

increased embouchure tension. Such an instrument ts described as 

"heavy blowing" by the player as he/she has to exert greater effort to 

operate the reed on the more steeply falling part of the flow-control 

curve. Benade ( 1976) reported the truism that a really fine 1nstrument 

can be played with a reed considerably stiffer than the norm as the air 

column modes work together to push the stlITer reed open and closed 

more readily. 

The clarinet player exercises discretion in the choice or either stiff 

reed and open or wide facing, or a soft reed and a narrow racing. With 

the stiff reed the clarinettist can play the greater part or his/her 

dynamic range without closing the aperture, and as a result he/she can 

obtain a considerable range or tone colour and dynamics at the cost or 

some speed of articulation (and perhaps subtlety at the dynamic 

extremes). With the sorter reed and the closer facing, the reed Is closed 

for the greater part or each cycle, and relatively little change occurs to 

the internal spectrum because the "change of reel" experienced by the 

player where the reed Is beating against the mouthpiece occurs at 

blowing pressures rather less than usual. Any attempt to prov1de 

increased blowing pressure for the purpose or playing volume or change 

of timbre will be rewarded by the gradual blowtng shut of the reed 
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against the mouthpiece. Such a reed/facing combination produces a 

smaller dynamic range, with arguably faster speed of arUculation and 

greater control of tone at Lhe very softest dynamic level. The firm reed is 

easier to keep up to pitch In forUsstmo, the soft reed easier to keep 

down to pitch in pianissimo. The clarinet ls unique among the orchestral 

woodwlnds in that there is a tendency to flatness at louder dynamics and 

sharpness at softer dynamics. In practical terms the player can choose 

between the moderately firm reed/mouthpiece conflguratton of the 

imposing, dramatic German tone with it's matchless "echotone" and the 

moderately soft configuration of the lyrical and agile French tone 

(Brymer 1976). The majority of the world's elarlnetusts occupy a middle 

ground, employing reed/mouthpiece configurations prov1dlng sufficient 

brilliance, projection and volume for symphonic performance in addition 

to the fine control at the lower dynamic level necessary for chamber 

music. 

2.6 Vocal Tract Influences upon Clarlnet Tone 

Backus (1984) claimed that the resonances on the upstream side of 

the clarinet system were able to produce effects only If they had 

impedances eomparable to those In the clarinet Itself. He maintained 

that the resonances of the vocal traet were so unpronounced and the 

Impedances so low that their effeets were negligible. This ls contrary to 

the suggestion of Schumacher (1981) and the conviction of many 

players. 

Clinch, Troup and Harris (1982) conducted an X-ray fluoroscopic 

examination of the changes of the vocal tract of clarinet, saxophone and 

recorder players. They found that tongue movements paralleled those 

used In the forming of speech vowels. It was found that sound spectra 

taken inside the mouth and near the bell of the clarinet were dependent 

upon the shape of the vocal tract. The clarinet player was found to 
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intultively raise the resonant frequency of the voeal tract as higher notes 

were played. The vocal tract was shortened by the raising of the larynx 

and reduced in volume by the raising of the tongue within the mouth to 

produce different vowel formants v1z. bee d, hl d, head at 228 Hz, 410 

Hz and 555Hz respectively. It was found that the internal speetra 

measured within the oral eav1ty showed greater emphasis of the 

fundamental when the vocal tract was formlng the shape of the 

appropriate vowel and hence producing an external tone of good quality 

than when the vocal tract was forming an Inappropriate vowel, not 

emphasising the fundamental and producing a less aeeeptable tone. Poor 

quality tone was accompanied by nearly identical spectra Inside and 

outside the vocal tract. 

Mukai (1992b) found with the expert players, a narrowing of the 

larynx and an active involvement of the laryngeai opening. The expert 

players Un the performance of tongued staceato), used a still narrower 

opening and an adduction of the vocal folds. Mukai found no differences 

in the glottie aperture of different pitches or in slurred passages. 

Sommerfeldt and Strong ( 1988) presented a model valid for both small 

and large amplitude recd oscillations. consisting of three component 

parts: the player's air column mouth pressure, the reed represented as a 

non-uniform bar, and the clarinet represented by its mouthpiece 

pressure. Sommerfeldt et al investigated the tnnuence of the player's 

vocal tract. It was found that the vocal tract (with an ee vowel position), 

was eapable of 1nnuenc1ng some spectra of the clarinet, particularly in 

the region of 800 Hz to 1100 Hz. 

This was believed to be a reason for some clarinet teachers teaching 

their students to use an ee vowel for the high register and an ah vowel 

for the low register. 

Fletcher (1990) in his non-linear theory of musical wind instruments 

reviewed the linear theory of woodwind Instruments from Helmholtz 

(1887) to Nederveen (1969). Fletcher described linear theory as 
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sufficient for the calculaUon of tone hole placement and bore shaping (to 

give harmonically related resonances). The wind Instruments consisted 

of a very nearly linearly•behavtng resonator (the tube with lts associated 

finger holes) closely coupled to a non-linear acoustic generator (the 

reed). Linear theory was seen as inadequate In providing information 

about the loudness of the sound produced , its harmonie development or 

whether the the upper partials of the sound are harmonics of the 

fundamental. Fletcher maintained that a linear theory was also unable to 

deal with the time-varying aspects of the behaviour of the instrument 

{the enveloJ)e) especially the transients. 

In surveying the various mechanisms Involved in sound generation 

Fletcher described the non-Hnear effects that determine the major 

features of sound producUon and dcrtved a system model for lhe musical 

wind instrument which showed various control paths and feedback paths 

and Included the player in the model. {Fig.4) 

-
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Vocal Lungs • tract .. 
I 

Figure 4 (Fletcher 1990) 
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This important work tdcnltfles the Importance of the various 

mechanisms to the parameters of the tone produced; pitch, amplttude, 

spectrum and transients, (respectively, the musical note. volume, timbre 

and attack). The tnnuences are rated as weak or strong. The vocal tract 

was seen to behave linearly and to influence all parameters, (Table 1). 
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Importance of Various Mechanisms 

Resonator Genera/or 
(linear) 

Linear Nonlinear 

Pitch of note s s w 
Amplitude w s s 
Spectrum w w s 
Transients w w w 

S = strong influence; W = weak influence. 

Table 1 (Fletdier 1 990) 

Vocal rracl 
(linear) 

w 
w 
w 
w 

2. 7 The Clarinet Spectrum and Its Derivation 

Ch /er 2 

Benade (1966) restated the conventionally accepted principles of wind 

instrument spectra. Wind Instruments were regarded as acting as linear 

systems with the various normal modes co-ex.Jsting without much mutual 

lnteraetion, these lnstn..iments functioning as passive filters operating on 

a sound spectn..im generated by an air Jet or reed without much reaction 

back to the souree. Benade stimulated a flue pipe externally by means of 

an oscll1ator mounted near the Jet edge and normally by the action of a 

regulated source of eompressed air. The pipe resonanee frequencies and 

spectra were determined with the pipe alone, with the ptpe cOntaintng a 

tapered slick and wtth the pipe containing a smal1 tuft of glass wool. 

Benade (1966) found that the spectra were accurately harmonic in all 

three cases even though the pipe resonances were not. The frequencies 

of the spectral eomponents lay below those of the resonance peaks. He 

concluded that relatively small ehanges in either the relations between 

resonanee frequencies or in the damping of pipe modes ean produce 

profound changes in the generated spectra when the pipe ls blown. The 

changes cannot be aeeommodated by the theories of the passive filter or 

linear superposition enunciated earlier. 

Benade and Worman (1971) described intonation, pitch stability, 

register change and speetra as a function of loudness level. They are 
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aspects of a nonlinear oscillation which may be seen in terms of the 

magnJtudes of the alr column input impedance and the reed 

transconductance. 

Benade (I 976) viewed resonance curves and the characteristic 

woodwind modes in the speciftc context of the effect of tone holes. The 

characterisUc property of any duct provided wtth a series of open tone 

holes being that at low frequencies, the sound waves are not able to 

travel along the "lattlce" and as a result they are reflected at a potnt 

where the latuce meets the open air; in the case of the lowest one or 

two modes, very little energy is radiated Into the air, the bulk being 

refleeted back towards the mouthpiece end so as to produce a strong 

resonance peak at the natural frequency of the mode. 

The crtlical frequency, above which sound waves can run through a 

Iatuce is known as the open hole lattice cutoff frequency. Above this 

frequency, (determined by the sizes and spacing of the tone holes), the 

open hole system ls able to transmit waves to the lower end of the air 

column. At higher frequeney modes standing wave patterns extend all 

the way down the duct, providing the many open tone holes ample 

opportunity to radiate into the open air. 

Benade described the proper specifieaUon of cutoff frequency as a 

deseription of the clarinet's musical personality. The open hole cutoff 

frequency in most good clarinets is around l 500Hz. A clarinet with a 

higher cutoff frequency tends to have a brighter tone. one with a lower 

cutoff frequency, a dark tone. Jazz elarlnettlsts tend to prefer the 

instrument with a brighter tone and classical performers the darker. 

Worman ( I 97 I) studied the way In which the regimes of oscillaUons 

set themselves up in wind Instruments and in parUcular, in clarinet-like 

systems played at low and medium amplitudes. His results provide a 

mathcmattcal basis for the unification of the earlier work of Weber and 

Hemholtz. Worman found that it was possible to ealculate the sound 

spectrum produeed within the mouthpieee of an Instrument in terms of 
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the measured input Impedance curve of the air column. the flow control 

properties of the reed and the blowing pressure. He established in 

collaboration w1th Benade that: 

I. At low to medium levels the strength of the second harmonic 

of the Internally measured pressure spectrum Is proportional 

to the square of the amplitude of the fundamental component. 

The third harmonic component has an amplitude proportional 

to the cube of the of the fundamental pressure component and 

so on. The second harmonic increases by a factor of 4 for every 

doubling of fundamentaJ amplitude, the third by a factor of 8. 

2. The simple relationship described above holds for levels of air 

pressure below which the reed Is never entirely closed. Once 

the blowing pressure ts raised to a point where the reed is 

blown entirely closed for part of each cyele of its oseillation 

(and the player notices a .. change of feel"), the higher 

harmonics tend to grow In strength tn a way parallel to the 

growth of the fundamental. 

3. In an Instrument that uses a pressure controlled reed, the 

amplitude of each sound pressure component within the 

mouthpiece is proportional to the height of the air column 

impedance curve measured at the frequency of the 

component. 

4. The pressure amplitude measured w1th1n the mouthpiece for 

any given component of a tone ls somewhat increased if the 

height of the air~column resonance curve at the frequency of 

this component Is related to the steepness of the reed's Oow 

control curve. This would permit this osctllation component to 

sustain itself if it could be studied in the absence of other 

resonances. 
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5. Speetrum eomponents lying near the reed's own natural 

frequency will be enhanced because the resonantly increased 

steepness of the eontrol curve itse1f may permit the reed to 

sustain ose1llations in the absence of an alr eolumn resonance. 

6. Alterations of pressure amplitude of the type referred to for 

any given component of a tone referred to in 4 are not 

particularly dominant in the low register at normal playing 

levels, This is because the interlocking nature of the regime of 

oscillations distributes any contributions by this component 

across the entire spectrum. However such alterations can lead 

to real changes near the threshold of playing and also in the 

second register where reed resonance may be called upon to 

set up a regime of oscillation in the absence of air column 

peaks at harmonics of the playing frequency. 
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2.8 Experimental and Pedagogical Implications 

2.8.1 Experimental Implications 

The acoustic behaviour of the clarinet has received much attention. 

The investigations of reed behaviour, Interaction of reed and player's llp, 

and airflow characteristics and air column resonances have led to a 

theory of self sustained oscillation and an acoustical model of clarinet 

operation involving the player. The clarinet spectrum has been derived 

from the air eolumn impedance, behaviour of reed. airflow 

characteristics and the physical aspects of the Instrument; particularly 

tone hole size and positioning. 

The present study had as tts foeus the airflow through the clarinet and 

the player's air support. measured as oral cavity air pressure. There was 

an attempt to address the issues raised by Backus {1966). The 

experimental subjects were provided with a reeds ranging In stiffness 

and were given a choice of three professional mouthpieces. 

Sufficient lime was allowed (up to fifteen minutes) for the subjects to 

choose an experimental mouthpiece most similar to their own, using 

their own reeds. The subjects then selected a free blowing reed from a 

supply of professional quality reeds In three grades of stiffness. The 

fitting of the reed to the mouthpiece and the adjustment of the ligature 

was supervtsed by the researcher. The same professional quality elarlnet 

was used for eaeh experimental task and all subjects, including the 

professional players, agreed that the experimental recd/ mouthpiece/ 

clarinet, provided the opportunity for easy tone production. The 

variables of lip tension, amount of mouthpieee in the mouthpiece, were 

beyond the seope of the present study. 
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2.8.2 Pedagogical Implications 

The important factors for the performer and teacher include the 

balance between reed stHTness. mouthpiece facing and lip tension. It ts 

likely that that the student player can not evaluate a reed nor determtne 

eorrect mouthpleee placement within the mouth {Boeykens 1987). As a 

result the student ls unlikely to locate the optlmum position on the 

blowing pressure/volume curve {Worman 1971). The student may be 

employing excessive embouehure tension (lip pressure) and reducing 

the airflow rate (Worman 1971}. This could have the effeet of reducing 

the airflow rate, the blowing pressure needed to elose the reed, and may 

reduce the possible dynamie range. Such jaw clenching would result In 

the student playing sharp in pitch (Pino,1980}. 

The work of Backus (1966) suggests that attentlon be paid to the 

following: 

The Stiffness of the Reed. 

The beginner student should be supplied with a reasonably soft reed, 

and a matching medium-close mouthpiece of good quality, to offer little 

blowing resistance. The specialist teaeher ls usually aware of these 

issues. lt may be advisable for the non-specialist teacher/bandmaster to 

become more Involved in the supply and selection of reeds and 

mouthpiece. 

The Flt of the Reed against the Mouthpiece. 

Students' efforts to produce good tone may well be thwarted by reeds 

that are warped, damaged, or fitted to a scratched mouthpteee table. 

Teaeher vtgilanee and the promotion of this Issue with the students, 
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could eliminate some of the misspent blowing energy and the 

frustraUon. 

The Quality of the Clarinet 

Another problem for the student is the quality of the instrument. Many 

students begin their studies using a clarinet of poor quality with 

misaligned resonances. Such an Instrument will show congestion of tone 

and be d1IT1cult to blow. Fortunately, the material of construetlon ts not 

the most important determinant of quality and many of the newer 

student instruments (made of synthetic materials) have shown 

significant improvements In design and quality. 

The Vocal Tract Resonances 

The comparatively recent attention to vowel use during playing (Kohut 

1985), (Boeykens 1987) has oeeurred at a time of interest In oral cavtty 

resonance In the acoustical literature, (Clinch, Troup and Harris 1982; 

Fletcher 1990). The very few references to vowel placement ln the 

pedagogical literature may refleet ignorance of this approach or 

disagreement among teachers. Following the work of Clineh, Troup and 

Harris (1982) and the recent findings of Mukai (1992b). further 

research, surveying a range of student and professional players appears 

necessary. 
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2.9 Glossary 

acoustic admittance: see acoustic impedance 

acoustic impedance: the ratio of the pressure to the velocity In a sound 

wave. 

pnnular capillary: a capilliary tube with a ring shaped cross section, - a 

fine diameter tube, within which there is placed a solid section rod 

which does not occlude the air flow. 

Bernoullll effect: when a fluid (or gas) flows through a pipe in which 

the area of the pipe decreases, the speed of the fluid Increases. To 

accelerate the fluid requires a force, so the pressure In the larger pipe 

must be greater. In the example of the alrstream moving past the Up of 

the reed Into the clarinet, the reduction of air pressure In the moving 

atrstream produces an upward force acting inwards and tending to close 

the reed. 

damplnJ!: the action of suppressing energy or motion. The action of the 

Hp to control the vibration of the reed. 

elasticity: see Young's Modulus 

Fast Fourier transform anplysls: When a vibrating system, such as a 

clarinet ts stimulated into vibration it vibrates in several modes 

simultaneously. A description or analysis of the vibration components 

wtll provide information about the frequency and strength of the various 
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components of the spectrum. The electronlc/computer Instruments that 

perform this analysis are known as the spectrum analysers. Spectrum 

analysis Is known as Fourier analysis In honour of the mathematician 

Joseph Fourier. 

feedback: sometimes described as regenerative feedback, is the 

process in which returning energy controls or influences the Input. 

Feedbaek may reinforce the generation of energy. In the case of the 

clarinet, the feedback meehanism causes a negative pressure pulse to 

rebound from the bell (or open tone-hole) and upon its return to the top 

of the tube, assist in the Npull" of the reed as It closes against the 

mouthpiece. 

harmonlc: harmonie partials are those partials whose frequencies are 

whole number multiples of the fundamental frequency. 

heterodyne: relating to the production of a lower frequency from the 

combination of two higher frequencies 

lnhannonlc: lnhannonic partials are those partlals whose frequeneles 

are not whole number multiples of the fundamental frequency. 

,m: the slightly curved portion of the clarinet mouthpiece upon which 

the reed ts fastened, and against which (in loud playing), it may beat. 

ligature: the clamp used for holding the reed ln position against the 

lay of the mouthpiece. 

llnear: ln linear theory, all the eoneluslons scale linearly with the 

amplitude, all the contributing factors are simply additive. 
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mode frequency: the frequency of vibration at one of a number of 

possible frequencies (eg. the fundamental mode). 

node: those points that do not move when a body or air eolumn 

vibrates. 

partial: partials are those component modes of vibration that exist 

wtthln a sound, and include harmonie and inhannonic components. 

g: the parameter that refers to the sharpness of a resonance, and is 

based upon the resonance frequency and the bandwtdth at that point. 

transient: also known as the Nattack" or "opening transient". but also 

includes the very ending of an instrumental tone. These transients are 

very short (one tenth of a second), but provide very important cues in 

the aural tdcntlficaUon of the Instrument. 

tube resonance: when a tube is driven by a generator that applies a 

force at a frequency at or near the natural frequency of the tube, a 

relatively large amplitude of energy results as the tube reinforces the 

vtbraUon. 

reed amplitude: the distance moved by the reed at its Up, ln osclllaUon 

during the playing of the clarinet. 

reed beatln4: that characteristic behaviour of the reed, when it ts 

blown strongly and begins to be blown closed against the mouth piece. 
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With increasing blowing pressure, the reed remains closed for a greater 

pertod or each cycle, and the player experiences a "change or reel" or 

increasing resistance. 

reed resonant frequency: that frequency at which the reed would 

vibrate, without the consideration the air column. In the case or the 

clarinet It Is well above the playing frequency or the clarinet. 

sinusoidal: a motion characterised by simple harmonic motion; such a 

waveform produces a pure rather colourless tone without harmonics. 

static pressure [ln mouth): steady oral cavity air pressure, rather than 

the osclllatory pressure produced In the generation or sound. 

tone hole lattice cutoff frequency: is that frequency, above which sound 

Is transmitted by radiation through a lattice or tone holes. 

Youn1fs Modulus : sometimes rererred to as Stress Modulus, Is defined 

as the stress required to produce a given strain. It ts equal to tensile 

stress (the ratio or the force applied to the cross sectional area) divided 

by the tensl1e strain, (the relative change in dimensions or shape when a 

body ts under stress}. At low levels or stress (less than one percent). the 

strain increases proportionally with the strain up to the point or elastic 

limit. The units or Young's Modulus are those or force per unit area e.g. 

Newtons/square metre (N/m2 ). 
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Chapter 3 THE ANALYSIS AND DESCRIPTION 
OF CLARINET TIMBRE 

3.1 Introduction 

The word timbre. borrowed from the French language is more eommonly 

known to the musician and teacher as the "tone" or "tone colour" of an 

instrument. The quality of tone produced by the player is often used as one 

criterion in an evaluation of the performance as a whole (Abeles 1973). 

Timbre is a parameter of sound which exists within a temporal envelope 

and consists of an attack (containing the opening transient) followed by a 

steady state component (sustain) and later by the decay (closing part). This 

subtlety and detail has created some challenges in the investigation of 

timbre and its perception. 

The quantitative analysis of timbre has shown a change of emphasis from 

the classical theory of Helmholtz (1887) based upon the presence and 

strength of harmonics to that of their relative location and phase 

relationships (Plomp and Steeneken 1973). 

There followed a variety of approaches. Fletcher (1934) proposed a 

formant theory of musical quality based upon the relative strength of 

partials that lie within the "formants" {the points of greater energy 

distribution within the notes of an instrument's spectra that characterise 

that instrument). Grey (1977) identified three Important attributes of 

timbre in the steady state tone and the attack transients. Pollard and 

Jansson (1982) plotted the fundamental, middle, and upper harmonics of 

the spectra of both steady state tone and the transient. 

In the qualitative description of timbre, Lichte (1941) involved listeners 

in the evaluation of steady state tones. Bismarck (197 4) formulated paired-
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opposite descrtptors and these were applied to the clarinet tone by Riley 

(I 980). 

3.2 The Analysis and Description of Timbre 

3.2. l Classical Theory: Timbral Analysis by Hannoolc Content 

The timbre of a musical instrument Is defined as "that eharactertstic 

quality of sound that enables it to be aurally distinguished from another 

sound of the same pitch and loudness" (Helmholtz 1887). Helmholtz' 

theory of the musleal quality of a tone depended solely on the presence and 

relative strength of partials and not upon their differences of phase. It was 

applled In its most limited definition of the conUnuous or steady state tone. 

Helmholtz found the following psychophysical relationship in the 

perception of musical tones and used verbal labels for such perceptual 

attributes as brtghtness, richness, sweetness, pleasantness, fullness and 

roughness. 

1. Simple tones sound sweet,wlthout roughness, but dull at low 

frequencies. 

2. Complex tones with moderately loud lower harmonics up to the 

6th, sound more musical and rich than simple tones, being still 

sweet and pleasant if the higher harmonics are absent. 

3. Complex tones consisting of only odd harmonics sound hollow 

and If many harmonics are present, sound nasal. 
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4. A predominant fundamental giving a full tone. the predominance 

of upper harmonics at the expense of the fundamental produces 

an empty tone. 

5. Complex tones wtth strong harmonics beyond the 6th or 7th 

sound sharp, rough and penetrating. 

Lichte (1941) involved listeners in the evaluation of steady state tones and 

found three attributes for complex tones: brightness, fullness and 

roughness. 

Seashore (1938) proposed that tone quality has two fundamental aspects: 

timbre, the simultaneous presence (fusion) of fundamental and Its partials 

at a given moment, and sonance, the successive presence (or fusion) of 

changing timbre, pitch and loudness in a tone as a whole. 

Olsen (1952) presented six physical characteristics governing the quality 

of a given tone as being: 

the number of partials; 

the distribution of the partials: 

the relative intensity of the partials; 

the 1nharmon1c1ty partials; 

the fundamental tone: 

the total intensity (more partials appearing as the total Intensity 

increases). 
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3.2.2. Fomiant Theory-

Fleteher ( l 934) and (Saldana and Corso 1964) proposed an alternative: 

the formant theory of musleal quality. Formants are the nxed frequency 

regions wtthln the speetra of an Instrument In whleh the harmonies are 

emphasised and whleh eharaeterise eaeh instrument. The formant theory 

maintains that the eharaeteristie tone quaHty of a note on an lnslrument ls 

due to the relative strengthenlng of whatever partials lie within the 

formants. The formant theory is based upon the influences of formant

frequency range, bandwidth and the relative emphasis of the partlals wtlhln 

that range. It Is beHeved that the strengthening of the partials ts due to 

resonances In some part of the instrument being played. or In the body of 

air enclosed wtthln the instrument. Thus the formant need not be at a 

frequency that ls harmonically related to the fundamental of the tone. 

Fonnants have been observed in the spectra of many instruments but their 

importance in the determination of the characteristics of a particular 

instrument is sUll the subject of debate. 

3.2.3 Qualitative Recognition, Analysis and Description of Timbre 

Von Bismarck (1974 a) used the semantic dJJTerenUal and faetor anaJysis 

to extract independent features from the timbre pereept. He included some 

less common descripttons of timbre, {Smooth-rough, solid-hollow, 

Interesting-boring). It was found that the scales represented by the verbal 

descriptors dull-sharp, soft-hard and round-angular constituted generally 

usable scales for the measurement of Umbre. 

Bismarck ( 1974 b) described "sharpnessw as an attribute of timbre 

related to the existence of one or more formant regions of an instrument's 
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sound. Sounds high in sharpness values possessed a concentration of sound 

energy In harmonies at high frequeneles. The importance of Bismarck's 

work, lies in the realisation that, for a sound with a fixed envelope, the 

timbre would get "sharper~ as it became higher (sharper) in pitch sinee 

the frequency of Us most promtnent harmonies would also rise. In the ease 

of an instrument dominated by a formant, the sound would have a relatively 

constant "sharpness" eorresponding to its formant frequency, irrespective 

of the pitch of the fundamental as long as it was below that of the formant. 

Research into timbre has demonstrated the importance of the -transient" 

features of the eommencemenl (and to a lesser extent), the eonelusion of 

the tone in providing auditory clues to the ldenUflcation of an inst.rnment. 

Berger (1964) found that listeners had difficulty in the aural identifieation 

of taped woodwind and brass Instrument tones with attack and release 

segments removed, experiencing even greater difficulty with the attaek and 

release harmonics filtered from normal envelopes. 

Saldana and Corso (1964) evaluated the relaUve importance of transients, 

harmonic structure and vibrato as timbre cues in the Judgement of musical 

tones, by the tape manipulation of recorded instrumental tones (employing 

entire tones, entire tone with shortened steady state and final transients, 

initial transients and shortened steady state portion. shortened steady state 

only, and shortened steady state and final transients). 
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Sa1dana and Corso found that: 

I. some instruments were more easily tdenlified than others in 

parlicu1ar the clarinet, 84% mean of manipulated sounds being 

correctly tdenllfied, oboe (75%). Violin (19%). and bassoon (9%). 

2. the frequency of the tone played affected the idenUficaUon of the 

instrument. 

3. a tone produced with a vibrato produced more correct 

identifications. 

4. tones containing tnlUal transient and steady state porUons yielded 

the best Identification, with no additional Information being 

provided by the final transients. 

5. a potenUal Umbral cue was noted in the definHe Ume order of the 

appearance and disappearance of the upper partials; the 

fundamental appeared first followed by the second, third and 

subsequent harmonics and disappearing In the reverse order. 

6. identification improved significantly with pracUce. 

Grey (1975) pointed to the lack of agreement as to a commonly accepted 

model of timbre, noUng the discrepancies exisUng and defining Umbre In 

Its current understanding as "'any subset of acousUc phenomena oilier than 

pitch.loudness, duration and spatial location". Grey built upon the classlcal 
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(steady-state spectrum) theory, taking Into account varlous temporal or 

Ume-variant factors and argued the case for a modified fixed formant 

theory. The tonal quality would best be preserved throughout the range of 

an instrument when the lower two formants were transposed by a sma11 

percentage (about 10%) of the amount by which the fundamental frequency 

was transposed. 

Grey cited Hemholtz' dismissal of the importance of the phase pattern of 

the set of harmonics of a tone, quoting the research of Plomp and 

Steeneken (1973) who were able to isolate the two phase patterns which 

are perceived to be maximally different for pairs of tones having tdenucal 

harmonic amplitude patterns. 

It was found that the phase pattern played a relatively minor role In the 

perception of Umbre, being negligible above 100 Hz In a reverberant sound 

field and that the maxlmal difference due to phase was about equivalent to 

the changes in quality between closely related vowels. 

Grey reported measurements that indicate a qualitative decrease of effect 

due to change of phase pattern with increasing fundamental frequency. Grey 

{1976) used a three dimensional spaee presentation to evaluate the 

perceptual relationships (similarities of pairs of tones} between 16 

computer synthesised Instrumental tones (derived from the analyses of 

actual, Instrument sounds). lt was found Lhat instruments tended to cluster 

in family groupings and according to physical similarity. Figure 5 shows the 

clustering or the 16 reeorded tones. 
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Axis 1 represents the spectral energy distribution in terms of the relative 
bandwidths and concentrations of low frequency energy e.g. the french 
horn an.d the saxophone (3) have a narrow spectral bandwidth and a 
concentration of low frequency energy. At the other extreme. the trombone 
has a very wide spectral oondwidth and less of a concentration of energy in 
the lowest harmonics. 

A.~is 2 represents the attack and decay patterns. the presence of 
synchronicity in the attacks and decays of upper JXIrtials and spectral 
.fluctuations through time for a tone. Here the woodwinds (excepting the 
flute), group together demonstrating synchronicity and little spectral 
.fluctuation over ttme. At the other extreme the strings, brass, flute and 
bassoon show tapering patterns of entrances/exits of harmonics and 
correspondingly higher amounts of spectral .fluctuation. 

Aris 3 shllws the instruments grouped according to precedent high 

frequency and low ampUtude energy (mostly in.hamwnic) during the attack 

segment The saxophllne (X3) and oboe (02) while being near the mid-point 

of the axis display some precedent high frequency energy, untike the brass, 

bassoon and cor anglais english horn. Grey preJXIred two dimensional 
projections of axis 1 versus axis 2 (spectral energy versus al.tack/ decay 
envelopes). 
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Grey and Moorer (1977) described lnharmonicHy present In the partials 

of the onset transients as having very low amplitudes but being of 

importance In the characteristic Umbre of certaJn tnstniments; the bass 

elarinet, alto saxophone and some organ pipes. 

Grey (1977) Identified three attributes as being of special importance ln 

the survey of factors aITectlng Umbrc recognttton; 

I. overall distribution of the sound energy 1n the steady-state 

frequency spectrum, related to Bismarck's "sharpness" of tJmbre. 

2. the presence of low amplitude high frequency sound (possibly 

inharmonic) at the onset of the attack. 

3. the extent to which the higher components in the onset transient 

are synchronised as to commencement and speed. 

The steady state timbre of a musical Instrument can be specified in terms 

of amplitude envelopes for each harmonic component. Pollard and Jansson 

(1982) described the development of harmonics during the onset transient 

of an organ pipe, finding a continuous change In the spectrum. Pollard and 

Jansson viewed timbre, unlike the other characterisUcs of musical sounds, 

duratton, pitch and loudness. (capable of representation on one

dimensional scales). as a multi-dimensional entJty. In their TRISTIMULUS 

method, a graphic description is made of the time dependent behaviour of 

musical transients. The sound Is analysed by filter, the data is converted 

into 1/3 octave loudness values sampled at 5 ms. tntcivals. The loudness 

values are then converted into three co-ordinates; measured fundamental 

loudness, loudness of harmonics group 2-4. and loudness of harmonics 

group 5-n, where n is the highest slgntflcant parUal. On the TristJmulus 

Diagram the steady-state harmonic spectrum Is represented as a single 

potnt and the onset transient can be plotted as a series of points showtng 
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for each instant sampled, the balance of fundamental. mld and upper 

components. (see figure 6) 
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Figure 6 (Potlard and Jansson 1982/ 

Plomp and Steeneken (] 973) addressed the question of the place 

dependence of the sound received from a single source {complex tone). in a 

reverberant sound fie]d, flndtng that timbre as a multi-dimensional 

pereeptual attribute of steady-state tones. depends upon both the amplitude 

spectrum and the phase speetrum of the harmonics. For fundamental 

frequencies above l OOHz, the effect of phase on timbre is negligible with 

respect to the effect of the variability In amplitude spectrum. de Bruijn 

(1978) extended the work of Pio mp and Steeneken [I 973) conflntng the 

study to the harmonic amplitude patterns of steady-state tones. lt was 

hoped that by working with third-octave bands (corresponding to the 
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critical bands of human hearing), rather than the harmonics, to determine 

the resolution of human hearing for timbres. The resolution was defined as 

the minimum difference in amplitude patterns resulting in so big a 

difference that it was possible to recognise two tones presented randomly 

rather than sequentially (when a much smaller difference of timbre Is 

noticeable). The results were expressed using Kruskal's method of mulU

dJmensJonal scaling. It was found that to predict the "distingutshabilJty" it 

was necessary to calculate the absolute value of the dlfferenee in sound 

pressure level for each third-octave band of the two tones and determine 

the mean of value of these differences. For tones with few and weak 

harmonics this mean value must be greater than 3dB, for tones with 

moderate harmonics greater than 4dB and for tones with many strong 

harmonics it must be greater than 5dB. 

Terhardt (1974) explored the percept of roughness (amplitude 

modulation or fluctuation present within the frequency regions with the 

width of critical bands). It was found to be a greater problem In steady-state 

tones and less of a disturbance in percussive sounds (piano, guitar). 

The means by which roughness can be reduced depends upon whether 

the pitch and/or the timbre of the steady-state tone can be freely chosen or 

not. Terhardt suggested that where the pitch was not specified, roughness 

could be avoided by making the fundamental frequency high enough, Cl 

(262Hz) being sufficiently free from roughness or in the case of a lower 

pitch with no speciflcations about timbre, by choice of the amplitudes and 

phases of the harmonics in such a way that the envelope fluctuations In 

spectral regions of critical bandwidth are minimal and out of phase. By 

manipulation of the amplitude spectrum, high harmonics have to be 

attenuated or even suppressed, with the amplitudes of the harmonics 

present chosen such that as few as possible fall into one and the same 

critical band. Roughness disappears completely when every critical band ts 
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covered by only one harmonic, regardless of the fundamental frequency. 

Terhardt maintains that for pitches below Cl, small changes of sound 

pressure level of a single harmonic will alter the timbre only negligibly, 

provided that the general spectrum remains the same. It can be assumed 

that a small change in sound pressure level of single harmonics may alter 

the roughness significantly however where two adjacent harmonics cover 

one and the same crlUcal band. Phase spectrum may depart widely without 

a significant change of timbre. 

3.3 The Timbre of the Clarinet. 

The Umbre of the clarinet, as defined by the spectral composltlon is 

dominated by the resonance characterisUcs of the tube (Smith and Mercer 

1974). 

There has been a historical belief that the clarinet, represented as a 

cylindrical tube closed at one end. contains only the odd numbered 

harmonics (Taylor 1965). Baines qualified this view with the observation 

that some even numbered harmonics may be present weakly in the tone. 

Analysis of steady state tones shows the presence of even numbered 

harmonics with amplitudes comparable to. or even greater than adjacent 

odd harmonics (Backus 1968). Slight Iluctuatlons of waveform and 

amplitude. were attributed to the player's inability to maintain a perfectly 

steady blowing pressure and lip force on the recd. Backus assumed that 

under normal playing conditions (of embouchure adjustment), a pertodlc 

waveform exists with the sum of any inharmonic partials more than 40 dB 

below the amplitude of the fundamental. 

From the Impedance curve characteristics of the low register (Backus 

1977). (see figure 7) it can be seen that the low register contains many 

harmonics (predominantly the odd ones) due to the tube representing, 
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effectively, a closed cyllnder. The appearance of any even harmonics ts due 

to the deviation of the tube resonances from discrete multiples of the 

fundamental caused by the tube's deviation from the cylindrical al the 

mouthpiece. The even harmonics become Increasingly prominent in the 

clarion and extreme registers in a context of fewer harmonics generally. In 

fortissimo playing there ts an evident complexity of reed vibrations with an 

accentuation of the upper harmonics. Wonnan (1971) showed that at soft 

playing levels the upper harmonlcs are almost insignificant and with an 

increase in the volume the upper harmonics increase tn volume more 

rapidly than the fundamental (see figure 7). 
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Figure 7 (Backus 1977) 
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A5 Levarie and Levy (1968} maintained, the practising musician proceeds 

empirically in the creauon and modification of timbre. The player's choice 

of instrument model, the mouthpiece physical measurements, 

mouthpiece/reed configuration and the qualities of the particular reed 
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impact upon the tone produced, as do the discretionary changes in the 

breath "support", oral tract position and lip pressure from moment to 

moment. In addition, the player has available the resource of different 

acoustic fingerings. For example the clarinettist may choose to play 0 2 as 

the overblown 5th harmonic of low register B::> 1 (the normal fingering) with 

Us timbre matching its neighbouring notes or. for ease of fingering. as an 

overblown 3rd harmonic of G, with a eonsequential light and thin tone. 

Sirker (1974) measured long time average speetra, (a method of 

superimposition of spectra of a series of scales eovertng the entire playing 

range). He obtained the long time average spectra, derived the formant 

centres of lhe strongest partials and simple speetral envelopes. Slrker then 

made a comparison of the speetral analysts of previous researeh and 

reported two formants for the Bb clarinet; at 1542-1738 Hz and at 

3655-4170 Hz. 

3.4 The Analysis of Clarinet Timbre 

Benade and Larson (l 985) noted the extreme 1,'ariab1ltty among sound 

spectra of elartnets (and other instruments) as measured by different 

researchers, citing an equal variability in the difficulty experienced by 

sophisticated listeners in the recognition of recorded tones from musieal 

instruments in the laboratory context. 

Accordingly, meaningful spectrum measurement required proper 

specification of the player's task and proper specification of the instrument 

itself. The player's task has to take into account the complexity of 

optimising embouchure. a more time consuming process when sJngle 

isolated notes are to be studied. Notes that follow one another tn an 
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unhurried sequence, however on the other hand tend to be adjusted almost 

immediately. 

Benade and Larson (1985) discovered that the acousUcal behaviour of 

notes in the mid-range of the low register of six clarinets were extremely 

consistent. reporUng a + ldB of amplitude mean deviation. corresponding to 

a+ 12% amp1itude spread for the harmonics 1,2,3, and 5. The spread for 

remaining, mostly higher harmonics was found to be +2dB, corresponding 

to a +26% spread. The inference drawn is that clarinets are extremely 

consistent in the midrange of the low register and less stable or less similar 

to one another In their generation of high frequency components. It was 

Indicated that, for clarinet playing, the general level of stabll!ty of both 

Instrument and player in the short and long term Is of the order of 1 or 

2dB. Accordingly, It ts sufnctent to base a spectrum measurement recorded 

In a room (with Its averaging of spectra) on litUe more than 32 statistically 

independent samples of the sound field, to hold the sampling variabillty 

associated with room statistics below ldB. Such data sets could be obtained 

from a player's single breath through the use of two independenUy hand 

carried microphones, plus a two channel tape recorder. feeding the two 

signals Into a two channel fast Courier analyser. 

Benade and Kouzoupis (1988) presented an account of the manner In 

which the tones of the clarinet are generated and transmitted Into the 

llstcning room. Room averaged spectra were presented that showed a great 

deal of spectral regularity over the playing range. 

Formulae were developed for the odd harmonics of the scale and for the 

even harmonics. The role of embouehure setting {lJp pressure) was 

outlined. The player tightened the embouchure by a suitable amount as he 

reduced the playing level In diminuendo to preserve the desired Umbre. As 

the player adjusted the blowing pressure upward to the point where the 

reed is just not beating with a continuous volume flow, the resulting Fourier 
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spectrum converged as l/f3 (l8dB /octave). This means that for a blowing 

pressure Just below that required to set the reed beating against the 

mouthpiece, there ls a well defined faJloff of 18dB per oetave in the 

spectrum at high frequencies. At lower blowing pressures. ln accordance 

with Worman (1971) the spectrum converges much more rapidly. 

3.5 Qualitative Description of Clarinet Timbre 

From the outset of the clarinet student's formal study, the teacher ts 

concerned with the development of the various aspects of a student's 

playtng: tone, finger technique articulation. (tonguing), phrasing etc. 

Teaehers and professional players generally agree that tone should be ve.ry 

strongly emphasised. The concepts of tone quality are possibly the most 

difTicu1t to communicate to the student and teachers may find themselves 

in disagreement in the qualitative spectficatlon of timbre. Abeles (1973) in 

his development and validation of a clarinet performance adjudication scale 

lJsted six factors {lnterpretation, tone, rhythm/eontlnuity, intonation, 

tempo and articulation). Abeles reported that the interjudge reliability 

coefficient for tone was lowest for two of the graduate teaeher groups (n=9 

and n=I2). and second lowest for the third graduate teacher group (n=l l} .. 

Riley (l 980) In an attempt to develop a systematic method of tone 

description for the clarinet, constructed a "tone profile sheet" using a set 

of eight quality dimensions wtth one pair of opposites for eaeh dimension. 

An attempt was made to avoid value Judgements as to the relative worth of 

the tones presented. The reeorded tone samples were rated on a five polnt 

scale. The complete set of dimensions is as follows: 

l. mellowness mellO'W' .............................................. harsh 

2. focus focussed ............................................ unfocussed 
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3. tone colour bright ................................................. dark 

4. slze full ...................................................... small 

5. compactness solid .................................................... spread 

6. resonance resonant ............................................ non-resonant 

7. constriction free .................................................... pinched 

8. clarity clear ................................................... fuzzy 

The paired opposite checklist was applied by 26 listening subjects in two 

groups, (teachers. graduate students and undergraduate students) lo a 

range of recorded performances of the scales of F major (low register). and 

C major (second register). Riley noted agreement (means within 0.5 or less 

on the five point scale) between each group w1th 13 out of the 16 Items (8 

dimensions and 2 registers). There was a test-retest reliability of .89, w1th a 

greater consistency of response In the low register. 
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Chapter 4 THE TEACHING AND LEARNING 
OF THE CLARINET 

4.1 Introduction 

Both the specialist clarinet teacher and non-playing teacher/ 

bandmaster have the obligation (from the student's first Lesson), to 

foster listening skills and to present diverse muslcal and teehnlcal 

eoncepts while sJmultaneously confronting problems of posture, hand 

plaeement, embouchure and breath support. Tone production as a 

result, 1s often given ad-hoe lreatment In the private lesson, and is often 

not made an issue In the classroom or band rehearsal. Breath support as 

one factor in the tone production, should not be eonsidered In isolation 

from other physiological factors or the playing conditions of reed, 

mouthpiece and clarinet. 

4.2 Problems and Priorities 

4.2. l The BegiDner Student 

The student's first lessons are usually occupied addressing the 

particular difnculties experienced by that student. The problem for the 

teacher is to find Ume to deal thoroughly with all the important aspects 

of techntque. including: hand placement, the finding of an "unfamillar" 

but optimum Jaw posttton, the correct action of the tongue, and the 

techniques needed to generate a steady, reliable tone of good quality. 

With the time constraints inherent in lessons it ts common that the tone 

production is left to develop by itself. 

The teaching of tone producUon is problematical in that many 

teachers of class music and bandmasters are not clarinet playing 

speeialists and thus cannot present a model of clarinet tone to the 

students. The problem of the non demonstrating teacher ts portayed by 

Brymer (1976) who asked how one would explain to a child the shape of 
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a spiral staircase without an all revealing circling finger. The omission of 

the important aspect of tone production ls a serious issue. Many younger 

students may have no previous aural experience of the lnstrnment other 

than that provided by the very inadequate first chair players in their own 

school band. 

The experienced clarinettist/ teacher can recognise the physical 

feeling experienced by the student which may defy effective written 

description and can provide practical demonstration, directed verbal 

description, analysis and feedback. The non clarinettist class teacher or 

bandmaster. reliant upon the pedagogical literature may well become 

confused. There are vagaries and Inconsistencies in the descripUon of 

breath support. The tnOuence of the oral cavity in the tone production ts 

either ignored or given very little acknowledgement. 

4.2.2 Breath support and resistance to air.Dow 

Stein (1959) observed that when the untrained breath was first called 

upon in playing it ceased to function naturally and behaved in a sporadic 

and unruly manner. Such breathing adequately served neither its 

primary function of meeting bodily needs. nor the task of supplying air 

to the clarinet. Despite the function of breathing being entirely natural. 

the teaching of breath control could not be taught without conscious 

reference to the breath. 

Stein emphasised the importance of depth of placement rather than 

quantity of air taken in and described the exhalation as a balanced a11-

over movement following the natural direction of muscular contraction. 

Stein maintained that the common belief that greater muscular push is 

applled at the forte dynamic was a misconception and that the 

diaphragm was relaxed at the piano dynamic. He placed great 

lmponance upon the maintenance of muscular support for tonal support 
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as the lungs begin to empty. The difficulty in maintaining a consistent 

speed of breath flow may be eaused by resistant larynx and a humped 

"back of the tongue". The tension that may result in the throat muscles 

may provide a false sense of support to the breath, The emphasis should 

be to keep the breath moving and supported. 

Moore (l 962), in the discussion of breath control decried lengthy 

anatomical presentations for the student, urging the teacher to "do the 

thing first and explain after it is done" and offered a simple postural 

exercise Involving lifting the chest and pulling in the small of the back. 

Tose· {1962) viewed correct breathing as dependent upon unimpeded 

delivery of the atrstream through a relaxed throat encouraging a 

"sonority, interest and warmth of tone" at softer dynamic levels (p or 

pp) even though the channelling of the atrstream should be less. Brymer 

(I 976) dismissed the notion of a clarinet which is merely "blown down" 

and outlined the mental Image of a moving air column requiring 

continuously varied and adjusted support from the diaphragm. He 

described the air column as starting at the diaphragm passing through 

the thoracic cavities and resonating In the oral cavity as it sets the reed 

in motion. He saw the only point of resistance being the aperture 

between the reed and mouthpiece which varied according to the 

pressure of the embouchure. 

Brymer advocated that there should be no constriction at the baek of 

the tongue, (a feeling famillar to the experienced player as "an open or 

relaxed throat"). 

Wastall (l 979) recommended that the diaphragm be given a light 

support to the alrstream to maintain an even air pressure. 

Pino (1980) advocated training with the mouthpiece alone, the player 

graduaHy increasing the breath support from a very slow airspeed to a 

speed sufficient to flll the room with a free blown but not distorted 

sound. Then following the production of a full controlled volume, to 
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gradually deerease the speed of the airflow until the reed v1braUons stop 

before withdrawing the breath support. This point is well made. The 

sound produced may not be very pleasant but the test does provide a 

useful tndicaUon as to whether the sound is being supported or whether 

the mouthpiece ls being gripped too firmly wtth the Jaw. Such Jaw 

clenching may constrict the dynamic range, distort the tone and shift 

the pitch above a suggested F#3. Kohut (1973) recommends a 

mouthpiece playing pitch of Bb5 or lower. 

Russianoff (I 982) placed equal emphasis upon correct breath1ng, 

rhythm and intonation and taught an "art of breathing" which enabled 

the player to sustain and support the sound, attack the notes at precisely 

the right time, play easily at any controlled volume, to intensify the 

sound and to produce a "vast range of tone colours". This art of 

breathing requires the player's ability to take long deep breaths. snatch 

a quiet full breath, plan where to breathe, produce an unfaltering and 

conUnuous alrstream and ineorporate this into the fabric of the musical 

llne without damaging Its flow. The emphasis in soft playing especially in 

the top register. is upon even more diaphragm pressure maintaining the 

support even where the sound becomes inaudible ln diminuendo. 

Bonetti (1984) emphasised that the air stream produced should be 

smooth and constant through to the clarinet. 

Kohut (1985) aptly described the performer's breath as "fuel for the 

tone" and the "wind player's bow" and attributed accurate tntonaUon, 

clarity of articulation, dynamic control and intensity of tone to correct 

breathing. However Kohut Insisted that breath control ts not necessarily 

the single most important aspect of wind Instrument playing. Tone 

production depended upon a proper function of all parts of the tone 

produeUon mechanism including the oral cav1ty shape (in the use of 

vowels). From the acoustical study of the c1ar:inet It may be seen that the 

physical aspects of the clarinet and reed bear upon air flow and tone 

production. 
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Brymer (1976) described the experienced player's choice of reed as 

one that involved a trade off between dynamle level and tone quality. The 

thin reed was most useful al lhe pianissimo level and sounded very harsh 

and probably flat at the fortissimo level. The thick reed sounded very 

diffuse at the soft playing level but powerful and rich at the louder 

dynamic level. The problem for the player was desertbed as finding the 

reed/mouthpiece configuration that would permit the slight relaxation 

of embouchure pressure to allow a greater volume of air to pass through 

the aperture without overloading the reed and causing distortion of the 

tone. 

The six reed parameters of Backus(l 966) Included reed stiffness as a 

faclor in the ease of blowing and listed reed tip resonance as a factor in 

the strength of the upper harmonics. Benade (1976) highlighted the 

importance of an aeeurale alignment of resonances with harmonies and 

stated that a really fine instrument eould be played with a recd 

eonsiderably stiffer than the norm as the air column modes work 

together to push the stiffer reed open and elosed with less effort. 

4.2.3 Smnma:,y 

The problem for professional or student player alike, ts to obtain the 

optimum breath support for the partieular reed in use; to produee a free 

blown undJstorted tone with full dynamie range and expression. The 

estimation of breath support used may be confounded by such variables 

as excessive tension of throat or embouchure, Insufficient mouthpiece 

volume within the mouth, or mismatch of reed with mouthpiece. The 

quality and playing condition of the clarinet are important factors in the 

ease of blowing. The teacher has the responsibility to make effective 

diagnoses of the various dysfunctions of physiology and/or equipment. [n 

any analysis of the tone produced, the teacher will rely upon his/her 
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own playing experience or, less satisfactorily, the teaching literature. 

These published methods should describe with clarity and detail, the 

production of tone, Its qualitative aspects, Ukely causes, and remedies 

(where desirable). 
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CHAPTER 5 THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

5.1 Introduction 

The experimental design attempted to provide for the measurement 

and later analysis of the blowing behaviour of elarlnet players of wide 

rangtng ability. The sampling attempted to obtain a broad cross secUon 

of the available student populaUon. Three professional teachers were 

selected as the best available perfonners. The subjects were provided 

with a meaningful and musieal performanec task within their capaeHy. 

This experimental task allowed the non-intrusive measure of air 

support, an audio reeordlng of each exereise, quantitative analysis and 

quaUtaUve evaluation. 

5.2 Control of the Variables 

The independent variable was the air pressure applled to the oral 

eavtty. The dependent variables whieh resulted from the manipulation 

of the applied pressure were the dynamle level, the dynamte range, the 

harmonic content and qualitative Judgements of the tone prcxlueed. 

The confounding variables which could affect dynamic level, range, 

and the tonal quality were lip pressure. volume of mouthpiece within 

the mouth, ligature placement and tension, the Internal dimensions of 

the mouthpieee, reed mass and reed density or stiffness. 

The measured tonal quality and dynamic level would be dependent 

upon the acoustic behaviour of the room. The variables with the 

exception of lip pressure and volume of mouthpiece within the mouth, 

were controlled during the experiment. 

Lip pressure, which varies directly with reed strength, may well be 

very difficult to measure Jn the young player in a musical perfonnance 

and deserves further study. 
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The volume of mouthpiece held wtthin the mouth may similarly be 

very difficult to measure non-intrusively in the context of a musical task. 

The ltgature placement was standardised by placing It adjacent to, 

and In direct eontaet wtth the mouthpiece cannula, the Ligature tension 

by setung the reed on the mouthpiece and adjusting the screws for the 

players. 

The three mouthpieces used conformed to a standard internal volume 

and differed only In the Up opening. 

The reed mass and stiITness eould not be standardised any more than 

could the individual players' embouchures. but eaeh player was provided 

wtth an optimum reed/mouthpiece eonflguraUon. 

The measurement of the tonal quality and dynamic level was 

dependent upon the acoustic behaviour of the room In which the 

recording was undertaken. As Benade and Larson (1985) established, 

large fluctuations of volume and frequency may occur from point to 

point even If the player maintained an absolutely fixed pos1Uon wtthin 

the room. ln the present study 1t was possible to obtain all the 

measurements within the same room. 

The subjects plaeed at a fixed dtstanee from a wall mounted 

microphone. The microphone pre-amplifier was gain matched for eaeh 

recording. In the playback of the reeorded clarinet samples the expert 

Judges auditioned the taped samples using the same high quality 

headphones. 

5.3 The Range of Clarinettist Experience 

The experimental design required student players with a wide range 

of experience but at least a basic level of skill. They were described in 

the study as being of novice, intermediate or advaneed standard. The 

novice group of students were able to perform with reasonable control, 
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slow moving passages in the first and second registers. The intermediate 

group of students showed competence rather than mastery of skills in 

the first, second and third registers. The advanced group of students 

found no difficulties in the first three registers and were able to attempt 

the exercises in all four registers. 

5.4 Formulation of an Experimental and Musical Task 

The performance tasks were required to satisfy three criteria: 

1. The exercises were to involve the players in a reasonably musical 

undertaking rather than the mechanical performance of a single 

sustained note. (Musicians commonly adjust each note as it is played 

io bring i1 into balance tonally and dynamically with its context). 

2. The exercises were to be within the abilities of the least 

experienced player. AC'cordingly the exercises would have made 

very few demands upon the reading skills (rhythmic and note 

idenlification) and were suITieiently easy as finger exercises to be 

played confidently at sight by almost all. The experimental design 

would allow for players to "rehearse" each exercise before the 

measurements and recordings were made. 

3. The exercises would be performed within a comfortable range of 

dynamics to produce reasonably controlled tone with reasonably 

stable spectra. The students would play forte under conditions of 

full reed oscillation, (at the recognisable ~change of feel" where the 

reed begins to beat against the mouthpiece), and piano. The 

dynamics specified would be forte and piano and the meanings of 

these terms would be discussed wi1.h the subjects. The physical 

measurement of sound level would be incidental to the task as far as 

the player was concerned. Any exercise which requirrd the 
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student to produce a fixed sound level to match a pre-specified 

meter reading could well disrupt his/her patterns of musical 

behaviour. 

5.S Subjects Required and the Sampling 

The populaUon of student clarinet players was drawn from data made 

available by the Australian Capital Territory Department of EducaUon, 

the Canberra Youth Orchestra Society, the Canberra City Band and five 

clarinet teachers. 

The population comprised one hundred and thirty six players wtth at 

least one year's experience. A total of thirty players were ultimately 

selected by a process of stratified random selection for three sample 

groups of ten players (Novtce. Intermediate and Advanced). As the data 

gathering proceeded, the students were assigned into the respective 

groups by a respected Canberra clarinet teacher of twenty years 

experience who evaluated their randomly assigned taped performances. 

It was necessary to "top up'" the Novice group by resampltng two 

student clarinettists from the population and to discard the data already 

gathered from two of that group because of their failure to meet the 

basic minimum performance standard required for the experiment. 

Three clarinet teachers were selected from the local populaUon of 

ten established teachers, as representaUvc models of successful air 

support and lone production. Two of the teachers were employed by 

the Canberra School of Music, and one was a private teacher of high 

repute. 
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5.6 The Quantitative Measurements of the Tone 

The quantitative measurement of the harmonic constituents and 

stability of final note in eaeh experimental task was undertaken by Fast 

Fourier Transform Analysis (F.F.T.A). The tape recorded exerctses were 

replayed on the TEAC A3340 tape deck that was used for the recording, 

the output being analysed by a Hewlett Packard HP 385A Spectrum 

Analyser. 

5.7 Development of the Qualitative Rating Profile 

The QualitaUve Rating Proflle was based upon the Tone Proflle Sheet 

(Riley I 980). The Riley profile sheet was discussed with three Canberra 

clarinet teachers who all expressed the view that the evaluation task 

would be better served by a smaller rating Instrument. 

Two teachers pointed to an overlapping of three descriptor pairs: 

focussed-unfocussed. resonant-unresonant and solid-spread. The high 

levels of agreement found by RHey with these descriptor pairs in the 

Judgement of undergraduate, graduate, and teacher performer tone was 

noted. However tt was believed that such agreement would not occur tn 

the Judgement of tone produced by the tnexperienced subjects Involved 

in the present study. Accordingly they were deleted and U1e Qualitative 

Rating Prof11e was reduced to the following six paired-opposite 

descriptors. 

mellCJ\V .......................................... harsh 

focussed ....................................... unfocussed 

brtghL ............................................ dark 

full .................................................. small 

Im, ................................................. pinched 

clear ............................................... fuzzy 
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CHAPTER 6 METHODOLOGY 

6.1 Introduction 

Standardisation was seen to be an lssue of particular importance in 

this study. Problems inherent In this study of the playing habits of 

student and professional musicians Included standardisaUon of task, 

Instrument, (clarinet, mouthpiece, reed) and recording/playback 

conditions. (The standardisauon of the task 1s discussed in Chapter 

7). 

6.2 The Apparatus 

6.2. l The Clarinet, Mouthpiece and Reed 

It was necessary that a high quality clarinet be chosen for the study. 

Such an instrument would have accurately aligned resonances, a 

rounding of sharp edges to reduce turbulent energy loss at high playing 

levels, smoothly varying and a nearly constant tone hole lattice cutoff 

frequency over the whole of the instrument. This would provide the 

player with the conditions necessary to set the reed's natural frequency 

to match one or another harmonic component of each note as it Is 

played. The clarinet would be free blowing, possess dynamic fiexlbflity, 

tonal stablllty, and represent lhe state of the art In Its accuracy of 

LntonaUon. 

For this study one instrument was used throughout. a Buffet Crampon 

model RC; an instrument widely employed tn symphony orchestras 

worldwide. The selected instniment was 1n excellent playing condtUon. 

The subjects were given the opportunity to select one of three 

mouthpieces and a reed from a range of varying strength, to optimise 

the reed/mouthpiece configuration and ensure a typical and 

recognisable "Change of feel" situation In performance. The three 

mouthpieces were of high quality; Vandoren 5RV, 11.6 and B45 were 
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each well matched to the instrument and represented the range of 

normal mouthplece "lays" or openings, ie. close, medium and wider, as 

used by student and professional players. 

Each of the mouthpieces had been modified by the provision of a 

narrow hole drilled within the mouthpiece wall 1mm from the 

mouthpiece beak to a point half way down the mouthpiece and was 

fitted with a 3mm cannula and a 2 metre length of 4mm clear plastic 

tubing connected to a manometer see Appendix 6}. 

The reeds used were Vandoren, a brand very popular with professional 

players and teachers. They were offered in a graded range of strengths 

from 1 I/2 to 3 1/2 of after being carefully prepared by soaking and 

"blow1ng in" for a period of one week. 

6.2.2 Tbe Measurement or Breath Support 

A manometer was constructed to measure the breath support supplied 

to the experimental clarinet. The manometer (see Appendix 6). was 

constructed of two sections of laboratory glass tubing 5mm outside 

diameter and 140cm in length connected at the lower end by clear 

plastic tubing, mounted 8 cm apart on pinewood. A one metre steel rule 

engraved in cm and mm was fitted to one arm of the manometer which 

could be zero adjusted to the height of the column of the coloured water 

(two drops of red food colouring per 20ml of tap water). 

6.2.3 Sound Recording 

The recording was undertaken using two .. Realistic PZM" electret 

condenser microphones selected for their treble extension, relative 

freedom from colouration and distortion and because they could be 

optimally placed and fixed to the wall at the end of the studio for the 

four weeks of the data gathering. The microphones were rewired w1th 

"Canare" 4-strand professional cable and fitted w1Lh "Neutrlk" 6.5mm 

plugs, (the best avallable materials, chosen for their rcHabilityJ. The PZM 

microphones were powered by "Eveready" heavy duty AA cells, which 
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were replaced when their voltage fell below l .58 volts as measured on 

the Aklgawa AD-901 digltal multimeter. 

A TEAC A3340 reel to reel tape recorder was recalibrated for each 

clarinettist by means of a reference tone supplied to the line inputs from 

a "Dr Beat" tuner which was powered using a "Nord" switchable power 

transformer rated at 500mA delivering a measured 10.3 volts under load 

into the calibrating tuner. The data was recorded using "Maxell UD 35-

90" tape on the standard stereo format (channels I /3) at a tape speed of 

38cms per second. The headphones used in the monitoring and in the 

qualltative rating by the Judges were the "Nakamlchl" SP7 model, highly 

regarded for their tonal neutrality and extended treble response. 

6.2.4 Fast Fourier Transl'onn Analysis of the Reconled Data 

The clarinet exercises. after editing were transferred direct 

(uncopied) to 2 master tapes. The output from the TEAC A3340 tape 

recorder was fed to a Hewlett Packard HP 385A Spectrum Analyser for 

Fast Fourier TransfonTI Analysis (F.F.T.A). The specified signal to noise 

ratio was 90dB. The level setting was -IOdB. Since the signal to noise 

ratio of the tape recorder being 70dB the display offered a full display 

above the noise floor of 1 OdB. The frequency bandwidth chosen was 

50Hz to 5Khz for the analysis of note Fl, and 50Hz to IOKhz for B2 , C3 

and C4. Subsequent F.F.T.A was undertaken in real Ume (conunuously 

during the playback of each exercise). using an Apple Macintosh Mac 

Plus microcomputer with the Sound Cap analysis software which had 

been calibrated lo an accuracy of± I dB using the signal tones used for 

the standardisation of the recording levels. 

6.3 The Laboratory 

The data was collected in the electronic music studio at Ph1lllp 

College (Canberra, Australia) and butlt to the following dimensions. 

length 7.Im width 4.7m height 2.7m and fitted with short plle carpet. 

The ceiling construction was of textured plaster tiles. The studio 

furnishings were minimal and were kept standard throughout the 
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course of the data gathering. The microphones were placed 1.1 m above 

the floor at distances of 0.8m and l.lm from the side walls. 

The clarinetUsts were positioned 1.4m from the wall at the opposite 

end of the studio. 

6.4 The Subjects 

There were 30 student clarinet p]ayers (17 male and 13 female) 

sampled from the available population of 132. The age range of the 

student players was l l-24.8 years with a mean of 15.l years and a 

standard deviation of 2.8 years. The sample consisted of 17 less 

experienced players (2-5 years) and 13 more experienced players (6-I l 

years). There were, in addiUon, 3 professional players (2 male and l 

female). 
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Chapter 7 THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

7. I Introduction 

The experimental procedure Involved the careful Induction of the students 

to the task from the first approach. The students and their parents were 

contacted through their schools or musical ensembles. The letter outlined 

the importance of the study and provided a brief summary of the procedure. 

The selection of an unfamJliar mouthpiece and reed was Important and 

suffieient Ume was made available for Lhis. Accordingly. the subjects were 

allowed to first establish their embouchure with their own clarinet, 

mouthpiece and reed before making the choice of a suitable reed, then a 

mouthpiece, for the experimental clarinet. 

Calibration and standardtsatlon was an Important issue. The calibration of 

the audio recording equipment involved the standardtsauon of power 

supplies and recording levels. The calibration of the manometer was 

undertaken to maintain consistency of alr pressure measurement. 

The experimental task Involved the collection of data in the form of tape 

recordings and air pressure measurements. The tape recordings made 

during the performance of short musical phrases played at the forte and 

piano dynamic levels provided Lhe basis for assignment of the subjects Into 

the Novice. Intermediate, and Advanced groups. The tape recordings were 

later edltcd and together with the air pressure measurements, provided the 

material for the quantitative and qualitative analysis. 
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7.2 Student Induction to the Task 

The students making up the sample were contacted. The A.C.T. 

Department of EducaUon authorised an approach through the schools. The 

Canberra Youth Orchestra Society and the Canberra City Band similarly 

approved approaches to its members who had been sampled. Each student 

was notified by letter tn which the purpose of the study was outlined and 

their participation requested. During the following week the students· 

parents were contacted by telephone. The purpose of the study was 

explained in greater depth and agreement was sought for the chlld's 

partlcipatlon. The follow-up by telephone attempted to reassure students 

(and parents) that the experimental task itself was not difficult or 

threatening. Some of the younger studenLc; in particular. needed reassurance 

that the performance was not a music examination. However two sludents 

declined to become Involved. Appointment times were arranged and the 

subjects were asked to attend with their own Instrument, mouthpiece and 

reed. 

The subjects arrtved for the data gathering and the tasks were explained. 

The importance was stressed of (l) keeping in time with the metronome to 

maintain a reasonably standard tempo, (2) playing Lo the very end of the last 

note In each performance task and (3) observing the dlstlncUon between 

forte and piano 1n performance. It was emphasised Lhat any mistakes made 

in the performance tasks were not Important, since each task was to be 

performed three times. 
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7.3 Selection of the Mouthpiece and Reed 

The subjeets were asked to "warm up'" their own clannct and best reed to 

feel more at ease in the laboratory setting. When they appeared comfortable 

and produclng reasonably consistent tone, they were asked to attempt a 

"warm up" on the experimental clarinet using their own reed and one of the 

experimental mouthpieces. This procedure was repeated twice and the 

subject chose the mouthpiece that most closely resembled the blowing feel 

of their own (from the three available). The subjects then selected the "best 

playing" reed from a supply of twelve of the Vandoren brand, ranging ln 

grades of reed stiffness. All the reeds had been pre-conditioned for playing 

by soaking in water. stored carefully on a reed guard and had been "blown 

in" over a period of flve or more days to ensure that they offered a range of 

free blowing, resonant reeds, in a range of strengths from grade 1 1/2 to 

grade 4 . 

The experimental clarinet was offered with the flexible tube connected 

between the manometer and the experimental mouthpiece. The connecting 

tube was attaehed to the player's shoulder with adhesive tape to prevent 

tangling. The subjeets were encouraged to "have a blow'" to aecllmatlse 

themselves to the expenmental eontext. 

7.4 Calibration of the Recording Level 

The sound recording of the experimental task required three 

standardisations of the equipment. These were, the verification of the output 

from the two microphones, the calibration of the input levels of the tape 
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recorder, and the adjustment of the input levels to satisfactorily record the 

wide range of sound volumes produced by Lhe subjects. 

The two REALISTlC PZM microphones used for the audio recording, were 

each powered by EVEREADY heavy duty AA cells which were replaced when 

Lhe voltage fell below J.58 volts as measured on Lhe AKIGAWA multimeter. 

Before each recording session, the recording levels on the TEAC A3340 

tape deck were callbrated using a BOSS DB-66 electronic metronome with a 

built in A440Hz tuning tone. The power was supplied to Lhe metronome by a 

mains operated ARISTA RPP500 transformer, rather than Lhe usual battery, 

and provided a steady 9.20 volts into the metronome as measured by Lhe 

AKIGAWA AD-901 digital multimeter. The standardised tuning tone from Lhe 

metronome was applied to Lhc line inputs of channels one and Lhree of the 

TEAC A3340 tape deck. The input level potentiometers were adjusted to 

provide meter readings of OdB. The tape speed was set at 15 Inches per 

seeond. 

At the beginning of each recording session, each subject was positioned 

l .4m from Lhe baek wall of the laboratory, to standardise Lhe distance from 

the microphones mounted on the opposite wall. The notes F1. B2. and C3, 

were played at Lhe forte and Lhcn at Lhe piano dynamic level. 

To optimise the recording quality, the mierophone input potentiometers 

for both channels used were adjusted to obtain Lhe hlghest recording level 

without distortion at the forte dynamic level for all the exercises. 

Accordingly, the reeordlng levels were set at a standardised +5dB, +3dB, 

or OdB relative to Lhe ortglnal OdB calibration point on the recording meters 

of Lhe tape deck. These notes and dynamics were selected for Lhe following 

reasons: 

I. These notes were common to performance tasks undertaken by all 

subjects. 
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2. The note F 1 was selected because many students experience 

difficulty jn playing it forte, and as such It represented the lowest 

dynamic level likely to be produced (particularly al the piano 

dynamic). The note C3 was selected because most students flnd it 

easy to play forte, and it would represent the highest dynamie 

level. 

3. The sound reeordlngs were required to be of exeellent technical 

quality. It was necessary to obtatn audio reeording levels 

sufficlently high above the noise floor of the tape at the piano level 

to be reasonably free of tape hiss. yet not at such a level that the 

forte exercises recorded with distortion. 

7.5 Calibration of the Manometer 

The manometer was partially fllled with tap water with red food eolourtng 

added (three drops per one hundred ml). The manometer was fixed to the 

laboratory bench and then set into a vertical position with a spirlt level. The 

manometer calibration was adjusted by movement of the scale fitted to one 

ann of the manometer tube. 

The zero point of the adjustable seale was aligned with the lower point of 

the meniscus of the coloured water. Before each measurement was taken, 

the mouthpiece capillary, cannula, and connecting tube were checked to be 

free of condensation or saliva. The manometer scale was calibrated from 0cm 

to 60cm (accurate to ± 0.5cm H20). The observations were made ustng one 

arm of the manometer. hence half the actual height of the water column. 

This corresponded to atr pressure values of 0-120cm H20 {accurate to ±lcm 

H20J. 
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7.6 The Experimental Task 

The exper1mental session began with a brief discussion of musical 

terminology. Most of the students were aware that forte specified playing at a 

comfortably loud volume, although two of the less expertenced believed that 

forte required playing at the loudest volume. Every student was aware that 

piano specified playing at a soft volume. Each subject was instructed to 

interpret forte as "playing at a loud volume"'. and piano as "playing at a soft 

volume". The student subjects were reminded that the dynamics specified 

represented performances at a "comfortably loud and comfortably soft 

levels"' rather than dynamic extremes. The subjects were given the prtnted 

music for the performance tasks. (see Appendix 2 ) 

Task I Exercise l was performed by all subjects three Umes at the forte 

dynamic, following the tempo of a metronome light which 

indicated 72 beats to the minute. The exercise was repeated three 

Umes at the piano dynamic. 

Task 2 Exercise 2 was performed by all subjects three Umes at the forte 

dynamic, following the tempo of a metronome light which 

indicated 72 beats to the minute. The exercise was repeated three 

Umes at the piano dynamic. 

Task 3 Exercise 3 was performed by all subjects three Umes at the forte 

dynamic. following the tempo of a metronome IJght which 

Indicated 72 beats to the minute. The exercise was repeated three 

times at the pimw dynamic. 

Task 4 Exercise 4. which was not attempted by the least experienced 

players, was performed three times at the forte dynamic, following 

the tempo of a metronome light which indicated 72 beats to the 
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minute. The exercise was repeated three times at the piano 

dynamic. 

The performance of all the tasks was recorded using the wan mounted 

microphones and the tape deck. The maximum and minimum blowing 

pressures, measured as oral cavity air pressure, were recorded for the steady 

state porUon of the last note in each task. 

Task 5 All subjects then played the note Ft "as loudly as you can" and 

then, "so softly that the sound is just there". 

Task 6 All subjects then performed the note B2 according to the 

instructions. to play .. as loudly as you can" and then. "so softly that 

the sound ls Just there ... 

Task 7 All subjects then performed the note C 3 according to the 

instructions, to play "as loudly as you can" and then, "so softly that 

the sound Is Just there". 

Task 8 All subjects except the least experienced, then performed the note 

F4 according to the instructions to play, "as loudly as you can" and 

then, "so softly that the sound is Just there". 

The maximum and minimum blowing pressures were recorded. Because 

this task was included for the investigation of the physical limits of the 

breath support and was unlikely to reflect typical performance behaviour, no 

audio recordings were made. 

Task 9 Finally each subject blew into the manometer tube wUhout the 

experimental clarinet. ("blow as strongly as you can and hold it"). 

The maximum possible blowing pressure was recorded. 
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7.7 Qualitative Assignment Into Groups 

The audio recordings were presented without any Identification to a 

specialist clar1net teacher of 20 years exper1ence, who ranked the student 

clarinettists by ablllty, using the following criteria; 

I. Quality of tone 

2. Steadiness of tone 

3. Accuracy of intonation (pitch control) 

4. Clarity and quality of articulation 

5. Rhythmic control shown during the performance tasks 

6. General accuracy and control on the third and fourth registers. 

The student clarJnettists were assigned Into three groups; Novice, 

Intermediate and Advanced. It was found necessary to discard two of the 

original sample who were unable to meet the minimum requirements of the 

experimental tasks. The population was resampled to obtain two more 

subjects for the Novice group. The teacher group had been determined prior 

to the performance of the experimental tasks. 

7 .P, Selection and Preparation of Taped Data 

For each subject, the mean blowing pressure of each experimental task was 

calculated from the three attempts. The recorded performance which had 

been made at a blowing pressure closest to that mean was removed by from 

the tape recording using a splicing block and razor blade. The recordings of 

all performances nearest to the mean were spliced together to produce a 

master tape for quantitaUve analysis and qualitative evaluation. 
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7.9 Fast Fourier Transform Results and Analysis of Timbre 

The quantitative measurement of the harmonte eonstituents of the final 

note of each experimental task was performed by Fast Fourier analysis. The 

prepared master tape was replayed on the TEAC A3340 tape deck that was 

used for the recording, at 15 inches per seeond. The output signal was fed to 

the input of a Hewlett Packard HP 385A Spectrum Analyser. 

The spectrum analyser Input was set to eompensate for the different 

reeordlng levels set in the recording of the tasks (OdB, +3d8 and +5dB). The 

analysis was undertaken using a range of2.5 kHz for lhe notes Fl and 82 and 

a range of 5KHz for the notes C3 and F4. This provided for the clear 

displaying of up to sixteen harmonics above the fundamental. The dynamic 

level measurable ranged from OdB to -70dB which was comparable with that 

of the TEAC A3340 tape deck. 

The master tape was then replayed wilh the output being applied to a 

Soundwave digitiser attached to a Macintosh Plus eomputer. The Sound cap 

software (1985) was used for continuous Fast Fourier analysis for the purpose 

of monitoring the steadiness of the han11onic spectra in real Ume. 

It was decided that neither of the quantitative models of timbre reviewed, 

met the requirements of the present study. The model of Grey(l 976), with 

Us emphasis upon Ume variant behaviour and the attack transient, was not 

appllcabJe to the analysis of the steady state tones measured. The 

Tr1stumulus model of Pollard and Jansson (1982) with its three co-ordinates 

of; fundamental, harmonics 2 to 4, and harmonics 5 to n, was not used 

because it was intended to study the behaviour of lhe second han11ontc. 

particularly in the low register. (It is a feature of the clarinet tone that there 

ls very litUe second harmonic in the low register). 
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Accordingly the data for the strength of each of the sixteen harmonics was 

recoded to consist of the four strengths relative to the total of fundamental, 

second harmonic. third harmonic and fourth and higher harmonics. 

7.10 Analysis of Timbre by Judges 

Three expert judges were selected from the clarinet teachers available in 

Canberra. All judges were music graduates with a total of 55 years of teaching 

experience (with a mean of 18.7 years and a standard deviation of 11 years). 

The master tape ,was replayed on the TEAC A3340 tape deck used for the .. 
recording. The auqio output for both channels one and three was monitored 

direct from the headphone amplifier of the tape deck. using a pair of 

Nakamichi SP7 stereo headphones. The expert judges listened to the 

performances of the students on the master tape and rated the tone of the 

final note of each exercise using each of the six paired opposite descriptors 

of the Tone Profile Sheet. (Appendix 3) 
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Chapter 8 PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 
OF THE DATA 

8.1 Introduction 

The data is presented together wHh analysis and discussion and ls Ln 

three parts: {1) the quanlitaUve findings of breath support. dynamic 

level and timbre: (2) the analysis of the qualitative ratings applied to the 

clarinet tone samples by the panel of expert Judges: and (3) the mulUple 

regression analysis of the dependent variables breath support and sound 

level. 

The quantitative findings include the frequencies and eategories of the 

clartnettlst sample. The breath support results are presented for the 

manometer and for the experimental clarinet, note by note at the 

loudest and softest possible levels, and then at the forte and piano 

dynamics. The dynamic levels and dynamic ranges produced are shown 

note by note for the forte and piano dynamic levels. The Fast Fourter 

Transform Analysis of the clarinet tones is discussed tn terms of 

harmonic content and stability. The quantitative findings conclude with 

an examination of the importance of breath support to harmonic 

content, and a discussion. 

The qualitaUve analysis examines the validity of the Clartnet Rating 

Profile sheet employed and the validity of the subject assignment into 

the groups. The qualitative rating Is applied note by note, at the 

dynamics of forte and pimw and is used for a discussion of the qualitative 

differences In performance found between the groups. 

The multiple regression analysis of the Independent variables: group, 

playing experienee, variance of breath support, and the harmonic levels 

attempted to determine which are important predictors of the 

Independent variables: level of breath support, and total sound output. 

There is a discussion of the findings and the analyses of each part. 
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8.2. Quantitative Data Analysis and Discussion 

8.2. l Tbe Subjects 

Age 

There were 30 student c1arinettlsts randomly sampled from the 

avallable population of 136 players. The student players ranged In age 

from 11-25 years with a mean of 15.9 years, S.D. of 2.9 years. The age 

ranges of tile groups were as follows: the novice group; mean 13.5 years. 

S.D. 2.9 years; the intermediate group; mean 16 years, S.D. 2.2 years. tile 

advanced group; mean 17.8 years, S.D. 2.7 years. The teacher group 

ranged in age from 23-40 years witil a mean of 33 years, S.D. 9.0 years. 

Gender 

There were thirteen female students, seventeen male student 

subjects, two male teachers and one female teacher. 

Experience 

The student sample consisted of 17 less experienced players (2-5 

years). with a mean of 3.6 years S.D. 0.9 years, and 13 more experienced 

(6-11 years). with a mean of 7.6 years and a S.D. of 1.8 years). The 

teachers were not asked to provide details of their performing 

experience. 
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The Assigned Groups 

The assignment of the student subjects to ability groups was central to 

this study. The students were ranked anonymously on the quality of their 

performance tn the experimental tasks and assigned into groups on the 

basis of the criterta outlined in Chapter 7. There were three ranked 

student groups and one teacher group which had been determined prior 

to the experimental performances. The ranking and assignment of the 

student subjects appears to have been valid. There was a moderate 

positive correlation between the group to which the subjects were 

assigned by the expert Judge (on the basis of their performance) and 

their experience (r= .63, p= .000). The moderate positive correlation 

between assigned group and age ( r= .61, p= 0.000), is an addiUonal (if 

weak) measure of validity. 

8.2.2 Max:tmum Blowing Pressure by Manometer 

The manometer was renlled as necessary and levelled before each data 

gathering session. The observations were accurate to ±0.Scm on the 

manometer scale corresponding to a two- ann accuracy of ±1.0cm water 

pressure. 

The maximum blowing pressure measured directly by manometer 

without the clarinet mouthpiece, ranged from 4D-I20cm of water. The 

teachers ranged from I00-120cm. (mean l l lcm, S.D. 8cm). The 

student players ranged from 40-120cm, (mean 80cm, S.D. 24.3cm), (see 

Figure 8). 
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Maximum Manometer Pressure 
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The highest maximum pressures recorded were unexpectedly. oIT the 

scale of the manometer (ln the region of l20-150cm of water). These 

off-scale readings have all been recorded as 120cm of water pressure. 

There was a significant difference between the teacher and 

intermediate groups at the .05 level of probability using the Scheffe 

Proeedure. This difference was found despite the non significant 

correlation between the maximum manometer pressure and either age, 

(r= .16, p= .201) or playing experience. (r= .20, p= .150). This may be 

due to the small size of the teaeher sample. 

8.2.3 Breath Support: Max:lma and Minima 

Breath Support for the note Fl 

The maximum breath support for the note Fl ranged from 26-73em 

of water; the teachers ranged from 55--67cm with a mean of 59cm, S.D. 

6. 7cm, the students from 26-73em with a mean of 51. 7cm, S.D. 11. 7cm. 

The minimum breath support measured for the note Fl ranged from 

17-34cm of water; the teachers ranging from l 7-23cm with a mean of 
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19, 7cm, S.D. 3). the students from 17-34cm with a mean of 22.1cm, 

S.D. 3.6cm (see Figure 9). 

For breath support maxima applied to the note Fl there were 

slgnlflcant differences between the teacher and novice. advanced and 

novice, and advanced and intermediate groups at the .05 level of 

probability using the Least Slgniftcant Difference Procedure. The 

advanced and novice and advanced and Intermediate differences were 

significant at the .05 level of probability using the Scheffe Procedure. 

The breath support minima applied to the note Fl showed no two 

groups to be significantly different at the .05 level of probability using 

the Least Significant Difference Procedure. 
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The breath support range between the maximum and minimum 

pressures revealed significant differences at the .05 level of probability 

using both the Least Significant Difference (and the more rigorous 

Scheffe Procedures) between the teacher and novtce. teacher and 

intermediate, teacher and advanced and advanced and novice groups, 

Three of the novice subjects (S2, S7, S10) showed a very narrow range 
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of breath support and six of the novice (SI, S2, S3, S5, S7, S10) and 

four of lhe intermediate players {S6, S7, S8, S9, S10) showed a 

narrower range of breath support than the teachers. In view of their very 

different performance on the manometer blowing task the explanaUon 

may involve embouchure control. 

Breath Support for the note B2 

The maximum breath support measured for the note B2 ranged from 

27-72cm of water; lhe teachers, from 48-52cm with a mean of 50cm, 

S.D. 2cm, the students, from 27-72cm with a mean of 47.5cm, standard 

devtaUon 11.6cm. 

The minimum breath support measured for the note B2 ranged from 

19-38cm of water; the teachers from 21-26cm with a mean of 24.3cm, 

standard deviation 2.9cm, the students from l 9-38cm with a mean of 

25.4cm, standard deviation of 4.8cm (See Figure 10) 
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The breath support maxima applied to the note B2 demonstrated 

significant differences between groups at the .05 level of probability 
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using the Least Signlflcant Difference and Sche1Te Proeedures between 

the advanced and novice, and advanced and intennediate groups. 

The breath support minima applied to the note B2 showed no two 

groups to be significantly different at the .05 level of probabllity using 

the Least Stgnlflcant Difference Procedure. 

The breath support range between the maximum and minimum 

pressures revealed significant differences at the .05 level of probability 

between the teacher and novice, teacher and intermediate. advanced 

and novice, and advanced and intermediate groups using the Least 

Significant Difference Procedure. The same differences betweeen groups 

were noted (with the exception of the advanced and intermediate 

groups), using the Sche1Te Procedure. 

Breath Support for the note C3 

The maximum breath support measured for the note C3 ranged from 

22-76cm of water; the teachers ranged from 39-46cm with a mean of 

43cm, S.D. 3.6 cm, the students from 22-76cm with a mean of 42.8cm, 

S.D. 12.4cm. 

The minimum breath support measured for the note C3 ranged from 

13-34cm of water: the teachers ranged from 18-22 cm with a mean of 

20.3cm, S.D. 2.1cm, the students from 13-34cm with a mean of 

21.2cm. S.D. 4.8cm (see figure 11). 
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The breath support maxima applied to the note C3 demonstrated 

significant differences between the advanced and novice, and advanced 

and intermediate groups groups at the .05 level of probability using the 

Least Significant Difference Procedure. The breath support minima 

applied to the note C3 showed no two groups to be significantly different 

at the .05 level of probability using the Least Significant Difference 

Procedure. 

The breath support range between the maximum and minimum 

pressures revealed significant differences between the advanced and 

intermediate groups for at the .05 level of probability using the Least 

Significant Difference Procedure. 

Breath Support for the note F4 

The maximum breath support for the note F4 ranged from 27-58cm 

of water; the teachers ranged from 38--48cm with a mean of 41.3cm, 

S.D. 5.8cm, the students from 27-58cm wHh a mean of 41.4cm, S.D. 

9.5cm. 
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The minimum breath support measured for the note F4 ranged from 

I 4-35cm of water; the teachers ranged from l 7-22cm with a mean of 

20.3cm, S.D. 2.9cm, the students from 14-35em with a mean of 

21.9cm, S.D. 5.2cm (see figure 12). 
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The breath support maxima applied to the note F4 demonstrated 

significant differences between the advanced and intermediate groups at 

the .05 level of probabtlity using both the Least Significant Difference 

and the Scheffe Procedures. 

The breath support minima applied to the note F4 showed no two 

groups to be significantly different to each other at the .05 level of 

probability using the Least Significant DHTerence Procedure. 

The breath support range between the maximum and minimum 

pressures revealed no stgnifieant differences between groups at the .05 

of probability using the Least Significant Procedure. Two of the 

intermediate players (subjects SJ and S6) were unable to maintain a 

reasonable blowing range on the note F4. 
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8.2.4 Breath Support: Forte and Piano 

Breath Support for the note Fl at forte and pi.ano 

The mean breath support supplied by the teachers for the note Fl was 

49. 7cm (S.D. 4.6cm) at forte. and 25. 7 cm (S.D. 4.2 cm) at piano. The 

mean breath support supplied by the students was 39.3cm (S.D. 8.8cm) 

atjorte. and 28.2cm (S.D. 5.1cm) at piano (see figure 13). 

At the forte dynamic there were significant differences in mean breath 

support between the teacher and Intermediate, teacher and novice, 

advanced and novice, and advanced and lntermedtate groups at the .05 

level of probability using the Least Slgntficant Procedure. 

There was an increased mean breath support evident with the more 

experienced players. 

At the piano dynamic level there was a significant difference between 

the advanced and novice groups in the mean breath support used at the 

.05 level of probabtllty uslng the Least Stgntflcant Procedure. 
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The breath support range lforte to piano) revealed stgnlficant 

differences between teacher and novice, teacher and intermediate, 

teacher and advanced and novice and advanced groups at the .05 level of 

probability using the Scheffe Procedure. The intermediate and novice 

groups had very narrow ranges of breath support between forte and 

piarw. 

It may be seen that three of the novice subjects {the second, seventh 

and tenth). who demonstrated narrow range of breath support on this 

task, performed similarly on the maxima and minima task for the same 

note. The seventh and tenth recorded two of the lowest manometer 

pressure readings. 

Breath Support for the note B2 at forte and piano 

The mean breath support supplied by the teachers for the note B2 was 

45.2cm (S.D. 5.7cm) at forte, and 27.3cm (S.D. 2.9cm) at piano. The 

mean breath support supplied by the students was 38.6cm {S.D. 8.4cm} 

at forte, and 29.4 cm (S.D. 5cm] at piano (see figure 14]. 

The mean support at forte revealed significant differences between 

the advanced and novice groups at the .05 level of probability using the 

Scheffe Procedure, and between the teacher and novice, advanced and 

novice. and the advanced and intermediate groups using the Least 

Significant Difference Procedure. The mean breath support at piano 

showed no significant differences at the .05 level of probability between 

groups. 
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The breath support range (forte to piano I showed significant 

differences between the teacher and novice, teacher and intermediate, 

advanced and novice groups at the .05 level of p robabillty using the 

Schcffe Procedure and between the advanced and intermediate groups 

at the .05 level of probability using the Least Significant DUTerence 

Procedure. 

Breath Support for the note C3 at forte and piano 

The mean breath support supplied by the teachers for the note C3 was 

36.3cm (S.D. 8.8cm) at forte, and 22.9cm (S.D. 2.9cm) at piano . The 

mean breath support supplied by the students was 33em (S.D. 9.2em) at 

forte, and 24.5cm (S.D. 5.3cm) al piano (see figure 15). 

The mean breath support al forte showed significant differences 

between the advanced and novice and advanced and intermediate groups 

at the .05 level of probablllty using the Least Significant Difference 

Procedure. The advanced group applied more breath support. There was 

no significant difference at the .05 level of probability between groups of 

mean breath support for the note at the piano dynamic. 
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The breath support range (forte to piano ) revealed significant 

differences at between the advanced and noviee groups at the .05 level 

of probability using the Least Significant Difference Procedure, with the 

noviee group having a narrow range of pressures. 

Blowing Range forte end piano C3 
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Figure 15 

Breath Support for the note F4 atforte and piano 

The mean breath support supplied by tile teachers for the note F4 was 

32.7cm (S.D. 9cm) at forte, and 22.5em (S.D. 3.9cm) at plano. The mean 

breath support supplied by the students was 33.5cm (S.D. 8.2cm) at 

forte, and 24.6cm (S.D. 4. 7cm) at piano (see figure 16). 

The subjects showed no significant differences at the .05 level of 

probability between groups for mean breath support for the notes F4 

forte or F4 piano, or for the range of breath support forte to piano . 
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Blowing Range furte and piano F4 
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Variance (Blowing Steadiness) 

The overall variance of the blowing pressure was used to analyse the 

difference between the maximum pressure and the minimum pressure 

of any tesl note. There was no significant differenee of blowing 

steadiness between any two groups at the .05 level of probability using 

the Least Significant Difference Procedure. 

There were two subjects. (advanced S6 and novice S5) In whom the 

breath support rose steadily during some notes at the forte dynamic 

before falling and one subject (intermediate S4)in whom the breath 

support rose steadily during all notes played forte and piDn . Twenty 

seven of the subjects showed a generally slow fall tn breath support from 

the beginning to the end of each test note. 
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DISCUSSION 

Breath support demonstrated a pattern tn the quantity and range of 

pressures shown in the teacher and student groups. The maximum 

breath support as measured by the manometer provided some tndteation 

of the breath support maxima. There was a weak to moderate positive 

eorrelation between the manometer maxima and the breath support 

maxima on the test notes. The manometer maximum pressure was not 

found to reflect the clarinettist's ability ranking by the assigned groups. 

age or playJng experience. 

The problem for many of the student players was the inability to 

maintain a sufficient range of breath support pressure. Two features 

were apparent in the playing of the least able subjeets: tnsuffielent atr 

pressure at the maximum level of support. and exeessive air pressure at 

the minimum level of support. 

For the maximum breath support, it was apparent that many less able 

subjects were unable to attain the maxima of the teaehers (and the 

advaneed players) on the lowest test note Fl (and, to a lesser extent B2). 

This was a consistent problem with the following subjeets who used the 

lowest maximum breath support In their respective groups: novtee S10, 

(on Fl. B2 and the second lowest support for C3). intermediate S5 

(lowest or second lowest on all notes). 

The lower breath support used by these players was also apparent at 

the forte dynamic level. This became less of a problem with the higher 

notes at both the maxima and forte level. Indeed some subjects applied 

greater breath support than the teacher group on the notes B2. C3, and 

F4. For the notes C3 and F4, this may be a result of the clarinet ofTertng 

less blowing resistanee. 

In vtew of the weak to moderate correlation between the manometer 

maximum breath support and the maximum breath support for the test 
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notes other factors should be considered. The lower breath support 

maxima measured may be due excessive tension of embouchure, forcing 

the reed to the point of closure on the pressure - volume Oow curve 

(\Vorman 197 l) at lower than optimum breath support pressures. 

For the minimum breath support necessary to sustain a tone on the 

clarinet, some student players (wtthin ali of the groups) were blowtng 

very strongly to keep the reed sounding. This was a consistent problem 

wtth the followtng subjects who used the highest minimum breath 

support in their respective groups: novice S4, (on F 1, B2, and CJ}. 

Intermediate S4 (on the notes B2, C3 and F4). advanced S3 (on Fl, B2, C3 

and F4). This characteristic was reflected In higher breath support 

pressures as used by the same players at the piano dynamic. The higher 

level of breath support minima may well be due to a lack of embouchure 

control permitting the reed to be blown at a higher pressure before 

reaching the closing position on the pressure - volume flow curve 

(Worman 1971). 

The breath support used for the test notes played at the maximum and 

minimum breath support was mirrored by the support used at the forte 

and piano dynamic level but within a narrower range of pressures. It is 

the noteworthy that many of the novice group used a very narrow range 

of breath support for F 1 and B2. 

Some intermediate and advanced players demonstrated similar narrow 

ranges on the higher notes Ca and F4, (advanced S7. intermediate Sl. 

S6, S10}. The narrow range was in many cases, a product of the higher 

support at piano and lower support at forte. already noted. 

lt can be seen that the novice and intermediate subjects who 

demonstrated narrow or wide ranges of breath support forte to piano 

wtth the notes Fl and B2 were consistently wide or narrow in their breath 

support range for the note C3 . The intermediate players were reasonably 

consistent indivJdually, in their range of support for the notes C3 and F4 

but this was not a reflection of their performance on the lower notes. 
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8.2.5 Dynamic Level and Range: By Note Fora, and Piano 

Fl fora, to Fl piano 

There were significant differences at the .05 level of probability using 

the Least Signlficant Difference Procedure between the sound levels 

produced by the subjects in the advanced and intermediate groups at the 

forte level and the Intermediate and novice groups at the piano level. The 

advanced players generally played at a louder forte volume than the 

intermediate and the novice played at a louder piano volume than the 

intermediate subjects (see figure 17). 

There was a slgnificant difference at the .05 level of probability using 

the Least Significant Difference Procedure between the teacher and 

novice groups for the dynamic range forte to piano,. The teacher group 

maintained a greater dynamic range than nine of the ten novice players, 

the exception was subject SB. 
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112 fora, to piano 

There were a significant differences at the .05 Jevcl of probability 

using both the Schcffe and Least Significant Difference Procedures, 
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between the levels produced by the subjects tn the advanced and novtce 

and the advanced and intermediate groups at the forte level. The 

advanced players generally played at a louder forte volume than the 

intermediate and novice players(see figure 18). There was no significant 

difference between groups for sound level produced at the piano 

dynamic. 

There was a stgnlflcant dtfferenee at the .05 level of probability using 

the Least Signtfieant Difference Procedure between the advaneed and 

novice groups the for the dynamie range forte to piano . Seven of the ten 

advanced group players maintained a greater dynamie range than the 

novice players (see .llgure 18). 
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Cl forte to piano 

There were no significant differences at the .05 level of probability 

between groups in the sound levels produced at either the forte level or 

piano levels (see figure 19). 

Similarly, there were no significant differences at the .05 level of 

probability between groups for the dynamic range forte Lo piano . 

Djnomic Range C3 forte to piano 
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Figure 19 

F4forte to piano 

There were no signifieant differenees at the .05 level of probability 

between groups In the sound levels produeed at the forte and level (see 

figure20). There were no significant differences between groups for 

sound level produced at the piano dynamic. 

Similarly, there were no significant differenees between groups for the 

dynamic range forte to piarw. 
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Dynamic Range F 4 forte to piano 
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DISCUSSION 

The sound level produced by the novice and Intermediate subjects was 

at a characteristically low level for the notes F 1 forte and B2 forte with 

the novice subjects playing at the lowest level. 

For the note F 1 at the piano dynamic level the novice subjects played 

at a louder volume than the intermediate subjects. 

There appear to be two problems for the less able subjects on the 

lower notes (f 1 and B2 ). The problems are those of producing a Fl or B2 

tone at a reasonably loud forte dynamic level and at reasonably soft piano 

dynamic level. 

The dynamic range (forte to piano ) as a consequence, was narrower 

for the novice subjects than the teachers for the note F 1, and narrower 

for the novice subjects than for the intermediate and advanced for the 

note B2 

The low forte and the elevated piano dynamic levels with thelr 

constriction of dynamic range reflect the blowing behaviours of many 

less able subjects for the note Fl. It was Interesting to obsetve a 
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significant matching correlation between breath support range and 

dynamic range (see Chapter 8.2.8). The dynamic levels and dynamic 

ranges for the higher notes (C3 and F4). while not demonstrating 

significant differences between groups do point out problems of tone 

production. Many Jess able subjects demonstrate high dynamic levels at 

piano or ]ow dynamic levels at forte. Narrow dynamic range and Inverted 

dynamic range (the piano being louder than the forte ) was a problem for 

some. 

8.2.6 Tlmbral Analysis by HannoDlc Content 

The timbral analysis drew upon the results obtained from the Fast 

Fourier Transform Analysts of the tape recorded clarinet tones (see 

Appendlx 7}. The data gathering equipment and procedure was accurate 

to ±ldB. A reading of -70dB Is at the level of the noise floor of the 

measuring equipment and below the threshold of measurement. 

Such a readtng may mean the absence of that harmonic. In the 

graphical presentations the intensity levels for the harmonics were 

plotted to a linear scale (to assist Interpretation). rather than the more 

correct logarithmic sca]e. 

The results and analysis are presented note by note for the eonstltuent 

fundamental and harmonics with the fourth and higher harmonics being 

summed. One-way analysis of variance was used to determine dlfferences 

between groups in the composition of the clarinet tone. 

FI at the forte dynamic 

The note F 1 on the clarinet has a rich sounding and complex tone With 

many harmonics. The Fast Fourier Transform Analysis of the note FI 

showed a slgnifieant differcnee at the .05 level of probablllty using the 

Least Significant Difference Procedure for the fundamental component 

of the tone between the novice and advaneed and novice and 
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intermediate groups. Four subjects In the novtce group (subjects S2, S3, 

S4, and S9), demonstrated stronger fundamental than the teachers. Four 

advanced subjects (S3, S5, S6, SB). two tntermediate players (S3 and 

S9), and one novice subject (S10) demonstrated weaker fundamentals 

(see figure 21). 
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Figure 21 

The spectra of the note Fl on the clarinet ls charactertsttc of a 

cylindrical tube overblowtng the twelfth, in that tn its first mode of 

vibration (the low register) the second harmonic is not expected in any 

strength. There was a significant difference at the .05 level of probabJlity 

using the Least Signiflcant Difference Procedure between the teacher 

and novice groups for the second harmonic component of the tone. (See 

figure22). 
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There were no significant differences at the .05 level of probabt11ty 

between groups for the third, or fourth and higher harmonics. 

Fl at the piano dynamic 

There were no significant differences at the .05 level of probability 

between groups for the fundamental, or the third, or fourth and higher 

harmonics. 

There was a slgnificant difTerences at the .05 level of probability using 

the Least Significant Difference Procedure between the intermediate 

and novice groups for t.he second harmonic component oft.he tone with 

five novice players (S3, S5. S6, S7, and S9) producing a higher level of 

second harmonic (see figure 23). 
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112 at the forte dynamic 

There were no significant differences at the .05 level of probabllity 

between groups for fundamental. second, third. or fourth and higher 

harmonics. 

112 at the piano dynamic 

There were no significant differences at the .05 level of probability 

between groups for fundamental, second, third, or fourth and higher 

harmonics. 

Cl at the forte dynamic 

There were no significant differences at the .05 level of probability 

between groups for fundamental, second, third, or fourth and higher 

harmonics. 
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C3 at the piano dyDamlc 

There were no significant differences at the .05 level of probability 

between groups for fundamental, second, third, or fourth and higher 

harmonies. 

F4 at the forte dynamic 

There were no significant differences al the .05 level of probability 

between groups for fundamental. seeond, or third harmonics. There 

were found Lo be significant differences at the .05 level using the Least 

Signtfleant Difference Proeedure between the advaneed and 

Intermediate groups for the fourth and higher harmonies. Five advanced 

subjects (S2, S4. S6. S8 and S10). showed greater levels of fourth and 

higher harmonics (sec figure 24). 
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F4 at the piano dynamic 

There was a significant diITerence at the .05 level of probability using 

the Least Stgnifieant Difference Procedure for the fundamental of the 
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tone, between the advanced and intermediate groups. The mean of the 

advanced group was lower than that of the intermediate (see figure 25). 

Strength of Fund omen ta! F 4 piono 
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There were stgnlficant differences at the .05 level of probabtlity using 

the Scheffe Procedure between the teacher and advanced and teacher 

and intermediate groups for the second harmonic. The mean of the 

teacher group was lower than that of both the Intermediate and 

advanced groups (see figure 26). It Is apparent that four of the ten 

advanced subjects (SI, S4, S5, S6, Sl O) are producing the higher levels 

of second harmonic at the expense of the fundamenta1 (see figures 25 

and 26). 
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The Oneway-Analysis of Variance of the Fast Fourier Transform 

Analysis provided little information as to group differences. In summary. 

the novice players produced more second harmonic on F 1 forte than did 

the teachers and the Intermediate group produced more second 

harmonic than the novice group on Fl piano. The novice group played 

with less breath support at the forte level than the teacher group and at 

a ]ouder piano volume than the intermediate group (both at the .05 level 

of significance). 

The production of second harmonic in any strength ts not expected In 

the low register of the clarinet. This finding may indicate a faulty 

method of lone production. The findings for the clarion register notes 

C3 and F4 were Inconclusive, showing no differences betwen groups. The 

Oneway-Analysis of Variance of the highest register note F4 did provide 

some group difference information. The advanced group produced 

greater levels of fourth and higher harmonics than the Intermediate 

group. For the note F4 plarw the intermediate group produced greater 
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levels of fundamental than the advanced group, and the teacher group 

produced lower levels of second harmonic than either advanced or 

Intermediate groups. There were no significant differences at the .05 

level between groups in either breath support or dynamic level. The 

explanation may he in Individual differences (such as individual faults of 

embouchure). 

8.2. 7 Tlmbral Stability 

Following the Fast Fourier Transform Analysis of the clarinet tones and 

the non- slgnlflcant differences for the notes B2 (forte and plllno ) and 

C3 (forte and piano]. it appeared boubtful as to whether the 

instantaneous "snapshot" of the clarinet spectra afforded by the Fast 

Fourier Transform Analysis from within the sustained steady state 

portion, would provide an adequate representation of the physical 

characteristics of the student subjects' tone. It has been observed that 

the less able students have unsteadiness of tone (Kohut 1985). 

Accordingly, it was decided to continuously monitor the entire steady 

state portion of the student and teacher test notes. 

The test tape recordings were replayed on the TEAC A3340 and the 

signal output was analysed (Fast Fourier Transform Analysis) In real time 

using an Apple Macintosh Mac Plus microcomputer and the SoundCap 

software (Zimmer and Hedges 1985). 

The spectra observed in some student tones showed marked 

tnstabillty throughout the duration of the steady state portion. The 

harmonics were observed to fluctuate in strength, altering the rank 

order of harmonic strengths. Some spectra showed evidence of an 

undertone, (a pitch below the frequency of the fundamental tone). A 

"classification of stabi!!ly" was developed to aid in the description and 

analysis of the spectra. The classification of stability reported the 

steadiness of the harmonics, classifying the tones according to criteria. 
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'Ibe Classtflcatloo of Stebllity 

A All harmonics from the fundamenlal up to the fifth harmonic 

maintained their relative rankings. There was no evidence of 

an undertone. 

R There was an interchange of strength rankings of some 

harmonics between the fundamental and the fifth harmonic 

with the weaker harmonic "overtaking" the stronger by an 

amount of I dB to 5 dB, and/or between the fifth and sixteenth 

harmonics with the weaker harmonic "overtaking" the 

stronger by an amount greater than 15 dB. There may have 

been a short undertone at the onset or end of the note. 

C There was an interchange of strength rankings of some 

harmonics between the fundamental and third harmonic with 

the weaker harmonic "overtaking"' the stronger by an amount 

greater than 5 dB, and/or the third to fifth harmonics, with 

the weaker .. overtaking· the stronger harmonic by an amount 

greater than lSdB. There may have been a sustained 

undertone during the note. 
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StabWty Fl forte 

There was unsteadiness evident in the tone of some subjects, 

(advanced S10, lntennediate S8, S9, S10 and novice S8, S9, S10) tn the 

production of the note Fl at the forte dynamic (see figure 27). 
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The production of the note F 1 at the piano dynamic was unsteady for 

the following subjects: (advanced S l 0, intermediate S7, S8, S9. S l O and 

noviee S7, S8, S9, S10). The Lask presented a difficulty for three 

players, (advaneed S8. lntermedtate S7 and novice S7} who had 

produeed the same note with steady tone at the forte dynamie. The 

remainder were those who had shown fnstabll1ty of tone at the forte 

dynamie. (See figure 28). 
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Stability B2forte 
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The production of a steady B 2 played forte proved problematical for 

the majority of the students (advanced S5 to S10, intermediate S5 to 

S10 and novice S4 to S10). The novice and intermediate players showed 

greater lnstab111ty than the advanced players (see figure 29). 
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StabWty B 2 pwno 

The production of a steady B2 played piano also proved problematical 

for some of the students who had shown instability with the same note 

played at the forte level (advanced S7 to S10, intermediate S5 to S10 

and novice S7 to S l 0). There were however. fewer students in this case, 

some subjects being more stable in playing at the piano dynamic 

(advanced S4, S5, and novice S4, S5, S6). The intennedfate group 

demonstrated the least stable tone (see figure 30). 
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Stability CS forte 

The note C3 at the forte dynamic was the least stable note measured. 

The novice group produced the least stable tone (SI to S10). followed 1¥ 

the lntennedlate (S2 to S10) and advanced group (S4 to S10). One of 

the teachers (T3) showed some instability of tone (see figure 31). 

Clessification of Stability C3 forte 
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The note C3 at the piano dynamic was one of the least stable note 

measured. The novice (S4 to S 10), and intennedla te (S6 to S l OJ groups 

produced the least stable tone, followed by the advanced (S 7 to S 10). 

The teachers all showed stability of tone (see figure 32). 
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The production of the note F4 at the forte dynamic was general1y 

unstable. The intermediate (S2 to S10) and advanced groups (S2 to S10) 

produced equally unstable tone, the teacher (T3) who had shown 

Instability of tone on the note C3jorte, showed similar instability on thls 

note (see figure 33). 
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Stability F4 piano 

The production of the note F 4 at the piano dynamic was generally 

unstable. The advanced group performed marginally better than the 

intermediate group, and the teacher group showed unlform stability (see 

figure 34). 
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In the stability analysis a pattern emerged of developing stability in 

tone production. Most student players (with the exception of advanced 

SI). demonstrated a tonal instability that became successtvely worse 

with the hlgher notes. This may be explained in part by the subjects 

being less experieneed with these higher notes. The two unsteady tones 

produced by the same teacher (teacher T3) are less easy to explain, The 

teacher reported that he found the experimental mouthpiece responded 

"somewhat differently" to his own on the note F4. It ls Interesting that 

teacher T3 recorded the lowest dynam1c range between forte and piano 

pressures of the teacher group, for the note F4. It is possible that this 
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unfamiliarity with the experimental mouthpiece may have resulted in 

some disturbance to the production of the notes C3 and F4. There is no 

evidence that the instability was caused by anomalous breath support 

(see figures 15 and 16). 

There was a pattern evident in the distribution of unstable tones. With 

the exception of the note Fl the performance of the test notes at the 

forte level, represented a worse case situation for that note, the subjects 

demonstrating a general improvement in stability when the notes were 

played at the piano level. It appears that at piano the reed although 

operating ur:der conditions of reduced support, is oscillating with 

greater control. This phenomenon was more apparent with the higher 

notes and suggests that the inexperienced player is able to produce 

steady tone at the softer dynamic level before he/ she is able to produce 

stable tone at a louder dynamic level. It may be that embouchure control 

is a more important factor in the stability of the note than breath 

support. 

Of particular interest was the stability of advanced subject S6 with a 

stability classificati.on of 2. The Fast Fourier Transform Analysis revealed 

a weak fundamental (-06dB) and the presence of a subtone at the 

frequency one octave below the fundamental frequency (see Appendix 

8). A spectrum including a sub-octave below the fundamental frequency 

is anomalous and is difficult to explain in terms of linear reed behaviour 

or in terms of the normal acoustic characteristics of the clarinet. The 

reed appears to have been vibrating in a non-linear mode. A possible 

explanation for the reed vibrating at the frequencies 930Hz and its sub

octave 465 Hz may be the involvement of the subject's throat. Some 

teachers believe that the vocal tract is involved in the support of the 

tone (Kohut 1985). Speech vowels are produced in the human voice as a 

series of formants (regions of spectral emphasis). (Clinch et al 1982). 

showed that the vowel applicable for the higher region of the clarinet is 

"ee" with formant frequencies of 228 Hz and 2220 Hz. The vowel "oo" 
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(as in hood) ts present in two formants at frequencles of 300Hz and 

837Hz, and 2500Hz, gtve or take a few hundred Hz (Campbell and 

Greated 1987). It may be that subject S6 while emphasising the first 

formant of the "oo'" rather than the "ee" voweJ, has produeed the 

subtone at this sensltlve part of the elarion register. Fletcher and 

Rossing {l991) describe the upper part of the elarton register as 

representlng "a point of irregularity In the impedance curve" at which 

voeal tract resonances may involved. The oral tract may be an important 

determinant of tonal stability and quality. 

8.2.8 Correlation Analysis: Breath Support, Dynamics and Timbre 

The strength of the linear relationship between the following variables: 

breath support, age, gender, experience, sound level, and harmonic 

content was computed ustng the index of the Pearson Product Moment 

Coefficient of Correlation (for complete analysis see Appendix 5). 

BRath Support Mn-Ima and Age 

There were no significant correlauons at the .05 level of probability 

between maxtmum manometer breath pressure and age. 

A low positlve correlation was found between age and maxtmum breath 

support for all test notes as foJiows: Fl fr= .48, p= .003), B2 (r= .47, 

p= .004). C3 (r= .38. p= .021). and F4 (r= .57. P= .004). 

This may be a reflection of the moderate correlation between age and 

playing experience (r=.77. p= .000). 
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Breath Support and Playing Expe.rience 

There was no significant correlation at the .05 level of probability 

between maximum manometer breath support and playing experience. 

There were low positive correlations between experience and maximum 

breath support for the test notes as follows: Fl (r =.43, p= .010), B2 (r= 

.39, p= .017). and F4 (r= .45, p= .024). 

It is apparent that experience is one factor in the development of 

breath support. but that breath support is more than one physiological 

ability. It may be that optimum breath support cannot be developed in 

isolation from· ·the development of embouchure control. 

·. 

Breath Support and Sex 

There was a low correlation between maximum manometer air 

pressure and sex. The male subjects applied greater breath support than 

the female subjects (t = 3.684, p< .05). The breath support means were 

males 98.0cm water, S.D. 21.6 for the males: and 71.5cm water. S.D. 

19.4cm for the females. 

There was a low correlation between sex and the maximum breath 

support for the note B2 with the male subjects applying, greater breath 

support (r= .37, p= .018). A possible explanation for the gender 

difference in breath support may involve physiological differences of size 

and musculature between the male and female subjects. 

Breath Support Maxima 

There were low positive correlations between maximum manometer 

pressure and maximum possible breath support for all the test notes: FI 

(r= .51, p= .001). B2 (r= .47, p= .003). C3 (r= .38, p= .015). and F4 

(r=.43. p=.019) . 
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There were no significant eorrelations at the .05 level of probability 

between maximum manometer pressure and the breath support applied 

to the test notes played Jorte. It is tempting to assume that the subjects, 

rather than blowing the clarinet in the same manner as the manometer 

("blow as strongly as you ean and hold It"), used musical Judgement in 

the amount of breath support neeessary to play at the forte level. 

However, the issue of reed eontrol cannot be over]ooked, since 

exeessive embouchure pressure applied to the reed would result in 

elosure of the reed at a lower pressure. 

There were, however, moderate to htgh poslUve eorrelations between 

the breath support used for all test notes played at their maximum and 

the breath support used for the same notes at the forte dynamre as 

follows: Fl (r= .73, p= .000). B2 (r= .72, p= .000), C3 ( r= .80, p= .000). 

andF• (r= .79, p= .000). 

There were high to moderate positive eorrelations between the mean 

breath support used for the note F 1 and the mean breath support used 

for all other test notes as follows: B2 (r= .86, p= .000). C3 (r=. 75, p= 

.000). and F4 (r= .81. p= .000). 

There were high positive correlations between the breath support 

used for the note Fl forte and the breath support used for all other test 

notes forte as follows: B2 (r= .94, p= .000). with C3 (r= .84. p= .000), 

with F4 (r= .84. p= .000). The breath support correlaUons between notes 

(at maxima and Jorte ), appears to show that maximum breath support 

develops eoncurrentJy with all the test notes and by inference, across 

the range of the clarinet. 

Breath Support and Sound Level 

There were moderate to low positive correlations between the breath 

support at forte and the sound level for F 1 forte (r= .56, p= .000), B2 

forte (r= .40. p= .011). C3 forte (r= .48, p= .003) F4 forte (r =. 52, 
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p= .005) . At the piano dynamic level there were lower positive 

correlations for B2 piano (r= .30, p= .050), and F4 piano (r= .4, 

p= .017). There were no significant correlations at the .05 level of 

probability between breath support and sound level for the notes Fl 

piano or C 3 piano . 

There are two possible explanations for the low correlations at the 

forte and piano dynamic levels between breath support and sound level. 

The low and insignificant correlations may well reflect the fact that ( 1) 

some subjects are blowing the clarinet with a greater level of breath 

support than is necessary to overcome over damping of the reed due to 

embouchure tension or that (2) some subjects were producing a loud 

and strident tone with low breath support, using little embouchure 

support and a soft responsive reed. The lower and less significant 

correlations at the piano dynamic may reflect a greater problem with 

tone production and as a result, an unpredictability of dynamic level. 

Breath Support Range and Dynamic Range 

There were significant moderate positive correlations at the .05 level 

of probability between breath support range (measured between the 

forte and piano dynamic levels), and dynamic range (forte to pian_o), for 

the notes Fl (r = .62, p= .000). and F4. (r= .58, p= .004). 

An observation of the blowing behaviour and the resultant dynamic 

range of some subjects individually, is illuminating. 

Fl Although there is a general consistency between breath support 

pressures/range and sound level/dynamic range the very 

narrow breath support range of novice subject S8 would suggest 

a commensurately small dynamic range instead of the widest 

dynamic range forte to piano recorded for the note. The novice 
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subject (S9) produced the loudest F 1 piano with a low level of 

breath support. (see figures 13 and 17). 

B2 The advanced subjects (S6 - SI 0). despite similar breath 

support pressures showed a great range in sound level at the 

piano dynamic level (see figures 18 and 18). Of special interest 

is the intermediate subject (S3) who succeeded in producing 

the note B2 forte with greater breath support than the note B2 

piano but at a lower sound level. 

C3 Novice subject (SI0) produced the second loudest C3 forte and 

the ~idest dynamic range forte to piano for the same note, . . 
usin~ one of the lowest ranges of breath support and the second 

lowest maximum pressure. The advanced subject (SI) 

succeeded. with a reasonably higher breath support pressure at 

forte, than piano, in playing the note at a lower sound level at 

forte (see figures 15 and 19). 

F4 Teacher (T3) with reasonable breath support pressure at forte 

and a moderate breath support range produced very little 

dynamic range forte to piano (see figures 16 and 20). The note 

as played by this subject was somewhat unstable (see figure 33). 

Advanced subjects (S9 and S7) and intermediate subjects (S3, 

S4 and S9) succeeded in producing their notes forte with 

greater breath support but at a lower sound level than at piano . 

Breath Support and Harmonic Content 

Fiforte 

There was a low negative correlation between mean breath support 

and the level of fundamental (r:::: -.33, p:::: .030). 
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Fl piano 

There was a low negative eorrelaUon between mean breath support 

and the level of fundamental (r= -.30, p= .04 7) and a low positive 

eorrelatlon between mean breath support and level of third harmonie 

(r= .33, p= .032). 

B2forte 

There was a low negative correlation between the mean breath 

support and the level of second harmonic (r= -.59. p= .000). 

B2 piano 

There was a low positive eorrelation between the mean breath support 

and the level of fourth and higher harmonics Ir= .31, p= .042). 

C3forte 

There was a low positive correlation between the mean breath support 

and the level of fourth and higher harmonies (r= .43, p= .006). 

C3piano 

There was a low positive correlation between the mean breath support 

and the level of third harmonte (r= .31, p= .038). 

F4forte 

There was a low poslttve correlation between the mean breath support 

and the level of third harmonic (r= .55, p= .003) and between the mean 

breath support and the level of fourth and higher harmonics (r= .5301. 

p= .005). 
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DISCUSSION 

The correlation analysis established very little association between 

breath support and harmonic content in the student player. There was a 

low corrclaUon between higher breath support and the following: 

(l} reduced fundamental level for Fl forte. 

(2) increased second harmonic for B2forte . 

(3) increased third harmonic for F 1 piano, C3 piano, and F4 forte. 

(4) Increased fourth and higher harmonics for B2 piano, C3 forte, 

and F 4 forte . 

The absence of strong correlations between breath support and 

harmonic content may indicate that the playing of the student does not 

conform to a simple model of tone generaUon for the clarinet. 

8.3 Qualitative Data Analysis and Discussion 

8.3.1 Validity oftbe Clarinet listening Profile Sheet 

The qualitative analysis of the collected clarinet tone samples was 

based upon judgements of the high quality. first generaUon master tape 

that had been used for the quanUlative analysis. 

The subjects had performed each experimental task three Umes. The 

performance of each, In which the measured breath support most 

closely matched that of the mean (of the three attempts) was selected. 

The edited/spliced master tape was a compilaUon of these exercises. 
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Each of the three expert judges evaluated the tape recorded clarinet 

tone samples for each exercise and subject applying the following 

paired-opposite criteria adapted from Riley (1980) (see Appendix 3). 

mellow 1 2 3 4 5 harsh 

focussed 1 2 3 4 5 unfocussed 

bright 1 2 3 4 5 dark 

full 1 2 3 4 5 small 

free 1 2 3 4 5 pinched 

clear I 2 3 4 5 fu7zy 

The data from the resulting ratings was collected and the mean rating 

of the three judges was calculated for each descriptor, note by note, for 

each subject. The mean rankings were analysed using Kendall Coefficient 

of Concordance to determine the validity · of the paired-opposite 

descriptors used in the qualitative analysis of the recorded clarinet 

tones. Five of the six paired descriptors were applied with consistency 

of rating on all notes at the forte and piano dynamics. The Kendall 

Coefficient of Concordance for the five descriptors was statistically 

significant at the .05 level (see Appendix 4). The paired-opposite 

descriptors "bright-dark" however, were not significant at the .05 level 

for any note at the dynamic off orte or piano. 

8.3.2 The qualitative data: by note and group 

The judges' mean rankings of the clarinet tones using the paired

opposite descriptors, were analysed for consistency using the Kendall 

Coefficient of Concordance. Five of the six showed agreement significant 
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at the .05 level for all test notes at the forte and piano dynamic level. 

The deseriptor pair dark-bright was significant for only the note C3forte 

(see Appendix 4). Accordingly It was decided to discard the bright-dark 

descriptor pair from the group by group analysis. 

The mean rankings by group were analysed by the Kruskal-Wallis One 

Way Analysis of Variance. There was a statistically slgn.Lficant difference 

at the .05 level between groups for the five remaining descriptor pairs. 

for notes at the forte and piano dynamic levels. The mean rankings of 

the subjects for each test note at both the forte and piano dynamics 

(using all five descriptor pairs). placed the advanced group ahead of the 

intermediate group which was ahead of the novice group (see figures 35 

and 36). 

Jt was evident that: 

(1) the advanced group showed a general Improvement in mean 

ranking of between 82 and C3 the piano dynamic level (see figures 

35 and 36). 

(2) the intermediate group improved generally in mean ranking on all 

notes at the forte dynamic levels. 

(3) the novice group showed a lowered ranking (on all descriptor

patrs) with successlvely higher notes at the forte and piano 

dynamic level. 

(4) the greatest differences In mean ranking between advanced and 

novice players were: 

Fl forte 

B2forte 

C3 forte 

free - pinched 

free - pinched 

free - pinched 

Fl piano 

B2 piano 

C3piano 

full - small 

free - pinched 

free - pinched 
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(5) the greatest differences in mean ranking between advanced and 

intermediate groups were: 

0 
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50 

Fl forte full - small Fl piano full - small 

B2Jorte clear - fuzzy B2 piano full - small 

C3Jorte free - pinched C3piano clear - fuzzy 

F4forte full - small F4 piano full - small 
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Advanced 

Inte:rmed.. 

The qualltaUve analysts of the tone samples showed significant 

differences at the ,05 level of probability between groups for five 

descriptor pairs. These differences eannot be explained ln terms of 

harmonic content stnce there were few significant differences at the .05 

level shown through the Fast Fourier Transform Analysts. 

The advanced group's Lmprovement in mean ranking of between B2 

and C3 the piano dynamic level, coincided with reasonable dynamic 

ranges (forte to piano) and breath support ranges (forte to piano) for this 

group. 
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The novice group's lowered ranking (on all descrJptor-palrs) with 

successively higher notes at the forte and piano dynamic level, coincided 

w:tth slgnlficant differences at the .05 level of probability between the 

novice and the other groups. for breath support and breath support 

range for the notes Fl, B2 and C3. 

The intermediate group improved generally tn mean ranking on al1 

notes at the forte dynamic level. 

The greatest differences in mean ranking between advanced and 

novice players were: 

Fl forte 

B2forte 

C3forte 

free - pinched 

free - pinched 

free - pinched 

Fl piano full - small 

B2 piarw free - pinched 

C3 piarw free - pinched 

The greatest differences in mean ranking between advanced and 

intermediate groups were: 

Fl forte 

B2 forte 

C3forte 

F4forte 

full - small 

clear - fuzzy 

free - pinched 

full - small 

Fl piano full - small 

B2 piano full - small 

C3 piarw clear - fuzzy 

F4 piano full - small 

It appears that the descriptors "free - pinched" and "full - sma11" and 

"clear - fuzzy" are valid for the qualitative analysls of student clarlnet 

tone. It may be that the descriptor pair "free - pinched" relates to 

excessive embouchure tension and that .. clear - fuzzy" relates to a wind 

noise characteristic of a reed played with Insufficient eontro] of 

embouchure. but this needs further study. 
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8.4 Multiple Regression Analysis 

8.4. l Group, Experience. Breath Support and tbe Tone Produced 

The multip]e regression analysts attempted to determine which 

factors had predictive value 1n the determination of the total sound 

output and the breath support applied to the note. The followlng 

independent variables were applied to the multiple regression equation; 

clarlnetttst group. experience, breath support variance and the 

measured tone constituents (individual harmonic levels). The 

independent variables below the .05 level of stgntflcance were excluded 

step by step from the multiple regression equation. Any remaining 

variables significant at the .05 level were seen to be predictive. The 

breath support and total sound output were considered variously. as 

Independent and dependent variables. The analysis was performed note 

by note at the forte and piano dynamie levels. 

Fl forte 

For the prediction of total sound output, the only variable stgntflcant 

(at the .05 stg. T level) was the mean breath support applied to the 

clarinet for that note. For the prediction of mean breath support. the 

two variables stgntficant (at the .05 sig. T level) were the player's 

experience and the total sound output. 

F1piano 

For the predietfon of total sound output, there were no variables 

significant {at the .05 stg. T level). For the prediction of mean breath 

support, the two variables significant (at the .05 slg. T level) were the 

player's assigned group and the variance of breath support. 
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B2.forte 

For the prediction of total sound output, the only variable significant 

(at the .05 sig, T level) was experience. For the prediction of mean 

breath support, the three variables significant {at the .05 stg. T level) 

were the level of second harmonic for that note, the player's assigned 

group, and the variance of the breath support. 

B2 piano 

For the prediction of total sound output, the only variable significant 

(at the .05 slg. T level) was the level of second harmonic for that note. 

For the prediction of mean breath support, the one variable signtflcant 

{at the .05 sig. T level) was the player's assigned group. 

~ forte 

For the prediction of total sound output. the only variable slgnJficant 

(at the .05 sig. T level) was the mean breath support. For the prediction 

of mean breath support. the two variables significant (at the .05 sig. T 

level) were the total sound output and the level of fourth and higher 

hannonics for that note. 

Ca piano 

For the prediction of both the total sound output and mean breath 

support. there were no variables significant (at the .05 slg. T level). 
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F4 forte 

For the predtcUon of total sound output, the only variable signHlcant 

(at the .05 stg. T level) was the mean breath support. For the prediction 

of mean breath support, the two variables significant (at the .05 sig. T 

level) were the total sound output and the level of third harmonic for 

that note. 

F4piano 

For the prediction of total sound output, the only variable significant 

(at the .05 stg. T level) was the variance tn breath support. For the 

prediction of mean breath support, there were no variables significant 

(at the .05 slg. T level). 

8.4.2 Discussion 

Prediction of Total Sound Output 

There was a consistency noted in the multiple regression analysts for 

the notes Fl forte. C3 forte, and I-'4 forte. It was found that the mean 

breath support had predictive value at the .05 level of probability in the 

detennination of the total sound output for these notes. 

The total sound level was significant at the .05 level of probability in 

the prediction of mean breath support for the same notes in which 

mean breath support was significant in the predicUon of total sound 

level {Fl forte, C3forte. and F4forte). 

When the variables of GROUP, EXPERIENCE, HARMONIC CONTENT 

and VARIANCE (between maximum and minimum breath support) were 

removed from the multiple regression equation that there was an 
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important association between mean breath support and total sound 

output for three of the test notes when played forle. 

In the case of the note B2 forte the variable EXPERIENCE was 

significant at the .05 level of probability suggesting that the total sound 

output for thts note Involves a factor(s) unrelated to breath support. It 

may be that the student is confounding the generation of tone by 

excessive embouchure tension. 

For the note B2 piano the LEVEL OF SECOND HARMONIC was 

significant at the .05 level of probability In the prediction of total sound 

level. The strong negative correlation between total sound level and 

second harmonic Ir= -.71. p= .000) at piano and (r= -.5873, p = .000) at 

forte indicates that this harmonic whieh should not be present In 

strength on the note B2, Is weaker relative to the total sound level at the 

piano dynamic level. 

For the note F4 piano the VARIANCE between the maximum and 

minimum breath support was slgnificant at the .05 level of probability in 

the prediction of total sound volume. The explanation for this is not 

clear, there were no differences between groups at the .05 level of 

probabllity for VARIANCE and no correlation analysis was undertaken. It 

may be that that the subjects with the steadiness of breath support were 

able to produce the louder or the most stable tone but neither 

association was tested. 

Predlctloo of Mean Breath Support 

The total sound level was significant at the .05 level of probabillty In 

the predictlon of mean breath support for the same notes In which 

mean breath support was slgnificant In the prcdicUon of total sound 

level lrt forte, C3 forte. and F4 forte). When the variables of GROUP. 

EXPERIENCE, HARMONJC CONTENT and VARIANCE (between 

maximum and minimum breath support) were removed from the 
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mulUple regression equation that there was an important association 

between mean total sound output and mean breath support for three of 

the test notes (F 1, C3 and F4), when played forte . 

The LEVEL OF THIRD and LEVEL OF FOURTH AND HIGHER 

HARMONICS was significant at the .05 level of probablltty in the 

predicUon of breath support for the htgher notes at the forte dynamJc 

level (F4, third harmonic, C3, fourth and hlgher harmonics). It ts 

characteristic of sound generation that an increase In the total sound 

level produces an tnereased level of harmonics. 

EXPERIENCE was significant at the .05 level of probablUty in the 

prediction of breath support for the note Fl forte and GROUP was 

signtncant at the .05 level of probabillty In the prediction of breath 

support for Fl piano. It seems reasonable to believe that the narrow 

ranges of breath support noted for the novice group on this note are in 

part a refiecUon of the subjects' lack of experience. 

The VARIANCE of breath support was significant at the .05 level of 

probabiJity In the prediction of breath support for the notes Fl piano and 

B:lforte. As previously noted there were no differences at the .05 level of 

probability between groups for VARIANCE and no correlation analysts 

was undertaken. It may be that steadiness of breath support may be 

associated with amount of breath support but this was not examined. 

The LEVEL of SECOND HARMONIC was significant at the .05 level of 

probability for the note B2 forte ln the predicUon of breath support and 

reflects the increasing level of second harmonic with increasing breath 

support. 

Breath Support and Sound Level 

There was a predictive association at the .05 level of probabillty 

between the variables breath support and sound level, and between the 
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variables sound level and breat..h support for t..he notes Fl. C3 and F4 at the 

forte dynamtc level. 

Breath Support and Timbre 

There was tnsufnclent predlcUve assoctatJon between harmonic 

content and breath support at the .05 level of probabllity to derive a 

sausfactory model for any note observed. 
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Chapter 9 SUMMARY 

9.1 Breath Support 

The subjects' breath support behaviour showed low positive 

correlations between the maximum attainable on the manometer and 

Lhe those achieved in performance on the experimental clarinet. The 

maximum manometer breath support showed no signiflcant correlaUon 

with age. assigned group or playing experience, although there was a 

moderate correlation between the maximum manometer breath support 

and the maximum breath support used for the test notes. 

The problem for many less able student players was the Inability to 

maintain a sufficient range of breath support pressure. The variables of 

experience and group were s1gntficant 1n the prediction of breath 

support for the problematical note F 1. The narrow range of breath 

support pressures was due to tnsuffictent air pressure at the higher 

Ievels of support, and/or an excessive atr pressure at the lower levels of 

support. This limitation was apparent at both the maximum and 

minimum blowing levels, and at the forte and piano levels although this 

bec.ame less of a problem with the higher notes. 

There was no significant difference in blowing steadiness between any 

two groups. The subjects showed a generally slow and steady fall in 

breath support towards the end of each test note. 

9.2 Dynamic Level and Dynamic Range 

The dynamic levels and dynamic ranges produced by the subjects 

varied from note to note, with the Hmltations of the less able players 

evident as higher sound levels when compared to the teachers notes at 

the piano dynamie level. These student subjects produced lower sound 

levels than the teachers at the forte level. 
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The dynamic range forte to piano was often very narrow for the less 

able subjects and there were instances of less able subjects playing at a 

greater dynamic level at piano than at forte. There were however, some 

starUing exceptions within the novice and intermediate groups (some of 

whom were able to produce wider dynamic ranges (forte to piano} than 

the teachers. 

The problem notes ln terms of dynamic range were: Fl (most novice 

subjects). B2 {some novice and intermediate), C3 l some subjects in aU 

groups), and F4 (some advanced and intermediate subjects, and one 

teacher). 

9.3 Breath Support and Sound Level 

There were slgnificant moderate correlations between breath support 

range l(orte to piano) and dynamic range (forte to piano) for the notes 

Fl and F4. 

There was a predictive association at the .05 level of probability 

between the variables breath support and sound level, and between the 

variables sound level and breath support for the notes Fl, C3 and F4 at 

the forte dynamic level. 

9.4 Breath Support and Timbre 

The Fast Fourier Transform Analysis was generally inconclusive and 

provided little information as to differences between groups. 

The multiple regression analysis showed insufficient predictive 

association between breath support and harmonic content to derive a 

satisfactory model of tone production for any note observed. 
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The absence of significant strong correlations between breath support 

and harmonic content may indicate that the playing of the student 

clarinet player does not lend itself to a simple model of tone production. 

The stability of the harmonic content however, did appear to be a 

successful quantitative criterion of tone quality. There was found to be 

greater stability of tone at the piano level than at forte (with the 

exception of the note Fl) and decreasing stability with successively 

higher notes. 

The inexperienced players were more able to produce stable tone at 

the softer dynamic level rather than at a louder dynamic level and that a 

great deal of playing experience is necessary to produce the higher 

notes with stability. 

9.5 Tone Production: Other Variables 

With the absence of strong correlations between breath support and 

harmonic content, it may be that embouchure control is a more 

important factor in the stability of the note than breath support. 

Excessive tension of embouchure, forcing the reed close to the point 

of clos·ure on the pressure - volume flow curve (Worman 1971) would 

result in lower than optimum breath support pressures at forte . 

Insufficient control of embouchure may result in the necessity to blow 

at a higher than optimum pressure to keep the reed sounding and this 

would be reflected in the higher breath support pressures used by 

some players at lhe piano dynamic. 

The oral tracl may be an important determinant of tonal stability and 

tonal quality. 
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9.6 Qualitative Analysis of Clarinet Tone 

The quality Judgements of the expert Judges using five paired 

-opposite descriptors were found to be consistently appiled by all three 

Judges. The qual1taUve analysis showed significant differences between 

group mean ranks. on each note for each descriptor pair. Each student 

group demonstrated a clear characteristic pattern of mean ranking. The 

advanced group remained generally unchanged on all notes lforte and 

piano) showing some Improvement between the notes B2 and C3. The 

intermediate group showed a gradual improvement in mean ranking 

with each higher note, at the expense of the novtce group, at the forte 

dynamic level. The novice group mean ranking fell with each 

successively higher note, at the forte and piano dynamic level. 

The most discriminating descriptor pairs applied to the tone 

produced by the advaneed and novice subjects were "free - pinched~ 

and "full - smaW. 

The most dlscrimtnatlng descriptor pairs applied to the tone 

produced by the advanced and Intermediate groups were "full - small'", 

"clear - fuzzy'", and "free - pinched". 

The dlscriminability of the descriptor pair .. free - pinched" may 

reflect the particular problem of embouchure tension and a constriction 

of the tone. Similarly the descriptor pair "clear - fuzzy" may be an 

Indication of wind noise that may accompany the tone when produced 

with inadequate embouchure support and/or a reed of excessive 

stiffness. 
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9.7 CONCLUSIONS 

The hypothesis that there ls a significant corre]atlon between breath 

support/range and the dynamic level/range ts accepted for on]y some of 

the notes tested. The hypothesis that there ls a stgntncant correlation 

between breath support and tonal quality Is not accepted. The 

hypothesis that there is a signlfieant correlation between student 

clarinet tone and the quality Judgements made by an expert panel ts 

accepted for most of the descriptor pairs appJled. 

{ 1) The null hypothesis, that there is no slgniflcant correlaUon 

between breath support measured as oral cavity air pressure, 

and dynamic Jevel in the student clarinet p]ayer Is rejected 

for the notes Fl, C3, and F4 at the forte dynamic level and 

accepted for the notes B2 at the forte dynamic level and the 

notes FI. B2, C3 and F4 at the piarw dynamic level. 

The research hypothesis. that there ts a slgn1flcant 

correlation between breath support measured as oral cavtty air 

pressure and dynamic 1cve1, is accepted for the notes Fl, C3 

and F4 at the forte dynamlc level. There were eight trials 

(four notes and two dynamic levels). three being significant at 

the .05 level. The probability of this occurr1ng by chance ts 

approximately .005. Accordingly this result is significant at 

the .0 I Jevel. 

2) The null hypothesis that there ls no significant correlation 

between breath support range measured as oral cavtty air 

pressure range, and dynamic range in the student clar1net 

player ts rejected for the notes Fl and F4 and accepted for 

the notes B2 and C3. 
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The research hypothesis. that there is a significant 

correlation between breath support range measured as oral 

cavity air pressure range, and dynamic range Is accepted for 

the notes Fl and F4. There were four trials, (the dynamic 

ranges of four notes) of which two were significant at the .05 

leve1. The probability of this occurring by chance ts 

approximately .01. Accordingly this result Is stgnfflcant at 

the . 0 I Jcvel. 

(3) The null hypothesis that there is no significant corre1atlon 

between breath support measured as oral cavity air pressure 

and tonal quality in the student clarinet player is accepted for 

the notes FI, B2. C3 and F4 at the forte and piano dynamic 

levels. 

The research hypothesis, Ulat there is a signHlcant 

correlation between breath support measured as oral cavity alr 

pressure and tonal quality is rejected for the notes F 1, B2, C3 

and F4 at the forte and pimw dynamic levels. 

There were lhJrty-two trials {four notes, two dynamic levels 

and four harmonics), five being signtncant at the .05 level. 

Accordingly this result ts not significant at the .01 level. 

( 4) The nun hypothesis that there is no significant corre1at1on 

between the tones produced by the student players and the 

quality Judgements applied to them by an expert panel of 

judges is rejected for all the qualitative descriptor pairs 

wlth the exception of bright - dark. 

The research hypothesis that there ts a significant correlation 

between the tones produced by the student players and Ulc 

quality judgements applled to them by an expert panel of 
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Judges ts accepted for all the qualitative descriptor pairs wHh 

the exception of bright - dark. 

There were forty-eight tr1a1s (four notes, two dynamic levels 

and six qualitative descriptors), forty-one being significant at 

the .05 leveJ. The probabllity of llils occurring by ehanee is 

Jess than .01. Accordingly llits result ts stgnlflcant at the .01 

level. 

Breath support should be a fundamental concern of every clarinettist. 

It Is apparent though that, while many inexperienced players 

demonstrate a variety of dysfunctions of breath support. there are other 

factors which confound their efforts at tone producUon. The factors of 

throat tension, oral cavity resonance, and embouchure musculature may 

be very Important. Further study of tone generaUon in the clarinet 

should include consideration of these factors. 
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Chapter 10 PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

10.1 Introduction 

Breath support in clarinet performance is not a simple process. 

Brymer (1976) dismissed the notion of a clarinet which is merely 

"blown down" and ouUined the mental image of a moving air column 

requlrtng continuously varied and adjusted support from the diaphragm 

through the thoracic cavities and resonance in the oral cavity as it sets 

the reed in motion. Brymer advocated "an open or relaxed throat". 

Other teachers have observed these physiological factors. Tose 

(1962) viewed correct breathing as dependent upon unimpeded 

delivery of the airstream through a relaxed throat. Stein ( 1959) 

claimed that the diff1culty In maintaining a consistent speed of breath 

flow may be caused by a resistant larynx and a humped "back of the 

tongue~. The tension that may result in the throat muscles may provide 

a false sense of support to the breath. 

RussianoIT (l 982) emphasised even more diaphragm pressure in soft 

playing especially in the top register, to maintain the support even 

where the sound becomes inaudible in diminuendo. 

Kohut (1985) Insisted that breath control ts not necessarily the 

single most important aspect of wind Instrument playing and 

recommended the proper function of all parts of the tone production 

mechanism. Including the oral cavity (in the use of vowels). and 

embouchure. 

Pino (1980) addressed the important issue of embouchure control in 

tone production. Pino's training exercise, using the mouthpiece alone, 

would provide a useful tndica tlon as to whether the sound ls being 
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given adequate breath support or whether the mouthpiece is being 

gripped too firmly with the jaw constricting the dynamic range. 

distorting the tone and shifting the mouthpiece pitch above a 

suggested F#3. (Kohut (1973) recommended a mouthpiece playing 

pitch of Bb5 ). 

The playing conditions of the reed, mouthpiece and clarinet make 

important contributions to the ease of blowing and the quality of the 

tone. The six reed parameters of Backus(1966) included reed stiffness 

as a factor in the ease of blowing and listed recd tip resonance as a 

factor in the strength of the upper harmonics. 

Brymer (1976) described the experienced player's choice of reed as 

one that involved a trade off between dynamic level and tone quality. 

The problem for the player was described as finding the 

reed/mouthpiece configuration that would permit the slight relaxation 

of embouchure pressure to allow a greater volume of air to pass through 

the apertun• without overloading the reed and causing distortion of the 

tone. The problem for professional or student player alike, is to obtain 

the optimum breath support for the particular reed in use: to produce a 

free blown undistorted tone with full dynamic range and expression. 

The player's estimation of breath support being used may be 

confounded by such variables as excessive tension of throat or 

embouchure, insufficient mouthpiece volume within the mouth, or 

mismatch of reed with mouthpiece. 

10.2 Pedagogical Implications 

The present study observed in many student subjects an inadequacy 

of breath support and lack of dynamic range on the notes Fl and B2. 

The inadequacy of breath support manifested itself as an inability to 

provide a reasonably loud forte and a reasonably soft piano on the notes 

Fl and B2. The note Fl is the second lowest note of the clarinet and B2 
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is the lowest note of the second register. It may be that these notes, 

offering extra blowing resistance. were not supplied with the 

"continuously varied and adjusted support" recommended by Brymer 

( 1976) to produce a reasonably loud forte dynamic level. The inability of 

these students to produce a reasonably soft piano is more difficult to 

explain. 

There appeared to be on all notes tested, problems of embouchure. 

The tone produced was frequently accompanied by a lack of harmonic 

stability. and became worse with the notes of the second and third 

register. 

The stud~_nt subjects may have been employing excessive 

embouchure tension (hence reducing the airflow rate and the available 

support that could be applied to the reed without it closing). Such jaw 

clenching would result in the student playing sharp in pitch above the 

recommended Bb5 (Kohut, 1973). It is possible that the student may 

have been using insufficient embouchure support to produce a wild and 

uncontrolled tone. An important factor in performance is the balance 

between reed stiffness, mouthpiece facing and lip tension (Brymer 

1976). and it is likely that that the student subjects were not able to 

evaluate a reed nor determine correct mouthpiece placement within 

the mouth. 

The teacher may be able to address these problems by: 

( 1) insisting upon the provision for the student of a high quality 

instrument with a suitable mouthpiece, (ideally 

professional quality), selected for its response. tonal quality 

and dynamic range. There are student quality instruments 

available which meet these criteria and professional quality 

mouthpieces represent a fraction of the cost of the 

instrument. 
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(2) frequent inspection and blowing of the student's clarinet 

with its own mouthpiece and reed. The student often does 

not have the experience to assess the playing condition of 

the instrument and can eastly develop negative performanee 

habits as a result of a "heavy-blowing· or unresponsive 

instrument. The student's instrument should have accurately 

seated pads, and an undamaged mouthpiece reed table to 

prevent atr leakage and a resultant lack of response. 

(3) the close monitoring of the reed strength and quality used by 

the student. Many students appear unaware of the 

importance of reed strength and use reeds that are of 

excessive suffness, or of poor quality (stuffy and unresonant). 

An additional problem for some students ts the use of the 

reed which has become very soft through prolonged use and 

exceeded its working life, and is as a result incapable of 

reasonable dynamic range or real musical expression. 

(4) developing tn the student the awareness of the criteria of 

reed quality, the importance of careful reed selection, (and 

later) the techniques of reed optimisation through 

adjustment. 

(5) close observation of the embouchure to ensure that an 

optimum amount of mouthpiece Is held within the player's 

mouth. This will assist the student to maintain a reasonable 

dynamic range. 

(6) regular observation of the student performance of long 

tones on the mouthpieee alone, to monitor the mouthpiece 
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playing pitch. Ir this very important aspect or technique ls 

monitored frequently, excessive embouchure tension and a 

choking or the reed may be avoided. 

(7) Incorporating long note studies at piano to develop stability 

for the notes of each register. followed by the gradual 

introduction or long note exercises at the forte dynamic 

level. 

(8) the development or a reasonable dynamic range or the first 

register before proceeding to the second. This could 

Include long note and slow exercises to build up controlled 

louder forte and sorter piarw playing for the notes of the 

first register. This would Involve the development or breath 

support In addJUon to the skills of embouchure control. 

This could be conunued w1th the lowest notes of the 

second register before progressing to the upper notes or 

the same register. 

(9) the teacher providing tonal exemplars w1th frequent 

demonstration and the use or quality recordings. The 

student does not always understand that the professional 

clarinet tone in the concert hall sounds very different from 

the same tone In the teaching studio. 

( I 0) the teacher encouraging the student to listen and analyse 

his/her clarinet tone during performance and through high 

quality recordings using qualitative descriptors. 
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(1 1) acknowledging the role of the oral cavity in tone 

production. This factor has not found unJversal agreement 

amongst teachers. but many believe that there is an 

association between oral cavity vowel shape and tonal 

quallty (Boeykensl987) and (Kohutl985). The recent 

findings of Mukai (1992b} offer no convenient strategies to 

the teacher, but 1t may be worthwhile to use the vowels 

to consciously adjust the oral cavity shape for the note to 

be played. 

While it ls apparent that breath support in the student clarinetUst is 

of great importance, it should be the concern to the teacher to ensure 

that the students' best efforts in the area of breath support are not 

vitiated by problems of reed. mouthpiece, embouchure or premature 

development. 

Breath support ts the most important factor tn the generaUon of 

clarinet tone. The relaUonship between breath support and dynamic 

level tn the less experienced student player is not a simple one and the 

relaUonshtp between breath support and tonal quality in the less 

experienced student player has not been established. It is inconceivable 

however, that clarinet performance at the higher levels of study can 

proceed without real emphasis upon breath support and further study 

in this area with professional players could lead to the development of a 

model of tone production. 
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10.3 Recommendations for Further Research 

The present study, wlth Its foeus on the observation and analysts or 

the blowing behaviour or elarlnet students, establJshed a eorrelation 

between breath support and dynamie level/range on two, or the forty 

two notes, in common use on the clarinet. 

Replication studies on other notes, including those or the 

problemaUcal "throat" register and those reaturing forked fingerings, 

could provide a more detailed description and analysis or clarinet tone 

and Us production. 

The attempt to provide an understanding or tone quality through the 

techniques or Fast Fourier Transform Analysis was generally 

unsuceessruI. The performance behaviour or the elarinet student 

appears to involve much that is unsteady, unstable. and may eneompass 

a large number or variables. The present study found problems or 

dynamie level and dynamic range, not inexplieable in terms or breath 

support. An tnvestlgaUon or the variables or embouehure tension and 

the position of the mouthpiece within the mouth may clarify the role of 

breath support and the influence of these variables. The importance or 

oral cavity resonance seems established fo11owtng the work of Clinch, 

Troup and Harris (1982), Boeykens !1987) and Mukai (1992b). The 

present study found a sub-octave undertone present In one student and 

such a dysruncUon or tone production points to the need ror rurther 

research. 

Student clarinet tone deserves further investigation at both the 

qualitative and quantitative levels. The qualitative descriptors Riley 

(I 980) developed for the Judgement or clarinet tone produeed by 

undergraduate and proressional players. were consistently applied In 

the present study. However the qualitative Judgement or student tone 

may be better served with descriptors that address its inherent 
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instability. The Fast Fourler Transform Analysis used In this study 

(mostly Instantaneous "snapshots"), provided only a very limited 

quantitative analysts, and few 1nslghts. Future studies should take into 

account the Ume varying behaV1our (and instability} of student elartnet 

tone. This may lead to a more meaningful quantitaUvc speclfieation of 

tonal speetra. 

A study of the relationship between breath support, dynamic Jevel 

and tonal quality With high quality professional players (Without many of 

the confounding behaviours of the students). may lead to the 

development of a model of tone generaUon ln the clarinet. 
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APPENDIX I 

Clarinet Pitch Notation os used in this study 
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APPENDIX 2 

Experimental Task Exercises 

Exercise No. l 

Exercise No. 2 
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Exercise No, 3 
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APPENDIX 3 

Clarinet Listening Profile Sheet 

Based upon the Listening Prome developed by Edwin Riley 
(1977) 

Please cirele the ONE number on EACH line which Is closest to your 
assessment of where the test Item belongs. There are either 3 or 4 
tone examples from the different registers; - chalumeau, clarion 
[and in some cases). the extreme register. 

WW REGISTER (Chalwneau Ft) 

1. mellow 1 2 3 4 5 harsh 

2. focussed 1 2 3 4 5 unfocussed 

3. bright 1 2 3 4 5 dark 

4. full 1 2 3 4 5 small 

5. free 1 2 3 4 5 pinched 

6. clear I 2 3 4 5 fuzzy 

SECOND REGISTER (Clarlon Bz) 

1. mellow I 2 3 4 5 harsh 

2. focussed I 2 3 4 5 unfocussed 

3. bright 1 2 3 4 5 dark 

4. full 1 2 3 4 5 small 

5. free I 2 3 4 5 pinched 

6. clear 1 .2 3 4 5 fw,.zy 
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SECOND REGISTER (Clarion C..) 

I. mellow I 2 3 4 5 harsh 

2. focussed I 2 3 4 5 unfocussed 

3. bright I 2 3 4 5 dark 

4. full I 2 3 4 5 small 

5. free I 2 3 4 5 pinched 

6. clear I 2 3 4 5 fuzzy 

THIRD REGISTER (Extreme F•l 

I. mellow I 2 3 4 5 harsh 

2. focussed I 2 3 4 5 unfocussed 

3. bright I 2 3 4 5 dark 

4. full j 2 3 4 5 small 

5. free I 2 3 4 5 pinched 

6. clear I 2 3 4 5 fuzzy 
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chi-square 

mellow-harsh 
significance 

chi-square 

focussed-unfoc 
significance 

chi-square 

bright-dark 
significance 

chi-,quere 

full-small 
,ignificence 

chi-,quere 

free-pinched 
,ignificence 

chi-,quare 

clear-fuzzy 
significance 

. 
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APPENDIX 4 

Kendall Coefficient of Concordance 

Fl f B2f C3 f F4 f 

9.366 I 15.2746 1 7.2066 I 0.6095 

0.0092 0.0005 0.0002 0.00 10 

9.7 12 1 1 7.6556 1 6.2 133 7.7945 

0.0076 0.0001 0.0003 0.0052 

(f;f}\1JJj ti:~ Xi.~3.{1. 7. 1306 /~'.~~~~·:;;; 
-~: .. ·.\·_.·.\·_.·:-:.-:\·_.·:•::":•:/~?: 

tf f.If ::ii: :::~:itt!J[ 0.0263 ttff.[i.Jt 
1 7.9366 22.2667 2 I .47 13 12.0696 

0.000 I 0.0000 0.0000 0.0005 

1 7.3570 23.6736 22.46 I 2 10.9357 

0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0009 

1 2.6631 16.6763 20.7093 7.7556 

0.001 6 0.0002 0.0000 0.0054 
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chi-:1quare 

mellow-horsh 
:1ig ni ficance 

chi-:1queire 

f ocussed-unf oc. 
,ic;inificance 

F1 p 

9.3112 

0.0095 

11.4927 

0.0032 

Appendices 

Kendall Coefficient of Concordance 

B 2 p C3 p F4 p 

11.5307 20.6534 8.9818 

0.0031 0.0000 0.0027 

12.5429 24.2128 6.9530 

0.0019 0.0000 0.0084 

bri;:;~::;k ({f;~r:ii r.t11rtt I tt1;1tt! f £11~~)i! 
::-:-.-g:•J·r·;·i~:•t) t· .. g:Ig~-~-\I t .. g::·tl~'J\};: :rg:•;·;t~\l si gni fie a nee 
i. ·.■) ·/~-·.::. ·/:. ·/,\ ·.:.~ :.■::~~::• } .. :■.\:.:.::::· .. )\:.■.:::::~ ~·:::•~ :::::::•.::.:•.:4■4··.:::·:)··/:.\<::•:::•~· :~ ·/:. ·/~ ..... 44. ·:) ·.::. ·.:.\ ·;:~·::%~· 

chi-square 15.9296 16.0166 24.0731 11.6867 
full -smo 11 1------+--------f.----..,_ ___ ___. 

significance 0.0003 0.0003 0.0000 0.0006 

cM-square 12.6863 16.3596 24.9357 9.0994 

free-pinched 
:1igni fi ca nee 0.0018 0.0003 0.0000 0.0026 

chi-:1quare 6.8403 1 1.9935 21.2727 10.4330 

clear-fuzzy 
:1igni fi ca nee 0.0327 0.0025 0.0000 0.0012 
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APPENDIX 5 

Correlation Analysis Results: Breath Support, Dynamics and 
Timbre 

The findings including the low and non significant correlation results 

are reported below. 

Maximum Breath Support as Manometer AJr Pressure 

There were very low correlations between maximum manometer 

breath support and age {r= .16, p= .201). and between maximum 

manometer breath support and playing experience (r= .20, p= .150). 

There was a low positive correlation between max.Imum manometer 

breath support and gender. The male subjects applied greater breath 

support than the female subjects [r= .55, p= .000). The t statistic was 

3.684 and signlflcant at the 0.05 level. The breath support means were 

males 98.0 cm water, S.D. 21.6, and females 71.5 cm water, S.D. 19.4 

cm. 

There were low positive correlations between maximum manometer 

pressure and maximum possible breath support for all the test notes: 

Fl (r= .51, p= .001), B2 [r= .47, p= .003). C3 (r= .38, p= .015). and 

F4 [r=.43, p=.019). 

There were low positive correlations between maximum manometer 

pressure and the breath support applied to the test notes played forte as 

follows: Fl (r= .29, p= .054), B2 [r= , I 9, p= , 146), C 3 [r= .21, p= .116), 

and F4 [r= .12, p= .296). 
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Marlmum Breath Support on the Test Notes 

A low postUve correlation was found between age and maximum breath 

support for all test notes as follows: F'l (r= .48, p= ,003), B2 (r= .47, 

p= .004), C3 (r= .38, p= .021), and F4 (r= .57, P= .004). 

There were low positive correlations between experience and 

maximum breath support for three test notes as follows: F 1 (r =.43, 

p= .010), B2 [r= .39, p= .017), and F'4 (r= .45, p= .024). 

There was a low positive eorrelatlon between gender and the 

maximum breath support for the note B2 with the male subjects applying 

greater breath support [r= .37, p= .018). 

There were high to moderate positive eorrelattons between the 

maximum breath support used for the note F 1 and the max.Jmum breath 

support used for all other test notes as follows: B2 (r= .86, p= .000). 

C3 (r=. 75, p= .000), and F4 (r= .81, p= .000) 

There were high positive eorrelaUons between the breath support 

used for the note F 1 forte and the breath support used for all 0U1er test 

notes forte as follows: B2 [r= .94, p= .000), with C3 [r= .84 , p= .000). 

with F'4 [r= .84 , p= .000). 

There were moderate to high posiUve eorretauons between the breath 

support used for aJI test notes played at their maximum and the breath 

support used for the same notes at the forte dynamic as follows: 

Fl (r= .73, p= .000), B2 [r= .72, p= .000). C3 [ r= .80, p= .000), and 

F4 (r= .79, p= .000). 

Breath Support and Sound Level 

There were moderate to low positive eorrelations between the 

maximum breath support at forte and the sound level for Fl forte 

(r= .56, p= .000), B2 forte [r= .40, p= .011), B2 piano (r= .30, p= .050), 
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C3 forte (r= .48, p= .003). F4 forte (r -. 52, p= .005), and F4 piano 

(r= .44, p= .017). 

Breath Support and Harmonic Content 

Fl forte 

There was a low negative correlation between maximum breath 

support and the level of fundamental (r= -.33, p= .030). 

Fi piano 

There was a low negative correlation between maximum breath 

support and the level of fundamental (r= -.30, p= .047) and a low 

posiUve correlation between maximum breath support and the level of 

third harmonic (p= .33, p= .032). 

B2forte 

There was a low negative correlation between the maximum breath 

support and the level of second harmonle (r= -.59, p= .000). 

B2piano 

There was a low posltive correlation between the, maximum breath 

support and the level of the fourth and higher harmonics (r= .31, 

p= .042). 
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C3forte 

There was a low posrnve correlation between the maximum breath 

support and the level of the fourth and higher harmonics (r= .43, 

P= .006). 

C3piano 

There was a low postuve correlaUon between the maximum breath 

support and the level of the third harmonic (r= .31, p= .038). 

F4Jorte 

There were low positive correlations between the maximum 

breathsupport and the level of the third harmonic (r= .55, p= .003) and 

between the maximum breath support and the level of the fourth and 

higher harmonics (r= .53, p= .005). 

F4 piano 

There were no correlatlons between the maximum breath support and 

the harmonic content for thls note. 

Sotm.d Volume and HarmonJc Content 

Fl forte 

There was a low negatlvc correlatlon between the sound volume and 

the fundamental content (r= -.31, p= .039). 
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Fl piano 

There were no correlations between sound volume and harmonic 

content. 

ID.forte 

There was a low negative correlation between the sound volume and 

the second harmonic content (r= -.53, p= .001). 

Bl piano 

There was a moderate negative correlation between the sound volume 

and the second harmonic content (r= -.71, p= .000). 

C3jorte 

There were no correlations between sound volume and harmonic 

content. 

C3piano 

There were no correlations found between sound volume and 

harmonic content. 

F4forte 

There were no correlations found between sound volume and 

harmonic content. 

F4 piano 

There was a low negative correlation between the sound volume and 

the third harmonic content (r= -.35, p= .050). 
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ConelaUon between Harmonics 

Fl forte 

There were low negative correlations between the fundamenta] 

content and the content of the fourth and higher harmonies (r= -.5381. 

p= .001), and between the fourth and higher harmonic content and the 

third harmonic content (r= -.33. p= .029). 

Fl piano 

There were low negative correlations between the fundamental 

content and the third harmonic content (r= -.51, p= .001). between the 

fundamental content and the second harmonic (r= -.2948, p= .048), and 

between the fundamental content and the fourth and higher harmonic 

content (r= -.32. p= .034). 

There was a low positive correlation between the levels of the second 

and third harmonics (r= .32. p= .036). 

B2Jarte 

There was a high negative correlation between the fundamental 

content and third harmonic content (r= -.84, p= .000) and a low 

negative correlation between fundamental content and fourth and higher 

harmonic content. (r= -.36. p= .019). 

B2 piano 

There were low negative correlations between the fundamental 

content and the third harmonic content (r= -.32, p= .034) and the 

fundamental content and the fourth and higher harmonic content 

(r= -.33, p= .031). There was a moderate positive correlation between 

the third harmonic content and the fourth and higher harmonic eontent 

(r= .66. p= .000). 

C3forte 
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There was a moderate negative correlation between the fundamental 

content and the second harmonic content Cr= -.62, p= .000) and a low 

negative correlqtion between the fundamental content and the fourth and 

higher harmonic content Cr= -.36. p= .021). 

There was a low positive correlation between the third harmonic 

content and the fourth and higher harmonJc content (r= .44, p= .005). 

Cl piano 

There was a moderate negative correlation between the fundamental 

content and the second harmonic content (r= -.69. p= .000) and a 

moderate positive correlation between the third harmonic content and the 

fourth and higher harmonic content (r= .68, p= .000). 

F4forte 

There was a moderate negative correlation between the fundamental 

content and the second harmonic content (r= -.67, p= .000) and a low 

negative correlation between the fundamental content and the third 

harmonic (r= -.40 , p= .028). There was a low positive correlation between 

the second harmonic content and the third harmonic content (r= .45, p= 

.017) and a moderate positive correlation between the third harmonic 

content and the fourth and higher harmonic content (r= .65, p= .000). 

F4 pi.a.no 

There was a moderate negative correlation between the fundamental 

content and the second harmonic content (r= -.63, p= .000) and a low 

positive correlation between the third harmonic content and the fourth 

and higher harmonic content (r= .49, p= .000). 
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APPENDIX 6 

The Experimental Mouthpiece Clarinet and Manometer 

with detail of the reading scale 
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APPENDIX 7 

The Fast Fourier Analysis using the Hewlett Packard HP385A 
Spectrum Analyser 

To the left the author, to the right Dr. Neville Fletcher in the 
Acoustic Laboratory of the Australian Defence Force Academy 

Canberra 

-/ --~~ -~-=~---7~--~ 
j',,.,. 
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APPENDIX 8 

The Oscilloscope Trace of the subtone produced by 
advanced subject S6 
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